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I.
A Study of the American Farmer s' Purchasing Power in
Relation~to the Problem of its Stabilizat lorn
Introduction
The American public comprises some 122, 775, 046
people who take part individually or as groups in contri-
buting to the many complex units of the nation's life.
It is impossible for one of these individuals to know
all of the intricate workings of the country's industries,
commerce, banking, professional services, government, etc.
But there are aids for one minded to learn. There are
means of communication with all parts of the United States
and there are many volumes, pamphlets, and statistics of
information. But the average man falls back on more
popular sources, the radio, the newspaper. Or he may
indulge in hearsay - "they say," "it happened to a friend
of mine." It was after some such fashion as this that
our citizens suddenly became stocljmarket conscious in the
twenties. And out of the ultimate crash and economic
disorganization came a more recent fiasco, the bank mora-
torium of early 1933. It was another milestone of this
depression that has so chafed us as a people that we
overwhelmingly elected a president who promised us a New
Deal. In the year during which he has been in office we
have seen many changes, many experiments. For the man on
1. The World Almanac
,
p. 248. Based on 1930 Government
Census
.

the street these have been summed up in an overwhelming
array of initials, (if one were a sceptic, he might go
further and thus voice the popular cry, that sun spots
are the cause of many troubles and that initials are the
cure-all.) What the government has accomplished and at
what costs cannot be truly evaluated till the wisdom of
future years gives us our insight. But that does not
mean that each and every one of us should not strive in
the present to study existing problems, to keep informed.
And one of the outstanding problems of today, of whose
existence even the man in the street must be aware, is
the agricultural situation. It is a serious question, of
long standing, and with many difficult angles. Therefore
in the first part of my work I propose to outline briefly
the existing conditions. Working from the status quo I
shall turn to definition of terms and thereby point out
some of the fundamental stumbling blocks to an easy solu-
tion of the problem. In the second part of this work I
shall treat these problems in detail. And finally I
shall strive to draw the implications that apply to the
future outlook, together with suggested remedies.
Among those who went to the polls hoping for a
New Deal were the American farmers. Those persons who
are engaged in agriculture number 10,482,323,^- v/hich is
1. Op. cit.
,
p. 340. This compares with total farm
population of 30,445,350, or more recently estimated at
32,242,000. See Bureau of Agricultural Economics, May,
1933, p. 2.

about 21,4/9 of our total gainfully employed population.
In one way they are not exactly comparable to the majority
of working people, since their living is inextricably
mixed up with their industry; farming is a way of life.
But aside from existing they are also in business
t
to earn
a profit over and above costs so that they may improve
their standard of living, even have some luxuries and
pleasures, perhaps put by some savings for their old age
or for their children to inherit. In that respect they
are like all workers. And what is their chance of success?
They are an outstanding group in our national economy,
outranked in numbers only by the members of the manufactur-
ing and mechanical industries, who, as 1930 Government
Census figures show, represent 28.9$ of the gainfully
occupied. (Those engaged in trade come third with 12 #5$.
)
The farmers justly feel that they make a large contribution
to our nation's welfare and accordingly count themselves
entitled to due compensation.
At this point we become aware of the shadow that
hangs over agriculture, the fact of increasing overpro-
duction causing continued decline in the prices of agri-
cultural commodities. This has meant decreasing income,
the lowering of the farmerVr purchasing power. Further-
more, his condition is aggravated by the fact that there
1. Morton and Drury, Farm Purchasing Power
,
p. 6. These
authors further point out that "While the importance of
agriculture has been declining steadily since 1918, it
still comprises 9,b of our total national income," p.l.
It was then 19%.

i3 a marked spread between the prices which he receives
for the commodities that he sells and the prices he has
to pay for the commodities that he buys.-*- While his
gross income has been steadily falling off,^ his expenses
have not decreased in proportion. Among these are the
fixed charges, especially taxes 3 and interest payments, 4
As their very name implies, they have remained fairly
stationary as compared with gross income that fluctuates
in the long run and of late has been showing a pronounced
falling off. The results of this unfortunate situation
are shown by the large number of foreclosures and forced
sales which have overtaken farm property. "Forced sales
by reason of debt obligations were a little more than
twice as numerous as such sales by reason of delinquent
taxes." 5 Violence has even manifested itself as the
form which the farmer's reaction takes to this situation.
But the cause lies in his inability to pay, since, in
many cases, he cannot earn even the expenses of operation
1. For illustrative statistics, see Appendix I.
2. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Agricultural
Situation
,
April, 1933, p. 12: gross farm income from
1923-1929 was between eleven and twelve billion dollars.
In the next three years it shrank respectively to'Mw, 000, 00*;
$6,920,000,000 and $5,000,000,000.
3. Op. clt
., February, 1934, p. 4. "Between 1930 and
1932 taxes shrank 21$."
4. Op. cit . , April, 1933, p. 11. Farm mortgage debt
for 1933 is estimated at $8,500,000,000; total farm in-
debtedness of all kinds at $12,000,000,000 and over.
5. Op. clt
. ,
April, 1933, p. 12. Further statistics on
forced sales
:
"From March 1, 1928-March 1, 1929 s 19.5 per 100 farms.
" 1930- " 1931 = 26.1 " " " .
" 1931- " 1932 - 41.7 " " " ."

from his year's work. The result is that he strives to
build up his source of income by increasing production, 1
This means more agricultural commodities put on the
market, and at a time when the world is suffering from
depression. The demand for the farmers 1 products, which
at best is relatively inelastic, has fallen off. So the
prices the farmer receives decline even more and he has
been caught in a vicious circle.
pause to answer those whose query is raised: Why is it
that farmers' incomes don't go so far as those of other
employed workers who are living through this same de-
pression? First, most farmers sell their produce at
wholesale and buy what they need or want at retail. Be-
tween the time a farm commodity leaves the farm and
reaches the consumer's kitchen, there have been added to
it various items of the cost of distribution: transpor-
tation, wholesale and retail distribution, together with
such further processes as packing, processing, grading,
etc., mark-up for profit, and often the large item of
service that is required by many consumers from their
retail stores. Thus, the new price represents new costs.
These are added to the products the farmer buys but not
to those he sells. This seems to put the farmer in the
1. Morton and Drury, Farm Purchasing Power
,
p.l: "In
the face of a decline in farm prices from 1919 to 1932
of 73$, agricultural production increased 13$ , while
industrial production, faced with a 47$ decline in indus-
trial prices, declined 23$ . n
Before going further with this study, we must

category of wholesalers • But, as a class, their pur-
chasing power is higher than the farmers'. This is true
because they are handlers of goods; when they foresee or
know that demand is slackening, they decrease their orders
they may even lay off workers. For the average farmer thi
is impossible. His industry cannot be quickly curtailed.
He has a crop to sell; if he doesn't it will spoil on his
hands. He can't plan ahead to decrease production, for
nature plays a part there. If he arbitrarily decreased
his planting, his neighbors wouldn't. He often can't cut
down labor, since that body is comprised of himself and
his family. Besides he has expenses to meet and his farm
produce is his source of income. His hands are tied.
Hoping for the best, he plants; he harvests what nature
provides; and he sells for what he can get.
The prices of farm commodities have slumped bad-
ly and the new Democratic administration has avowedly set
itself about the task of changing this state of affairs.
Figures show a certain measure of successful results. In
February, 1934, the prices of the chief crops showed a
striking advance over a year ago. Corn had risen from an
average farm price of 19^ a bushel a year ago to 44^ this
January; wheat from 33^ a bushel to 69^; cotton from 5.6$/
a pound to 10.3^; oats from 13.4^ a bushel to 32jzf; pota-
toes from 37.4$/ a bushel to 77{/. But livestock products,
with the exception of wool, have not shown much rise.
"The general index of prices of all farm products has

advanced from 51 a year ago to 70" in January (pre-war
average representing 100). I.e. there has been about a
37$ increase in a year. 1 Before giving all the credit
to the government, one must note that "Last year was one
of the poorest crop seasons in years. The acreage of
field and truck crops actually harvested was about 9%
less than in 1932. This decrease was due to various
causes, including the failure of some 14,000,000 acres
of winter wheat, bad weather at planting time, heavy loss
of spring grains by drought, and the plowing under of
10,384,000 acres of cotton. "2 This smaller supply met
with an increasing demand, for business activity had
improved. There was more money to spend for the more ex-
pensive foods and less need for curtailment and substitu-
tion. There were more people employed. But probably the
greatest factor at work toward increasing the farmer's
income (and consequent purchasing power) was the govern-
ment*
The Farm Relief Act of 1933 (approved May 12th)
made possible the undertaking of those steps which seemed
to promise relief in the farm emergency. The first part
of the program provided for the reduction of farm produc-
tion. Voluntarily farmers made agreements which the
government whereby they decreased their acreage planted in
1« Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Agricultural
Situation
,
February 1, 1934, p.l.
2. Op. cit
., January, 1934, p.l. "The main crops showed
a total production of about 18% less than in 1932, and the
smallest in 30 years."

return for subsidies. Seven basic commodities were spe-
cified: wheat, corn, cotton, hogs, rice, tobacco, and milk
and milk products. Other methods were used to obtain price
increases: marketing agreements, codes of fair competition,
support of the market, etc. "The immediate objective was
to get cash into the hands of the farmers to compensate
them for the present low prices." Cash payments were
advanced for hog marketings and cotton adjustments in
1933, and "in anticipation of acreage or surplus reductions
promised for next year's crops. "^ More cash poured out
into farm communities as the agreements on the other commo-
dities were worked out. Furthermore, the government
loaned money on cotton, (including loans to those who held
options on government owned cotton), corn, wheat. The
various agricultural agencies loaned out over two more
billion dollars. (Include: Federal Farm Loans to Co-
operatives, Intermediate Credit Banks, Federal Land Banks.)
The pressing burden of interest payments was decreased by
refinancing at 4^$. For this purpose a new two billion
dollar issue of farm loan bonds was authorized. The
government, in other words, had put its hand into its
pocket, (ultimately the taxpayer's), and had embarked upon
a career of lavish spending. Nor did it confine itself
to the farmers. Believing that the welfare of all the
people is inter-related and knowing that those same citi-
1. Drury, Farm Purchasing Power
,
p.2.

zens wished to see evidence of leaving the depression
behind, a tremendous program was undertaken. The expense
of that machinery that has been set to work must be
realized even by the cursory reader of the nation 1 s budget
(And taxes are the prime means of maintaining a country's
financial integrity.) The benefits one may see in the
condition of the country's business, banking, etc. But
should one look further, across the border to Canada, let
us say, one may also see signs of an upturning business
cycle. Figures and careful study alone can prove whether
our neighbor, without our artificial and expensive aids,
has outstripped us. Surely her results are comparable.
Time, the long-run view, will prove the judge
of our president, aided by those whom he judges the most
competent advisers, in his "noble experiment." But in
this present we should do well to look as closely as
possible into a problem that Is not new, for the War laid
the foundations of many of our troubles and Is still tak-
ing its toll; a problem that has not been solved, for
even some of the emergency measures are yielding to others
(e.g. the reduction of the cotton crop Is to become a pre-
scribed measure rather than a voluntary one ) : the farm
situation. Today's dilemma is the overproduction of agri-
cultural commodities. This seriously affects the farmers'
purchasing power. Because it has declined so drastically
something has to be done. Whether one believes in sta-
bilization or other remedies for the problem, one must

first know Its causes. Finally, there is the realiza-
tion that the future is built up out of the pa3t and of
the present, and that it itself represents a long-time
vista.

I • Definition of Terms : Their Meaning and Significance
In making a study of the American farmers f pur-
chasing power in relation to the problem of its stabili-
zation, one should first be sure that he has defined the
problem. This can only be accomplished by careful
definition of terms, to understand their meaning and full
significance. So at this point it seems wise to ask
ourselves ourselves certain fundamental questions. Who and
what is the American farmer? We shall find that he is many
people, living under varying climatic and economic condi-
tions in the United States; that there is no average man
who represents the American farmer. Second, then, what is
his industry? We shall find that agriculture is distinc-
tive from other industries, that it has certain character-
istics of its own which are bound up with the facts that
it is also a way of life, and that nature plays an
irrevocable part in its ultimate success or failure.
T^ird, we must inquire into the composition of the farmers 1
purchasing power. It arises out of net income, derived
from gross income less operating expenses and fixed charges.
It is the source from which he draws to meet his needs and
to satisfy his desires. And this purchasing power is a
significant item of our national economy, since in its
turn it affects other industries, in fact the businesses
of all our other citizens
•
Even when we have considered these basic

questions that are involved in our study, we shall find
that we must go further in our investigations. There are
other factors that indirectly play their part in deter-
mining our conclusions. Such an one is the international
situation: world markets, with especial consideration of
Europe's purchasing power; the tariff problem that has
been so instrumental, together with the general depression,
in bringing to pass the existing condition in foreign
trade. These factors all constitute phases of the American
farmers 1 problem today. But even further back in our
history are other contributing factors. As our frontiers
pushed westward, the government adopted definite land
policies. The effects of economic geography asserted
themselves, resulting in our present regional distribution
of the agricultural products. (Secondary influences here
were introduced by the building and expansion of railroads,
the growing up of cities, etc.) Finally the farmers
themselves must be dealt with. As agriculture ceased to
be a subsistence production, it became an industry whose
members definitely, though perhaps subconsciously, labelled
themselves "farmers." They are neither serfs nor peasants
such as we find in many parts of Europe. They are citi-
zens claiming their rights, assuming a definite class
consciousness that has often been evinced by their various
organizations. While they themselves have only played a
slight direct part in politics, the desire for their votes
has caused politics to play around them. To-day - an era

IS.
of new methods, scientific invention, new demands, ex-
tensive education, and broadening economics - the farmers f
problem has become limned with many definite angles that
cry out the need for solution. It is a vast subject and
the largest and most powerful force in this country, the
Federal Government, has taken upon itself the task of
endeavoring to straighten out the situation.
One of the popular remedies offered may be
summed up as an attempt to stabilize the farmers* pur-
chasing power. M0st people agree that the farmers aren f t
receiving a just return for their labors. Prices are too
low and should be raised. There is a division of opinion
as to whether the pre-war prices or those following the
post-war depression should serve as an ideal goal. By
raising the prices the farmer receives, his purchasing
power will be increased in reasonable proportions (pro-
vided, of course, that his expenses do not rise propor-
tionately). In order that he should never suffer again,
his newly raised purchasing power should be fixed at this
desirej level. Various schemes and theories have been
advanced, some methods have even been essayed. It will be
our business later in this work to examine them closely.
But in passing we may wonder, the feasibility of the
scheme being granted, if such a state of affairs is com-
patible with human nature. There is an old saying and a
true one, that "variety is the spice of life." Such a
truism may seem to be carping criticism. Perhaps the

farmers, who definitely need aid in the present, will
be forever satisfied with a stabilized condition of life.
But even so, it is contrary to nature, and the elements
of climate, temperature, rainfall, hail, drought and the
like, are factors over which the human race cannot yet
exert complete mastery. Here is a power to be reckoned
with in all stabilization schemes.
As a starting point in any remedial program two
glaring evils of agriculture must be faced. The problem
of overproduction and the problem of the farmers 1 debt,
with its corollary of credit extended by other citizens
of the nation, are both tremendous factors in the situation
as it exists to-day. Has the farmer had enough credit or
has he had too much? Borrowed money is essential for large
scale industry. It is a valuable source of income to the
lenders who have unproductive surpluses of wealth. But
money should only be borrowed when it can earn a return
that will pay the cost of borrowing and yield a profit to
the borrower. The sore spot in the debt situation is
centralized in eleven states. ^ Here, and in other sections
of the country, the farmers often cannot meet their
interest charges and other expenses. In an attempt to do
so they have striven to increase their incomes. The result
1. The Internal Debts of the United States,pp. XVIII, 24.
42$ of American farms are mortgaged, and "60% of this num-
ber are located in the following eleven north central
states: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Missouri. Kansas, N0rth Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and
Montana.

has been the tremendous overproduction. So this proves
itself the result of earlier maladjustments. We are still
paying for the War. The sufferers have been many, the
efficient and the inefficient together. In how far should
other workers, who in their own lives are also passing
through the postponed depression of the World War, pay
to aid their unfortunate fellows in agriculture? Should
they undertake loss, debt and taxation to save the good
farmers and the bad. Or should the law of the survival
of the fittest be allowed to operate, perhaps with some
judicious aid of a sustaining nature? All these questions
must be asked. Their answers cannot be found easily.
After an intensive study we shall be prepared to form our
own conclusions.
1. Now let us specifically ask, v/hat and who is a
farmer ? In general one might say that he is a man who
tills or cultivates the ground. 1 So he may or may not
own the land he uses, he may or may not be working for
himself. In the United States there are farm owners who
direct the operation of farms they own, leaving the actual
labor to others. There are large and small owner-operators.
There are various classes of tenant farmers. There are
1. Compare the U.S. Census definition of a farmer: a
"person who directs the operation of a farm." Quoted by
Stuart A. Rice in Farmers and Workers in American Politics .
New York, Longmans Green & Co., 1924. PT37. This author
adds "Whether he is an owner, a tenant or a manager, the
farmer is always an entrepreneur .
"

even farmers who once owned their own land, but, after
the foreclosure of mortgages they were unable to meet,
now operate those same farms under orders from the bank
or other creditors who took over the property. Working
under these varying conditions, farmers must or do adopt
contrasting plans of operation, A successful farmer
proves himself by his orderly and efficient methods and
planning. Even to-day his business shows him a profit.
His less skillful brothers, however, cannot make both
ends meet. They live under constant pressure of meeting
interest payments, staving off bankruptcy. They must sell
their crops at harvest time, regardless of prevailing
prices, in order to have cash. They cannot help them-
selves by orderly marketing. Many of the tenant farmers
are faced with the same situation. They may be tenants
because of lack of capital to buy a farm, a condition
that arises in a young as v/ell as in an inefficient man's
life; or because of lack of initiative, mental calibre,
and force of external conditions over which they have no
control. A few are shrewd men who are biding their time
till the opportunity is ripe to buy land. 1 Whatever the
cause, it is important to note that their number is in-
creasing2 till today they represent a large proportion of
1. L.C. Gray in his Introduction to Agricultural Econo-
mics
, pp. 270-282, gives an excellent summary of the
causes of farm tenancy. Compare Yoder, Introduction to
Agricultural Economics
, p. 142.
2. National Conference Board, The Agricultural Situa-
tion
, p. 37. Tenancy to all farmers was 25.6 in 1880, 38.1
in 1920, and 38.6 in 1925.

the total number of farmers. In 1930^3,568,394 farms
were operated by owners, 55,889 by managers, and 2,664,365
by tenants, 1 The desirability of tenancy depends on its
form. The principal methods are: competitive cash rent,
standing rent, customary or fixed rents, share rents,
stock share leases, and share-cash leases.^ Finally, to
complete our group of the types of men who work the soil,
we come to the laborers. They, in turn, may be those who
work without wages, such as the members of the farmers*
families, and those who are truly hired labor, some having
part time jobs and others steady employment.
Whatever type of farmer he may be, there is
something about the character and make-up of the man
himself that has dictated his choice of occupation. First
and foremost there is the love of the land and the out-
doors. Agriculture is both an industry and way of life.
It appeals to the man who cherishes his independence.
Such a man often is not one with highly developed business
instinct. Besides, living and the business itself are too
closely interwoven to permit of their separation into
dollars and cents. The farm supports the farmer and his
family; it is a home; and it is a business plant, with a
potential source of income. This factor of self-suffi-
ciency is both an obvious advantage and a disadvantage.
1. The World Almanac
, p. 339.
2. Gray, Introduction to Agricultural Economics . pp. 288-
291.

Farms are, to a great extent, situated in isolated
communities. Those who live on them may not leave them
for days at a time. It can be a lonely life. There are
no large centres of population in the true agricultural
districts. Farmers have few contacts with centres of
ideas and city life. They may develop their own ideas
or stick to those of their forbears. They are often set
in their ways, distrustful of change. They are vigorous
people, but of necessity intermittent workers. There is
the season of planting, the summer of caring for the crops,
and the period of harvest. With livestock too, (other
than those that supply the immediate needs of the indivi-
dual farm), there is a cycle that culminates when the
fattened cattle are shipped to market. So there is a
fourth season, the relatively inactive winter time. The
farmers' year is marked by periods of long hours of in-
d
cessant and har^ work and by a time of waiting for nature
to take her rest. The farmer deserves his too, for when
he labors he can take no thought of the six hour day, the
half holiday and the free Sabbath that the industrial
worker considers his by right. The farmer is active from
-th«T
sun-up to sun-down. In the autumn, provided^the weather
has not played him false with drought or frost, that he
has been able to vanquish the insect pests, he finds his
reward in his harvest. It is then no wonder that he feels
wronged when prices for his commodities fail to pay for
the costs of operation and for his slimmest demands to

maintain his standard of living. He has faithfully gone
about his work, hut even the little he asks of life has
not been given him.
The American farmer f s standard of living is high
as compared to that of the European peasant. He is a
decent, honest, self-respecting citizen. He has few
luxuries, 1 perhaps a radio, an automobile. He expects
little in the way of entertainment, perhaps a weekly trip
to town or even an occasional moving picture show. His
family are content with meagre household conveniences,
^
perhaps electricity, or in some cases a washing machine.
Education, style, etc. are of secondary importance. Sim-
plicity is the keynote of this existence. It is compen-
sated for by independence, by all that goes with living
in the country. To the city dwellers, it seems meagre
fare,without luxury, excitement, higher education, hurried
business; but it is the accepted state of affairs for
about one quarter of our population. Their number to-day
is the "largest in history." 3 Sometimes the cities lure
1. The Boston Transcript , December 26, 1933, quoted
the 1930 Government C ensus figures on the value of farm
homes: "44$ are worth $1000 or less, and only 4$ more
than $5000; 65$ of the homes of tenant farmers are worth
$1000 or less, and only 1% over $5000, The average
value of the owned farm home was $13.35, of the tenant
farmer's home, $500,
2. Moody's Manual of Public Utilities , A106. "Of the
total 6,288,648 farmsTn the United States, 11.2$ were
electrified at the end of 1932,"
3. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Agricultural
Situation
,
May, 1933, p,2. "The gain last year was a
million persons, largest single year increase since 1920,
The great movement away from farms which went on from
1920 to 1930 has slackened. The movement from town to
farm has also slowed up somewhat." P. 3. "The surplus of
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the young people from the farms, holding out the prospect
of more money .1 They may or may not return. Sometimes
men cannot leave the farms much as they would like to,
for they were born at the wrong time. Their life-savings
or their patrimony may be sunk in the land without pros-
pect or possibility of salvage. Host farmers, however,
have chosen agriculture, because to them it seems the best
way of life. They were born to or grew up with love of it.
Men who live on the land stay on it through
their generations. So it is that changing times have come
to them. They contribute little to bring these conditions
to pass, but they are influenced by them. This process of
adaptation may be hard. To-day the American farmer finds
that certain outside factors have a definite bearing on
his own problems. Aside from the World War and the de-
pression which we have already mentioned, probably one of
the most vital innovations is the coming of farm machinery ,2
with its savings of labor and time. One of the outstanding
examples that may be cited is the motor tractor, though the
horse is more economical on certain types of farms. "The
tractor may some day do all the work where well-drained,
level land is available, where the soil is rich enough so
births over deaths for the farm population was estimated
at 468,000 for 1932, as compared with 442,000 for the year
preceding.
1. See preceding note.
2. The Business Men's Commission, in National Industrial
Conference Board, The Condition of Agriculture
, p. 138,
speaks of a machine for the mechanical drying of hay. Less
than one hour elapses from the time of cutting the grass to
its storing as hay.

"that the farmers have considerable capital, and where
the farms are large enough or the spirit of cooperation
great enough so that there is work enough to keep the
tractors "busy most of the time. One interesting result
of the Introduction of the tractor is that the more pros-
perous and progressive farmers tend to buy land enough to
fit the capacities of their machines. Hence, tractors
are very numerous in regions like central Illinois where
the soil is especially fertile; they are less numerous
in regions like southern Illinois with its poor gray soils;
still less so in places like Mississippi and almost un-
known In regions like the Kentucky Mountains. "^ The case
of other machinery is parallel to that of the tractor.
Mechanization is uneven in its influence and distribution,
depending on wealth, size of the farm, and nature of the
produce. "Maize and cotton crops are still mainly depen-
dent on hand labour, though changes are taking place in
these branches of agriculture also. Even in cotton-
growing, machinery is making great headway in Texas and
Oklahoma and, where employed, has increased human effi-
ciency from ten to twenty-fold in certain operations.
.... Agriculture is regarded as an industry which must be
organized to secure the highest production with the minimum
of labour, to spend capital lavishly on machinery, and to
1. Huntington, Wiliams and van Valkenburg, Economic and
Social Geography
, p. 402.

"secure a quick return on capital. This means displace-
raent of labqr and a gradual approximation of American
agriculture to the conditions of other industries." 1 What
will be the ultimate results of this process of mechaniza-
tion is a problem that rests with the future. Before
leaving the subject there is another outstanding machine
that should be mentioned, the automobile. It is a means
of transportation, whether for goods or for persons. Its
introduction, coupled with improved roads, has extended
the farmers' markets and his human contacts.
Some of the changes of the times have not come
to the farm. They are of the world outside, but affect
the farmers directly or indirectly. They are losing their
foreign markets. Europe's purchasing power has decreased
while her agricultural output has increased. She buys in
the cheapest markets. So our farmers are faced with the
competition of even younger countries, such as Australia,
who can produce cheaper and consequently undersell. The
American farmers' domestic market was curtailed by prohi-
bition since the demand for the ingredients of alcoholic
beverages fell off. Changes in the food habits of the
American people and the new dictates of diet have cut into
agricultural income. Horses and mules'* have been replaced
1. World Agriculture : An International Survey , p. 114.
2. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Agricultural
Situation
, March 1, 1933, p.l. "The 12,
C
7^, 000 horses now
on American farms together with the 5,000,000 mules, repre-
sent the smallest inventory of work stock in more than 40
years .
"

by machines. Farmers used to raise these animals to sell,
as well as their fodder crops. These few examples show the
need for flexibility in the farmers' program. To maintain
their industry they must find new crops and new uses for
their produce. Here the manufacturing industries offer a
growing potential market ,1 Corn, cotton, all plants of
heavy fibrous growth, straw and many other farm crops
offer a valuable source of income because of their by-pro-
ducts. "The farmer need not stop with envying manufacture,
but to some extent enter the field. "^ He is the producer
of many raw materials. It is true, of course, that no
producer of raw materials, unless he has a monopoly, will
ever become a rich man, but the farmer put aside that
possibility when he chose agriculture. But he does ask
for an adequate livelihood.
The American farmer has studied the conditions
of his own business. He has learned what crops to plant,
(or whether to raise livestock), according to the soil,
temperature, altitude^and topography and rainfall of the
region in which he lives. "The eastern half of the coun-
try has sufficient rain in normal years and produces
crops cultivated by ordinary farming methods. It is
characterized by tilled crops, small grain, and tame hay
and pasture. The western half, with generally inadequate
rainfall, (except on the northern Pacific Coast and in
1. For an excellent study of this subject the reader is
referred to George M. Rommel's Farm Products in Industry .
2. Ibid
., p. 51

parts of California and of the north Rocky Mountain dis-
trict), contains only limited areas where ordinary farming
of the eastern type can be practiced. The West is essen-
tially a region of irrigation, of dry farming, of wild hay,
and of grazing. "3- In the East great belts of territory are
called after the dominating crop: the Spring Wheat Region,
the Hay and Dairy Region, the Corn Belt, the Corn and
Winter Wheat Belt, the Hard Winter Wheat Belt, the Cotton
Belt. ^ (Listed from the north working south. See map.)
One other crop, definitely typical of a particular state,
is the tobacco of Kentucky. In cotton we have a world
monopoly, despite the attempts of European countries to
raise their own. While corn "is the leading and most
typical American crop,"^ it generally is used as fodder
and consequently appears at market in the form of hogs and
beef cattle. The hay and pasture regions, which have
colder climates, are the centres of the dairying industry.
Nearness to centres of population furnishes markets of
immediate consumption. The coastal sections of our coun-
try are marked by truck farming on the Atlantic; citrus
fruit growing in the subtropical regions of the southern
1. Ward, Climates of the United States
, p. 474.
2. Ibid ., pp. 476-455: Of corn the U.S. produces 3/5 of
the world supply, of cotton the same, and of wheat 3/4.
Compare Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting Agricul -
ture , pp. 27-32, for charts and more specific information
on comparable material. Compare also Huntington, Williams
and van Valkenburg, Economic and Social Geography , pp. 239-
242 •
3. Ibid., p. 476.

Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and southern half of Califor-
nia. To the north on this Pacific Coast the climate gets
colder, with greater rainfall, which creates a second
dairy district.
Agriculture is an engrossing business, and, for
the most part, requires all the energies of the men en-
gaged in its pursuit. They are generally content to run
their farms and let other men run the country. Sometimes,
however, the state of affairs has caught their attention
and they formed organizations to advance their views. A
history of these groups is interest ing,l since some of
the old cries of the past are still heard to-day. The
Parmer's Alliance, which came into being at the end of the
last century, demanded among other things: low interest
rates for the farmers, prohibition of future trading, free
and unlimited coinage of silver. In 1902 was organized
the American Society of Equity which sought to control the
marketing of farmers' products. (Compare the present
status of the Cooperative Movement, a movement that has
been and still is definitely encouraged by the government.)
At the same time the Farmers' Union of Texas went further
in seeking after better prices and attempted the limita-
tion of agricultural output. It was primarily interested
in cotton, since that is an important Texas crop. Acreage
was reduced in 1905 and prices went up. But failure
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
, pp.443
449, gives an excellent account of these movements. The
summary in the text is drawn from this source.
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followed, since the farmers planted more cotton the next
year. Another interesting movement was the Non-Part isan
League which started in North Dakota, It was a "class
conscious movement opposed to organized business, the
grain exchange^ the packers, the banks and the railroads.
It sought to get control of the government in order to
work its reforms. The main plank of the League's program
of reform was state ownership of important middlemen
institutions.
But American farmers did not take even an in-
direct part in the nation's politics till after the
depression of 1921. Then there arose in Congress the
Farm Bloc,^ comprising both Democrats and Republicans who
sought to further legislation favorable to agriculture.
It was the most assertive group in Congress from 1921-1925,
putting through many bills. Among these were: "Amendments
to the Farm Loan Act increasing the capital of the Farm
Loan Banks and raising the maximum amount loanable to a
farmer from $10,000 to $25, 000; acts regulating future
trading and the packers; a national cooperative marketing
bill; agricultural representation on the Federal Reserve
Board; the Purnell Bill granting additional funds for re-
search in agricultural colleges; intermediate credit, pro-
viding funds to finance the marketing of crops; and revision
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
, p. 445.
2. The reader is referred" to The Agricultural Bloc by
Arthur Capper. This book, with perhaps some bias, gives an
interesting account of the agricultural conditions and
needs of the time.

"of the tariff." 1 These accomplishments prove that, when
pressed by extremity, brought on by an evil state of
affairs and the need for readjustment, the farmers manage
to get things done. They themselves rarely participate in
government. But in depression, as we are learning again
to-day, they may prove to be the power behind the throne
in Washington.
It is evident that the farmers are a force to be
reckoned with. They form an integral part of our nation,
but we must not be carried too far in our belief that they
alone support the city population, that theirs is the only
basic industry. 2 To be sure, all mankind needs food. But
without the railways 3 and their refrigerator cars to carry
agricultural commodities to all parts of the country, the
farmers 1 market would be very limited and their number
would, of necessity, have to be cut down. Business to-day
is well equipped to facilitate distribution. On the other
hand, without industry to produce the farm machinery that
permits of extensive agriculture, and without the many
other products that add to the comfort and pleasure of
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
, p. 446.
2. See Truesdell, Farm Population of the United States
,
pp. 12-13.
3. For an account of the railroads 1 aid to agriculture,
see Andrews, Frank. Railroads and Farming
.
InU.S.D.A.,
Bureau of Statistics, Bulletin #100. Washington, Government
Printing Office, 1912. This aid took the form of money,
instruction trains, agricultural experts and demonstrators,
land improvement, literature, fairs, etc. To be sure, the
railroads also had in mind their own interests. They had
large tracts of land for sale, and they wanted to increase
their freight revenue.
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living, heightening its standard, the farmer would not be
so well off. Farmers and all other Americans are inter-
related as far as needs to be filled and contributions to
be made are concerned. (For example, to look for a moment
at purchasing power, we find that when industrial workers
are laid off they buy cheaper foods and smaller quantities;
that when farmers have less money to spend business suffers
a loss.) Agriculture is as essential to the well-being
and progress of the United States as is the steel industry
and many another. They are all parts that make up the
whole of our national and economic life. For this reason
we do well to ask: In aiding one portion of the population
are we creating an unbearable load for the others to
shoulder? Are all the members of the agricultural industry
deserving of help?
To aid the American farmers a number of different
methods would have to be employed, for our country is com-
posed of varying geography and climate, and under each set
of conditions live different types of farmers. Even set-
ting aside the play of natural forces we cannot find an
average farmer • E. A. Goldenweiser conducted a study whose
conclusions concerning averages are worthy of note. "In a
study of 4,400 farmers conducted by the Farm Demonstration
Service of this department, (Department of Agriculture), it
was shown that the most successful fifth of the farmers
made about four times as much as the next to the least suc-
cessful fifth, while the poorest fifth made considerably

less than the interest on their farm investments
2. Although our study of the farmer has brought out
many factors concerning his business, we still must ask
the question: What is the farmer 1 s industry? Here again
there is an easy answer when we say, Agriculture. But we
must pursue the subject further and search out the nature
and characteristics of that industry. Perhaps one of the
first facts that attracts our attention is that agriculture
is dependent on markets over which it has no control.
(This is related to the problem of low prices which we
shall consider again at further detail when we turn our
attention to the question of price levels and business
cycles.) Nor is it a monopoly business. The farmer
cannot shut down at will, thereby immediately cutting off
his operating expenses. He can r t even adjust his output
to demand. His is a personal industry, whose operation is
dictated by nature. The Great Plains section of the coun-
try, with vast expanses of land, dictates extensive
farming. The climate and soil modify the choice of crops.
The Atlantic Coastal Plain is profitably adapted to in-
tensive truck farming, since soil and nearness to markets
make this feasible. The farmer's own volition and judg-
ment may come into play, however, in the choice between
diversified and specialized farming. Both present advan-
tages. 2 The former "maintains soil fertility; reduces
1. Goldenweiser , The Farmer 1 s Income
,
p.4.
2. For this summary I am indebted to Gray, Introduction
to Agricultural Economics
, p. 122.

risk; makes possible more uniform use of the factors of
production throughout the year: man and horse labor,
land and machinery; gives better utilization of waste pro-
ducts and more regular income throughout the year; and
makes possible advantageous crop rotations. The advan-
tages of farming based on a single source of income are:
the region dictates the most profitable enterprise, the
simple system of farming has some of the advantages
obtained by an increase in the size of farms, reduces to
routine, and makes possible the concentration of study, "1
Though farming is primarily biological rather
than mechanical, we have seen that machinery is of im-
portance. Furthermore it has brought an element of change
into this industry, making it more capitalistic. "There
is now less of drudgery in farming and more of business.
The capital investment of the farmer must now be rightly
apportioned to each of the four factors: land, buildings,
machinery and livestock. The management of capital,
therefore, rather than the management of land, becomes
the uppermost consideration. . . .Machinery gives increased
yields and decreased costs of production. ...An increase
in the yield of the products of the farmer, without an
increase in the demand for such products, would, of course,
merely result in lowering their price, and hence in
lowering the rent of the land or in putting the poorer
1. Gray, Introduction to Agricultural Economics .

"grades of land out of use altogether. "1 The signifi-
cance of this quotation lies in its stress on overproduc-
tion and on inefficient farmers. A s agriculture becomes
more like other industries, fitting into our present era
of economics, the need for better trained and educated
farmers, with higher mental equipment, is as essential as
is the need for business executives and managers. These
are the men who now are successful and will continue to
be so. But if the government, or other agencies, strives
to raise prices and keep them high, so that the inefficient
farmers can make a living, that same artificially raised
price will encourage the better farmer to grow more. This
overproduction will continually make the maintenance of
high prices difficult. The only alternative, which is
now being considered for cotton farmers, is to limit the
output and sales of all producers. This means penalizing
efficiency.
In the last analysis, however, agriculture can
never completely emulate manufacture. Edwin R. A. Selig-
man has proved this point beyond the shadow of a doubt.
2
On the physical side we note first the costs of produc-
tion; they cannot be gauged till the end of the year, when
the expenses of having nature for a silent partner must be
reckoned. "Agriculture is subject to the law of increasing
1. Boyle, Agricultural Economics, p. 147.
2. Sellgman, The Economics of Farm Relief
, p. 35. This
author supplied the outline for the following discussion;
the quotations are direct.

"costs. Turnover is slower, and there is less trans-
ferability of capital and enterprise." Mechanization
can only be carried up to a certain point. Finally
having his goods to dispose of, the farmer's costs are
relatively greater than the manufacturer's. Agricultural
commodities are bulky and proportionately lower in value
than many factory products that comprise the high class
freight. Pood, having left the producer's hands, goes
through a number of intermediate stages. "There is far
less integration or systematization, therefore costs of
distribution play a disproportionate part in agriculture." 1
So it would seem that the agricultural industry gets off
to a bad start. The distress it has suffered in the pre-
sent depression would seem to be more severe than that of
other industries.
This great depression of the thirties is, like
others, the result of maladjustment, evidence that supply
has far exceeded demand. Moreover, after every great war,
history in the past has shown a period of falling prices.
We suffered from this cause in 1921. But immediately
thereafter came a reversal of expected conditions; our
first depression met its death prematurely. It is not
within the scope of this work to point out all the reasons
that played their part in business 'es change of front.
Suffice it then to say that the Federal Reserve in 1919
1. Seligman, The Economics of Farm Relief , f stf.

kept money rates low in order to aid in the floating of
the Victory Loan for the government and thereafter con-
tinued this policy. In agriculture, too, war time con-
ditions were carried past the armistice. "Crop acreages
and numbers of livestock in 1919, almost without exception,
exceeded the volume with which we had met the war needs of
1918. "-*- Overexpansion also gave rise to a speculative
boom in land prices^ and a passionate disregard for the
consequences of borrowing money with which to meet them.
When the bubble broke agriculture did its best to stave
off depression in the face of the declining markets and
increasing supplies. 3 But it has been inevitably carried
down into the depths of suffering, and must pass through
the throes of adjustment. In retrospect and in the light
of experience it is easy enough to see these underlying
causes. With declining gross income, the fixed charges,
4
(many of them taken on so lightly^ became an oppressive
burden. Freight rates continued high and out of
1. National Industrial Conference Board, Agricultural
Problem in the U.S.
,
p. 68.
2. World Agriculture : An International Survey , p. 73,
gives the following index numbers of the value of farm
real estate in the United States:
"Pre-war figure 100
March, 1920 170
March, 1930 115
March, 1931 106
March, 1932 89."
3. Compare Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting
Agriculture
, p. 22.
4. The reader is referred to Bean and Chew, Economic
Trends Affecting Agriculture
, pp.45, 6, 13 and 14 respec-
tively for illustrative charts and discussion of them.
See also Appendix I.

proportion.^- Labor wa3 high, since the wages offered in
factories 2 and cities enticed workers away to seek their
share in the great era of prosperity that had not been
comparably visited upon the farms. 3 The net earnings as
percentage of value of capital for the year 1929 has been
computed for agriculture and industry. For 7,000 to
12,000 owner-operated farms it was 5*2% as compared with
13.5^ for 1,302 manufacturing and trading corporations.
4
Finally, it must be remembered that America had suddenly
become a creditor nation. As such she should be prepared
to take payment in goods and services. The world market
was disorganized, Europe was poverty-stricken, and the
American farmers were faced with mounting surpluses and
increasing carry-over stocks. 5 So the depression of
agriculture continued to gather momentum^ till by 1929
1-3. See note 4, page 53 .
4. Bean and Chew, Economic Trend3 Affecting Agriculture
,
p. 40.
5» Ibid., p. 32, gives illustration of cotton consump-
tion and carry-over.
6. Sutcliffe and Doherty, in their Interpretation of
Business and Financial Conditions
, p. 87^ quote L. C. ^ray^
classification of the four periods through which agricul-
ture passed from 1919 to 1929.
"'1919-1921: drastic decline in farm income brought
about by the 3udden collapse of prices.
1922-1925: substantial improvement in farm income and
conditions brought about largely by re-
covery in general demand here and abroad,
which permitted farm prices to advance and
stabilize in the face of expanded production.
1925-1929: remarkable stability of farm income and
production; but industrial activity was
treat er. (National income rose from
77,000,000,000 to $88,000,000; but agri-
culture did not share equally in this pros-
perity. )
„
1929 ff. : marks the real crisis in agriculture.

*0.
it had struck with overwhelming force. Savings and
credit were exhausted. Banks failed. Farms, buildings,
machinery, tools and livestock were allowed to deteriorate.
Fertilizer was cut down. Improvements were rare. This is
the picture of the agricultural industry to-day. Into it
the government is trying to infuse the colors of new life,
new hope, new prospects for gaining a livelihood.
3. The American farmer 1 s purchasing powder is the
criterion "by which may be judged his own success and that
of his industry. He is well off when he can meet the
costs of operation, with an adequate margin of net income
remaining.! The amount of this income is not so important
as its translation into terms of other goods and services.
Many people and many farmers are interested in a compara-
tive analysis, between the farmers' income and that of
other workers. Here must be given a word of warning, to
point out the fact that all of the farmers 1 income cannot
be reduced to a money basis. Family food and rent are
outstanding examples. Some of the most convincing figures
of farmers' incomes have been worked out by Willford I.
King. As a starting point in the search after true re-
sults he points out that it "is impossible to obtain any
logical measurement of income without taking into con-
sideration changes in the value of wealth between the
1. Compare Ezekiel and Bean, Economic Bases for The
Agricultural Adjustment Apt
, p. 8., which gives a chart of
Farm Income and Expenditures.
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"beginning and the end of the income period, and also
fluctuations in the value of money. 1 Thus he has made
adjustments for changes in property values. 2 He goes
on to carry his work to its ultimate conclusion, allowing
for interest on the farmers 1 investment and for work done
by the farmer and his family (at the rate of lj hired man
per family). The results are interesting, since they give
us some conception, (based on the arithmetic mean), of the
financial status of an average American farmer from 1909-
1927:
Farmer's income in:
3
1909 $51,298 1918 $ 876
1910 1,932 1919 s T 1,408
1911 1,079 1920 B f 3,050
1912 <* 3,477 1921 m 5,677
1913 B 513 1922 a 670
1914 S 3,003 1923 m 1,355
1915 4,199 1924 3,264
1916 S 4,226 1925 4,750
1917 S 1,586
1927 m
1926
-$1,521*"
117
1. King, Income and Wealth
, p. 474.
2. King, The National Income and Its Purchasing Power,
p. 308: In the years 1909-1927, losses exceeded gains by
eight billions of dollars. This had to be deducted from
realized income to arrive at actual total income. So it
was that in 1916 "the farmers actually had a negative total
income, for, while the value of farm property was increas-
ing, it was increasing so much more slowly than the value
of consumers' goods that the loss in purchasing power ex-
ceeded realized income."
3. i;bid . . p. 312. -^-Signifies estimated. The reader is
referred to pp. 307-312 for an interesting discussion of
these studies, together with the different figures used.
Compare Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting Agricul-
ture
,
p. 37, which gives some 1931 figures on farm income
by regions
•

At best the farmer's net results amount to a comparatively
small figure. But this is not his great hardship, for he
is simple in his wants and tastes. It is in times of
violent fluctuations of price levels that he is faced
with an almost insurmountable problem of adjustment. He
is physically unable to balance supply and demand. 1 And
because he cannot do so his purchasing power is seriously
impaired.
Obviously the farmers 1 purchasing power is the
final answer. It is necessary therefore to consider how
it has been derived. Fred R. Yoder has given a very clear-
cut formula, a standard method for determining farm income.
The net income is the gross income less all the operating
costs. "Gross income consists of receipts from sale of
products, net annual gain from appreciation of property,
living obtained from the farm, and board of hired labor
obtained from the farm. The charges are depreciation of
1. Compare TiS-Loshenko, World Agriculture and the De -
pression
, p. 98: "The production or manufactured goods
v/as contracted in a convulsive manner not witnessed in any
of the previous depressions. Perhaps the spread and the
strengthening of various monopolistic combinations in
industry have been responsible for this. Industrial com-
binations think of stabilization of business in terms of
stabilization of prices, and in order to control supply
and maintain prices they stop at no curtailment of produc-
tion. In this way, they curtail the demand for raw
materials and cause wide fluctuations in the volume of
business. At the same time such convulsive curtailment of
industrial production make3 the demand for agricultural
products (food and raw materials) still less elastic and
lowers their prices." This may also illustrate the diffi-
culty of complete stabilization, since the stabilization
of manufacture throws the slower raw material production
out of balance.

"property, value of board of laborers obtained from farm
products, and value of farm labor and operators 1 labor.
...The labor income is the amount that is left over after
deducting a certain percent on the value of the capital of
the farm, usually 5 percent. Operator ! s income is obtained
by adding to the labor income the value of the operator's
labor." 1 But like all formulas it leaves the knowledge of
detailed information to be worked out by the man under-
taking the problem. We want to know what is the farmer's
capital investment and if it is encumbered. In the case of
operating income, we want to know when he receives it and
how often, how much v/orking capital he has and whether he
needs to borrow, and, finally, if it meets his operating
expenses and by what margin. Any other income or charges
must be duly recorded. With all this material to hand we
are ready for its interpretation^ in the light of natural
and human factors; regional, national and world conditions.
The farmer's capital investments are represented
by those properties used in the pursuit of his industry:
land, buildings, livestock, machinery, tools, etc. 2 These
are the fixed assets of his business, his plant and his
machinery and tools. First and foremost comes land. The
amount employed'5 and its topography, as we have seen, is
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics, p. 286.
2. For changes in the value of capital used in agricul-
tural production, 1919-1932, see Bean and Chew, Economic
Factors Affecting Agriculture
, p. 39.
3. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics , p. 128.
This author points out that the family size farm, i.e. one

the basis of the type of agriculture undertaken. The
consideration of soil i3 of equal importance, for different
crops may be raised to the best advantage in the varying
soils. The richer they are the less is the operating ex-
pense of buying fertilizer. But even the best soils must
be replenished. Crop rotation, then, may be a form of
insurance or upkeep. Soil is a valuable asset, worthy of
protection. In extreme cases, it may even be washed away
by erosion. Farmers have to guard against this drain upon
their original capital. They may also increase it, as by
clearing, by irrigation, etc. Land then is as necessarily
watched as any form of money and cash. Besides, it has
distinctive characteristics of its own. Among these may
be mentioned that, obviously, it is fixed in its location,
that it is subject to the law of diminishing returns,!
and that it is limited in its supply. This last statement
seems of unimportance to many who feel that the United
that can be worked by the farmer and his family, is the
most prevalent type. "Acreage varies with the type of
farming: 15-30 acres in cotton belt and tobacco regions,
30-160 acres in the corn belt, and 160-320 acres in the
small grain belt." Compare King, The National Income and
Its Purchasing Power, p. 298: "The size of farms as
measured by the area of crops cultivated has grown very
materially, (1909-1927), despite the fact that the number
of workers per farm has diminished." Note here that in-
tensive truck farming has been offset by the growth in
extensive farming on the Western plains, leaving much the
same average sized farm.
1. Op. clt
. ,
p. 289: "As increasing units of one factor
of production are added to fixed units of the other fac-
tors, the output per added unit of the variable factor
will increase up to a certain point and then decrease.
This principle applies at all points: labor, capital, fer-
tilizer, feed, irrigation" etc.

States has so much land that our nation need not worry
about this question for generations to come. But this is
a fallacious observation, since even to-day the need for
economic utilization is becoming more and more manifest.
Out national land policy was lavish: the lands belonged
to the people and should be made available to them in
large amounts and under easy terms. They could easily
secure farms from the government, or let their cattle
graze on the public domain. So the best lands were taken
up, and the individuals living on them concurred in the
public sentiment. They farmed, with little thought beyond
the immediate present. They made no provision for main-
taining the value of the land since there was plenty more.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the arid
lands, needing irrigation, were also made available to
settlers.^- But the settlers were not the only ones who
1. See Yoder Introduction to Agricultural Economics
,
p. 147-174. This author gives an excellent summary of the
Homestead Act of 1862, (by which 213,867,000 acres of pub-
lic domain were disposed of to settlers - see below); the
Timber Culture Act of 1873; the Desert Lands Act of 1877,
(providing payment of twenty-five cents an acre, with
promise of making certain improvements and a later payment
of one dollar more per acre); the Amendment of 1891, (ne-
cessary because the settlers did not live up to the easy
conditions prescribed); the Carey Act of 1894; the Recla-
mation Act of 1902, (which was the first evidence of a
national policy of conservation: from funds secured by
the sale of public lands, the government purposed to de-
velop irrigation projects); and other land grants to
soldiers, to internal improvement companies, and educa-
tional institutions.
Note too the large land grants made to railroads.
Lippincott, What the Farmer Needs
, p. 18, says of the
Homestead Act's long-time results : "This settlement was a
factor of no mean importance In the upbuilding of national

erred, and their mistakes were mostly those made through
lack of foresight. Land speculators, private and group
enterprises, sought after personal profits at the expense
of the nation. To-day our government has advisedly changed
its front, conservation of national resources and the re-
moving of marginal land from production are now being
essayed. It will be no easy task to right the evils of a
careless and carefree past, and to adopt a definite, sound
economic policy for the utilization of land, that v/ill
avoid premature development of certain land, low prices,
and hardships and suffering for the farmers. ^ The case of
land settlement, however, is not one of complete failure.
In California there was marked success. In Michigan, Wis-
consin and Minnesota land settlements were promoted by
private companies, who did not defraud their customers nor
sell them submarginal land; they gave out information
regarding the nature of the soil and other factors im-
portant to farmers. These men were also fortunate in
wealth and power; but at the same time it created thousands,
perhaps millions of debtors; and it was the direct cause
for great distress among many of those who settled upon
homestead lands. It was the direct cause for the ruin of
many farmers in the older states, and for the glut of agri-
cultural products which has continued as a phenomenon to
the present day."
1. Op. cit
., pp. 178-179, and 187, gives a splendid
treatment of the objectives in land policies and certain
principles for land settlement. Quoting from the last
reference on principles: "1.) Land should be carefully
selected and classified; 2. ) Costs of clearing the land
and bringing it into cultivation should be carefully deter-
mined; 3.) price of products that are to be grown and pros-
pective markets should be considered; 4.) settlers should
be carefully selected; 5. ) new lands to be developed only
as needed." Compare Yearbook of Agriculture
,
1931, pp. 37-40.
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markets. They had the opportunity to join the class of
successful farmers in so far as their individual capacities
permitted. For we must remember that an inefficient
farmer is not going to make good wherever he may be located.
If his farm land is rich he may show a slight profit on his
operations, but he is keeping that land out of the hands
of a man capable of making it truly productive. (The in-
efficient farmer belongs to the great mass of marginal
human beings whose members are found in all walks of life.)
In the last analysis, the question of land and its truly
productive use may be determined by studying the net return
per acre, per $100 invested, and for its return on one
man's labor ,1
The farmer who uses his land to the best advan-
tage is also usually the one who keeps his buildings and
tools in good repair, who sees that his stock is not run-
ning to runts, and who plants wisely and works hard to
raise his crops. His intentions, however, may be frustrated
by a long run of true bad luck. Frost, drought, disease
and pests may nullify his best efforts. He may not have
and he may not be able to procure the necessary funds to
carry out his program. A demoralized market, with low
prices, may cut far into his operating revenue. Such a
case is an emergency that must be met, and to-day the indi-
vidual farmers are making adjustments to a situation they
1. Eoyle, Agricultural Economics t p. 120.

cannot control. These, according to the Yearbook of Agri -
culture for 1933, "seera naturally to fall into the five
following classes:
(1) Adjustment of the program of production; that
is changes in the amounts and proportions of the various
things produced,
(2) Adjustment in the cost of production to meet
a condition of diminishing farm income.
(3) Efforts to maintain soil fertility, permanent
farm improvements, and farm equipment, with a minimum cash
outlay.
(4) Efforts to increase farm efficiency.
(5) Modifications in financial management . "1
Because of this serious predicament in agricul-
ture the capital of the farmers has shrunk. Land values,
since the farm cannot earn so much, have declined in terms
of dollars and cents .1 (Even so it is not easy to sell,
for no one wants to undertake a failing business.) The
best farmers can afford to wait, feeling sure that in due
course of time their faith in their investment will be jus-
tified, even though it is not paying a decent return on
capital. But those men who bought high and borrowed much
of the money to do so are truly over-capitalized. Looking
to other industries in a like predicament, we see that a
1. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, April, 1933, p.l,
gives index numbers for land values, with 1912-1914 = 100.
The high was reached in 1921 - 170. In March of 1930, 1931
and 1932, the index numbers were: 115, 106 and 89 respec-
tively.

reorganization, a scaling down of capital seems to "be
inevitable. Those who lent will in many cases have to
take the loss,l together with the dispossessed farmers.
Our picture is a black one in spots, with some
highlights, and many shades of grey that represent the
farmers still at work, still striving to earn their liv-
ings. Their operating income is derived from produce and
stock sold? and sometimes from money paid for services.
1. The ramifications and consequences of this situation
are studied at length in the later section on the credit
problem.
2. King, The National Income and Its Purchasing Power
,
p.301. "Receipts from crops constitute slightly more than
half of the total value of farm produce. ... The value of
dairy products makes up slightly more than one eighth of
the net value of all farm produce, while meat animals ac-
count for something more than one fifth, and eggs and
poultry for another eleventh." Based on the period 1909-
1928, during which time these proportions did not change
radically. A study of the total United States Cash Income
from Agriculture, 1927-1930, has been made by Morton and
Drury in their Farm Purchasing Pov/er . p. 7. It is appended
herewith:
U. S. CASH INCOME FROM AGRICULTURE
(000,000 omitted)
$ of $ of $ of $ of
1927 Total 1928 Total 1929 Total 1930 Total
Butter, Milk
& Cheese $1,469 15$ #1,509
Cotton 1,314 13 1,301
Hogs 1,209 12 1,209
Cattle 975 10 1,089
Wheat 862 9 752
Eggs 490 5 560
Fruits 575 6 602
Corn 382 4 396
Poultry 261 3 280
Tobacco 257 3 276
Potatoes 391 4 256
Truck Crops 286 3 302
Sheep 148 2 168
Other Grains 191 2 175
Oats 116 1 147
Miscellaneous 1,040 10 1,050
Total $9,966 100$ #10,072
15$ #1,666 16$ $1,422 18$
13 1,245 12 656 8
12 1,288 13 1,127 14
11 1,051 10 905 11
7 685 7 393 5
6 594 6 491 6
6 608 6 502 6
4 313 3 160 2
3 297 3 244 3
3 283 3 217 3
3 376 4 261 3
3 340 3 314 4
2 169 2 139 2
2 178 2 129 2
1 109 1 80 1
10 1,003 10 835 10
100$ $10,205 100$ $7,875 100$
( cont . on next page •
)
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"All the farm management surveys made in the United States
have shown that the size of the farm income increases as the
size of the outlay of social capital increases." 1 In other
words, improvements and a high standard of living pay returns.
Furthermore to get the best prices available a farmer can bend
his efforts to producing high quality commodities, graded and
standardized. He can get a high return also if he does not
sell all his goods when markets are glutted. He is aided in
orderly marketing by the government. It supplies necessary
funds to enable him to hold out, through the Intermediate Cre-
dit Banks; and it is willing to aid in the organization of
Cooperatives and to loan funds to existing ones. It has im-
proved storage facilities, prescribing licensed warehouses by
statute. It gathers and disseminates production and market
information. These services are a definite aid, but the fact
remains that the farmer sells at a wholesale price: "the
price that just succeeds in distributing the visible supply
among consumers."^ The local buyers receive price quotations
from the big wholesalers, who, in their turn, are influenced
by retail demand. The consumer is the starting point in de-
mand. Supply to meet that demand rests with the farmer. In
Compare Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics,
p. 309. He states the following percentages of retail prices as
the amount received by farmers: milk, cream and dairy fat, 40$
to 45$; dairy, butter 75$; poultry 45%; eggs, 70$; livestock
55$; grains, 70$; potatoes, 50$; vegetables, 30$ fruits, 30$."
His book wa3 published in 1929.
1. Op. cit ., p. 205.
2. Report of the Industrial Commission on the Distribution
of Farm Products , 1900. P. 33.
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the correct balance may be found one of the truest
sources of net profit.
The economic law of supply and demand operates
in agriculture. Price is the translation of the existing
balance, which is also affected by competition. The demand
for food is inelastic, while its minor variations are
affected by prosperity and depression.! Yoder has made a
concise analysis of supply and of demand, listing the fac-
tors that cause changes in them. For supply these are
"(1.) Weather conditions; (2.) pests, insects and animal
diseases; (3.) opening of new territories of production;
(4.) scientific production; (5,) new inventions; (6,) cost
of production, which is the biggest factor controlling the
supply of any agricultural product, and its price, over a
long period of time; and (7.) tariffs on foreign imports,"
For demand, these are: "(1.) the number of consumers;
(2.) their purchasing power; (3.) habits of consumption;
(4.) attractiveness and convenience of products offered;
(5,) advertising and salesmanship; (6.) elasticity of con-
sumption, which affects the demand and price of agricul-
tural products; and (7.) competing products," 2
To-day there is no food shortage, no insuffi-
ciency of cotton, wool and other agricultural products that
are the raw materials of clothing. From a business
1. See Mordecai and Bean, Economic Bases for the Agri -
cultural Adjustment Act, p. 36, for chart showing changes in
consumption of food products, 1909-1931.
2. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
, p. 10,
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standpoint, with the emphasis on profit to producer,
there is an embarrassing surplus. Carry-over stocks are
increasing, and because mankind has not used up the amount
on hand, the market has these accumulations to absorb as
well as the new supplies offered. Here is a serious im-
pediment to recovery, especially since it has been demon-
strated that demand cannot be sufficiently stimulated to
balance supply, even in the face of declining prices. Here
too is a menace to man's welfare, for "there does come a
point when falling prices, by ruining the producer, may
bring about a collapse which definitely lowers the standard
of living which has been so laboriously achieved," 1 The
social implications are far-reaching. Side by side with
this seeming plenty exists poverty, the consequence of
unemployment. Many people are hungry and insufficiently
clothed. This situation is always with us, but in the
present it has assumed such large proportions that govern-
ments have been forced to take steps to meet it. In
England there is the dole system which has proved itself
a vicious circle. Some won't work when they can receive
money for remaining idle. Others who work find that their
earnings, less taxes, leave them a sum to live on that is
less than the idlers, the incompetents and the unfortunates
receive from the government. But money paid out without
1, World Agriculture : An International Survey
,
p.l.

receipt of goods and services is unearned, it is charity.
And if that money has any value it has been earned by
some one else who willingly or unwillingly contributed it
in the form of taxes. Perhaps this readjustment in the
distribution of wealth is essential to well-being. The
United States has also adopted a program to put money into
the hands of those who have none. We have but to look at
the vast public works program, reforestation work and the
other undertakings of the Roosevelt administration. It
seeks to give a chance for the unfortunate to earn money.
So far so good, but the source of funds with which to pay
these millions of workers represents a mortgage on the
future. The government has borrowed vast sums. Some day
they must be paid off and in the interim there are interest
payments to be met. The inevitable burden of higher taxes
is closing in upon us. The costs of this work are stupen-
dous. Our government has also sought to take more immediate
steps to aid the destitute. It has bought large quantities
of food, sometimes supporting a falling market for agricul-
tural commodities, and has distributed these goods among
the needy. Thus the farmers have also been benefitted.
This procedure cannot be criticized by the socially-minded.
The economists, however, may question the methods. Such a
case was the pig buying by the government in August of
1933. Over five million swine were thus bought and sold,
at a cost of over fifty-five million dollars. The govern-
ment sought to help the farmer help himself in the

reduction of hogs, even offering a bounty on sows about
to farrow. It also offered good prices for young pigs,
thereby aiming to keep them off a later market. In prac-
tice the scheme showed up two serious weaknesses: many of
the pigs were so young that they could only be used for
tankage, a tremendous waste; shrewd farmers held back
their sows, doubtless planning to benefit at a future date
at the expense of a government that showed itself willing
to play the part of Santa Claus.
Overproduction does indeed exist and has to be
faced, but we must remember that it is not the cause,
rather the result of the agricultural situation to-day.
Since the war, production has been increasing at an abnor-
mal rate. "Man's desire for food and clothing have never
been completely satisfied, and where unsatisfied desires
exist there is incentive to further effort, to experiment,
to the opening up of new resources and the development of
those already existing. "1 After the War Europe turned
once more towards a normal condition. Men went back to
their peace time occupations. The farmers turned their
efforts to raising food. Furthermore Europe had a new
desire to be self-supporting and independent of other na-
tions to supply her needs. Nor was she capable of buying
abroad, for her purchasing power had decreased. She owed
debts. On the opposite side of this picture is the out-
standing fact that the United States had become a creditor
1. Op. clt
., p. 9.

nation. As such she should be willing to accept goods
and services. Instead she made further loans so that she
might sell more goods. The ultimate result of such a
policy has been demonstrated all too clearly. In the case
of the farmers, as with all other industries, production
continued at the rate it had during the war emergency.
And that was the time when steps should have been taken to
cut down. Instead agriculture was swept on with the tide
to destruction. Business was passing through a period of
false prosperity - call it inflation, what you will. Wages
were good, and workers had money to spend. Some of these
funds came to the farmer who in turn was able to buy more
of the manufacturer's good. But the foundations of this
system of economics were rotten and collapse was inevitable.
While the farmer was continuing to produce in
large quantities because of a state of affairs that he was
not trained to evaluate, he did have some indications in
his home market that pointed out the need for curtailment.
Changes in diet and in clothing were obvious. The raiser/
of meat, wheat, cotton and wool should have been warned.
He could have realized also that he was meeting the com-
petition of tropical and sub-tropical products, silk,
coffee, sugar, bananas.-1- Because these v/ere not produced
in the United States tariff measures were not directed
1. Op. cit
., p. 33. "Well over half the rubber, silk and
bananas, and between one third and one half of the sugar,
coffee and cocoa entering world trade now find a market in
the United States."

against them. Bat they did compete with the commodities
he produced. Some efforts were made to seek new crops
that would produce income by meeting market demands, such
as peanuts and soy beans. (The latter is still in an ex-
perimental stage.) Fruit-growing and truck farming were
further developed.
There is another definition of overproduction
presenting another phase of the problem: it is a "supply
in excess of what efficient farmers can put on the market." 1
The inefficient farmer thinks the market is over supplied
when he cannot make a profit. This puts the emphasis on
prices, costs and profit, rather than on the physical
quantity. Price is an important market factor. It sup-
posedly typifies the meeting place of supply and demand.
But there is more to be said. High prices stimulate pro-
ducers. During the War prices were high for agricultural
commodities, since the warring nations had to have them.
This encouraged tremendous agricultural expansion in the
United States, and with the emergency removed, this factor
accounted for declining prices. All types of farmers were
involved, and their costs of production varied, causing
the item of profit also to be variable. (Note that the
costs of production also vary with different kinds of
1. Lippincott, What the Farmer Needs , p. 29. This au-
thor, p. 31, also quotes L. Kotany: '' ' overproduction must
be thought of in the terms of the rate of profit . When
the market will not absorb a commodity at a price which
will yield the producer the rate of profit which he is
accustomed to expect he regards the market as overproduced. 1

commodities.) All farmers sold in the open market where
competition played its part in determining prices. The
results became so low that the government proceeded to
experiment with regulation. The Farm Board, product of
the Republican administration under Hoover, bought large
quantities of wheat and cotton. The present administra-
tion has tried still another remedy, pegging the price of
v/heat, setting a minimum and a maximum price. The result
was the same as when the experiment had been tried in
France, the same that will always be true for such an
artificial method. The market stagnated, because there
were no buyers. It is also evident that the regulation
of prices to a level higher than competition dictates, and
procurement of those prices by authoritative measures, will
increase the number of producers, since those with higher
costs are attracted to the market. Herein lies one of the
fundamental reasons for our overproduction. It has con-
tinued after the attractiveness of the market has dis-
appeared, for the farmer does not know where else to turn
in the hope of revenue to meet his expenses. The dangers
of tampering with the free play of competition, often
accompanied by the workings of the law of survival of the
fittest, have been proved. Too often has an immediate
benefit been secured at the price of creating an even
more serious problem for the future. We must remember
that the demand for agricultural commodities is uncontrol-
lable and unmanageable. To some extent decreased prices
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enhance demand, but a sound decrease of prices must be
accompanied by cutting down the costs of production. To-
day, however, the cry is that the prices of agricultural
commodities must be raised, since the costs of production
are so high. The method advocated is the cutting down of
supply. So the law of competition should operate advanta-
geously. The question remains, can buyers meet these
higher prices, or will they lessen their demand?
On the farmer^ ability to reduce his costs
depends his survival of the depression. There is need to
look into the question of operating expenses. They con-
sist of all the expenses incurred to run the farm. They
often include living expenses, which are difficult to
segregate. These expenses should be met out of working
capital, Eut often operating income Is received in a lump
sum at one period of the year, the harvest season. Operat-
ing expenses, on the other hand, are continuous, with
certain definite outlays required at specific times. A
farmer buys seed to plant, fertilizer as his soil dictates,
cattle to fatten and the fodder to do it with. Sometimes
he has wages to meet, and these are high or low as the
supply is affected by the opportunities and attraction of
city and factory employment, 1 He must get his goods to a
1. Warren and Pearson, The Agricultural Situation , p. 224,
"Data from the Census and from various farm-management in-
vestigations indicate that over three quarters of the farm
work Is done by the farmer and members of his family, . ...
The majority of farmers have no regular hired help. Com-
paratively few have more than one hired man. The farmer

market. He must keep his buildings, machinery and tools
in repair* A needed improvement often means increased
return. It is often true that he cannot meet these ex-
penses as they arise, but if he has a good proposition and
is a capable man he can borrow. The cost of the use of
this money, or interest, becomes an operating expense in
so far as the results derived from this additional working
capital are concerned. Such a procedure is justified by
results and is accepted as good business practice. Since
the farmer is an individual he often cannot avail himself
of other opportunities enjoyed by a company with reserves
or a larger line of credit. He generally buys at retail.
His raw materials are often of a perishable nature. A
long period of storage would mean loss through deteriora-
tion. But even when prices seem favorable, he generally
cannot avail himself of the opportunity to buy ahead of
his needs, and thus make a saving. He cannot afford to
carry inventories, and, as we have seen, he cannot always
hold back his own produce when such a step would enhance
profits in the future. These costs we have reviewed are
the legitimate expectations of running a business. The
efficient farmer adjusts them to his gross income as it
increases or shrinks. It is not in this division of outgo
that the trouble lies, but rather in that of fixed expenses.
"works with the hired man and finds it difficult not to
share his prosperity with him. Similarly, when the farmer
is losing money, the hired man usually knows it and is more
willing to accept lower wages than are factory employees."

(pO
The farmer seldom has an item of other income, derived
from the investment of surplus profit made in prosperous
times
.
Taxes and interest payments, accumulated and fu-
ture ones, are the heavy burden upon the farmer to-day*
"In so far as the money goes for these purposes, it is the
money price of farm products and not their purchasing
power that is important, •••The portion of the farming
population that is in comfortable circumstances is most
concerned with the comparative prices of what they sell
and what they buy, but the portion of the population now
in financial difficulty is concerned with the quantity of
farm produce required to pay interest, taxes, debts
.
The more highly capitalized the farm the greater is the
strain of taxes and interest charges, for they consume a
large portion of gross income. The shrinkage in land
values is much greater than the reduction in taxes, while
the interest payments for land bought on a mortgage at
high prices are based on the original principal borrowed.
In the latter case the rate may be too high, but the farmer
himself is to blame for having paid too much for his
capital investment. Taxes also are a cause of grievance
1, Op, cit
. , p # 30. Compare Eric Englund, assistant-
chief of the U • S, Buream of Agricultural Economics, in
New York Times
,
February 5, 1933. The 1933 farmer 1 s out-
look": ""His gross income is hardly more than three quarters
of what it was in 1910, and his debt nearly three times as
high. Prices for products are about one half of their pre-
war level, while the prices the farmer pays for the commo-
dities he uses in living and operating his farm are 6%
above the prices he paid from 1910-1914."

to the farmer, and there is no doubt some adjustment should
be made. But the wheels of government are ponderously slow
in their movement, and it is easier to raise taxes than to
get them decreased. Besides in many communities the re-
turn from taxes is still needed to pay off community in-
debtedness incurred at the time when everyone believed that
good times had come to stay forever. Many improvements,
such as roadsl and schools, were made - and lavishly. If
the taxes are reduced, the rate will have to be increased,
(the second nullifying the effect of the first), for the
debt remains. Besides the farmers have shared in the
benefits. To-day they demand more things that can only
be paid for by Federal taxation. The farmer wants to
shift his burden, which he claims is heavier than that of
others. A farm is a tangible piece of property for all
to see, and the personal property tax is easily levelled.
But other people pay income taxes, graduated upward with
increasing incomes, and they also have their burden.
Taxes, state, local and federal, are increasing throughout
the nation, because its citizens are asking for more and
services and are taking less and less thought before
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics, p. 410.
"Schools and roads should be state rather than local ex-
penses, thus spreading their burden more evenly," especial-
ly since there are more people to pay than in a sparsely
settled community, and since many other people than the
farmers use these roads. See pp. 394-410 for a discussion
of the property tax problem. Compare Eastman, These
Changing Times
, pp. 116-128,
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incurring new debts
The debt situation of the farmer has risen out
of his need for credit of three types: short term, inter-
mediate and long term. Of the first we have already spoken
>
pointing out that it is of a self-liquidating nature. That
is, that the interest and the loan will be paid when the
purpose for which it was undertaken has culminated in pro-
fit. Nature may thwart this logical outcome. Or the
farmer may ask for extensions. These two possibilities
to some extent offset the self-liquidating characteristics.
Intermediate credit is extended for much the same purposes
of increasing income, the difference being in the length
of time that the money will be needed. It takes longer
to obtain results from improving the blood strain of stock
than from buying fertilizer. Because of this difference in
the time of carrying the loans, six months versus five
years, there are different agencies of credit, the commer-
cial banks and the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks. In
a falling market, which is not foreseen in advance, the
30
creditor runs the risk of having the loan^sour. The rela-
tion of value to the credit raised, however, is most
important in the farm mortgage situation. Value of land,
in its turn, should be based on profitable productivity.
Speculation may falsely enhance it. We have come upon
1. The reader is referred to The Internal Debts of the
United States . Edited by Evans (TIark. New York, THe
Macmillan Company, 1933.

another vicious circle. The creditor loses interest when
the farmer cannot earn enough. Foreclosure may mean the
acquisition of property that cannot be sold to realize the
loan and that is a liability to operate. There may even
be an item of back taxes to be paid off. On his side, the
farmer knows that his land has decreased in value and has
become a liability rather than an asset. Interest payments
eat up so much of his gross income that he shows a deficit
rather than a profit for his year's work. He has cut down
everywhere he possibly can. He has tried to increase
yield per acre. He also has probably planted more and
worked even harder, only to sell at lower and lower prices.
The only remaining solution as he sees it is to agitate
to decrease his fixed expenses. In this desire he is not
alone. Other individuals bought homes too high and with
a mortgage on their property. In many cases they have
lost them, though it did not necessarily mean loss of the
source of income as well. Businesses borrowed during the
boom for expansion of plants they cannot now use, but
still must pay on X mortgage? that made it possible. Capi-
tal, national wealth, has shrunk wherever we turn. Every-
where there is clamor or a desire for the scaling down of
debts ,1 But we must remember that a debt is also a credit,
1. When the United States went off the gold standard
she laid the basis for higher prices. When she decreased
the gold content of the dollar she continued this policy (of
inflation), and in fact probably laid the foundation for
the scaling down of debts.

You can ! t borrow unless you can find someone to loan.
Those men have had to take losses. Some could go on
despite this shrinkage in their capital. But a universal
wiping out and scaling down of debt would wipe out savings
and undermine our economic society. Finally, in the future,
as the need and desire to borrow again arises, who will
offer the credit?
There is one form of expense that the farmer may
incur advantageously and that is insurance .1 This he pays
for security, to offset losses over which he cannot exer-
cise control, hazards of fire and damage from the forces
of nature, such as hail and cyclones. He can also insure
his crops in transit, in storage, and in mills, factories
and mercantile establishments. But as conditions are now^
insurance is something that a farmer feels he cannot af-
ford. It is, however, a moot question whether he can
afford to be without it. In some cases the charges are
high. Here, it would seem to the author, is a field in
which the government might be of great assistance, using
some of the large sums, it has or is planning to expend on
bounties, for the curtailment of production.
The farmer's net income or deficit is the
result of subtracting operating expenses and fixed charges
from gross income. (Some allowance must be made, as we
have seen, for changes in value of capital, interest on
1. See Huebner, Agricultural Commerce
,
chap. XVIII, for
a further discus sion.

the investment, and for owner's labor. Compare page 2>k • )
Bat net income includes certain items which cannot be
reduced to a cash basis. The owners' products consumed
for food and fuel are a "relatively constant factor in
agricultural income, amounting to about 20% of the gross
income and about 40% of the net income, In other words,
figures do not tell the v/hole story of net income, which
in turn plays an important part in the farmer's purchas-
ing power. With it he buys goods and services thereby
affecting industry and other forms of business. His in-
come and his purchasing power may not be so large as that
of many other comparable workers, but it is one source of
theirs
.
2
4. The international situation has a definite
importance for certain American farmers. The producers of
cotton, wheat, tobacco and hogs*5 sell in world markets.
In the case of cotton, a crop in which the United States
1. National Industrial Conference Board, The Agricul -
tural Problem in the United States
, p. 69.
2. World Agriculture : An International Survey , p. 59.
"The income per head of persons engaged in agriculture was
found to be not quite 4C$ of the average income per head in
all occupations. In 1913 the annual average income was
$143 per head in agriculture against a national average
income per head of $368; in 1924, the average income for
agriculture was $281 against an average of $712 of all oc-
cupations in the United States, roughly two fifths in both
cases .
"
3. The reader is referred to Bean and Chew, Economic
Trends Affecting Agriculture , pp. 28-30, for graphical pre-
sentation of the foreign competition in hog products, to-
bacco and wheat.

has a monopoly of the world supply, there Is always a
certain amount of demand, especially from the nations
that have large textile industries. But our monopoly does
not insure high prices, since the growers are not highly
organized. Instead they are individuals v/ho want to sell
as much as possible of the large quantity of cotton that
they have grown. Even if the monopoly worked to keep
prices high, there would be the danger common to all mo-
nopolies of making the price so attractive as to encourage
more producers to enter the field. We must keep the price
of cotton low enough to discourage the European countries
and colonies in their further attempts to grow it.
Another factor dictating low price is the decreased pur-
chasing power of the buyers. 1 And this price that is
fixed in the world market limits the price that will be
paid in the home market. The case of wheat*2 brings up
the problem of competition. We are not the only large
producer of wheat, and the other countries are equally de-
sirous of selling their over-large supplies. Daring the
War, Canada, Argentine and Australia increased their
acreage, and continued to do so thereafter. Europe re-
established herself as an agricultural producer in the
years after the War and in 1932 her acreage was 10% more
1. About SO% of our farm exports go to Europe. See
Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics t p.357.
2. See Mordecai and Bean, Economic Bases for the Agri-
cultural Administration Act, p. 15, for a chart showing
the foreign import duties on wheat and the United States'
stocks of wheat, July 1, 1920-1933.

than the pre-war level, (nor was population increasing
relatively. ) The producers who incur the lowest costs
can sell to the best advantage. In frontier and young
countries land is cheap. In Europe the living standard
of tillers of the soil is very low. One of the crops she
has found she can raise profitably is hogs. Our exports
of pork and lard products have consequently fallen off
sharply. The market is lost. The situation of falling
American exports as a result of increased European produc-
tion is repeated in the case of tobacco. Our present
administration is trying to raise the level of American
agricultural exports by linking them up with our imports
of alcoholic beverages. This system has yet to be proved.
But some question may be raised about the economic sound-
ness of the plan. If a foreign country has got to take
commodities she doesn't want, because she raises enough
of her own or because she can buy cheaper elsewhere, she
has got to make up the price differential. Logically this
should be added to the price of the alcoholic beverages.
If these become exorbitant, demand for the imported liquors
will fall off. This will throw those engaged in the im-
porting business out of employment. It will also auto-
matically decrease the agricultural exports. The only
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics , p. 28.
Compare p. 29: "Since 1918 the restoration of European
production has been rapid and, together with expansion in
other countries, has brought the volume of crop output
outside the United Spates to about 40$ above the pre-war
level."

seeming advantage would be that demand for alcoholic
drinks would be satisfied by home products, for which
the farmer supplies some of the raw materials. In many
cases, however, these beverages are of an inferior nature.
The drinker may once more turn to home brew or to the
bootlegger.
In undertaking any remed:/ it is essential to
think through all the aspects of the problem, to visualize
the method at work in the light of all its ramifications,
and to foresee the ultimate conclusion. In our tariff
policy unfortunately we have not be sufficiently far-
sighted. We erected tariff walls to protect our indus-
tries. As these prospered the consumers had more dollars
to spend and paid higher prices for food. But the cost
was greater than the benefit. Other nations also
established tariffs. These have become effective barriers
to the natural flow of foreign trade, the purpose of which
is the exchange of goods. The people of one country buy
raw materials which they need or those goods which they
cannot produce so cheaply themselves and sell from their
surplus. (The stagnation of trade is further hampered
to-day by the lack of confidence in currencies and by the
risks of a violently fluctuating exchange.) Our tariff
policy became prohibitive only after the War,-*- levying
1. The Tariff Act of 1913 reduced tariffs. Sugar, wool,
hides, wheat, flour, cattle, meat, eggs, milk and cream
were on the free list. The Act of 1922 gave protection to
manufactured goods. The only outstanding agricultural

duty on practically all agricultural goods. The best
authorities and most impartial judges feel that the farmer
has suffered a loss as a result.
1
The facts of the situation in foreign trade as
they affect agriculture assume certain broad outlines and
may also be reduced to figures. The shrinkage in import
and export trade both have been world-wide since 1929.
commodity exempted was cotton, of which we import only
some from Egypt. The Act of 1930 increased tariffs fur-
ther. Compare World Agriculture ; An International Survey
,
p«115. "The Department justifies the high tariff measures
of 1930 on the ground that agriculture is becoming less
and less an export industry, and is increasingly concerned
with the home demand. Fifty years ago 80% of American
exports were farm products; to-day farm products represent
less than 35^ of the total. Only about 15% of agricultural
produce is exported, and the domestic market is increasing-
ly important. Under the protection of the tariff, produc-
tion could be shifted from the existing surplus crops to
the additional vegetables, dairy, and cattle products
which are at present imported. The schedule on agricul-
tural products in the Hawley-Smoot Act raises the average
ad valorem rates on agricultural produce from 20% to 34%.
Cattle, meat, hides, long-staple cotton, oilseeds, dairy
products, sugar, fruit, and vegetables receive additional
protection.
"The United States, for nearly 100 years a great
exporter of agricultural products, contemplates a compara-
tively self-contained economy in agriculture, to which the
new tariff rates are designed as a step. But the organiza-
tion and the bureaucratic control necessary for schemes of
this kind, involving the diversion in cropping and the
restrictions in acreage, is hardly feasible in a state with
a Federal constitution like that of the United Sta'tes."
1. Bizzell, The Green Rising , p. 142: "The American
Farm Bureau, which is impartial politically, has estimated
that the Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act has added $125,000,000
to the aggregate income of the farmers of the country. But
this amount has gone principally to the growers of wool,
hard spring wheat, flax seed, lemons and to the producers
of sugar. Meanwhile growers of other staples were losing
$1,500,000,000 in increased prices that they were required
to pay because of the tariff on the manufactured commodities
they bought." P. 148 gives summary of Cordell Hull's views
on the damage done by tariff to the American farmer, by

"Both total world exports and total world imports at the
beginning of 1933 were nearly two thirds less than in 1929.
In physical volume the decline in trade amounted to about
30$ and in prices per unit about 50%. ul The United States
suffered with other countries. "In our reduced total
export trade, the proportion held by agricultural commo-
dities increased from 52% in 1929 to 59% in 1931-1932.
Nevertheless the actual volume of the agricultural export
trade, as well as the value, was sharply lower." 2 Since
pre-war years value exports that have risen mostly include
cotton and cotton goods, refined sugar; while the biggest
growth in imports includes vegetable oils, raw sugar. We
buy and sell in world markets and as our trade is decreased
so also is the volume of our wealth. This, as we have
seen, affects the farmer indirectly. When his own goods
play a part in international trade he is affected directly.
5. Before any one can subscribe to the theory .of
stabilizing the American farmer's purchasing; power , the
meaning and the value of stability must be inquired into.
The word itself denotes a state of equilibrium between all
"(1) increasing his production costs and (2) his cost of
living and (3) his transportation rates both on land and sea
(4) decreasing his foreign markets and his exports and (5)
his property value by surplus congestion."
1. Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting Agriculture ,
p. 19. The figures are also given hereT Compare Boucke,
Europe and the American Tariff
, p. 77: "food imports are
twice the exports, 30% and 15% respectively."
2. Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting Agriculture
,
p. 21. Compare pp.20 and 22.

the factors that cause fluctuations resulting in a steady-
even level. If one stabilized the farmer f s purchasing
power, it would mean that he could always expect the same
quantities of goods and services for the same amounts of
money. T^is condition in turn would depend on his having
a fixed income, which would be derived from receiving
prices that had been held at an accepted level, and, a
point many overlook, that his costs of production would
not vary. Furthermore, the purchasing power of money
would have to be stabilized, and the prices of the things
he bought could not change. This millenium would be
arrived at by economic planning, but the task seems beyond
the powers of mankind. In the first place supply would
have to be balanced with demand. (To get the supply to
those who will buy involves also problems of transportation
and marketing. ) The supply of agricultural commodities
depends on nature and on man. A central authority could
control planting and amounts marketed. Demand depends on
the fact that people have the desire to buy and the ability
to pay. The desire has never been satisfied. The ability
to pay is dictated by business conditions, political
stability and peace time world markets, without emergency
demands or depressed buying. There must be confidence in
the value of money. Various methods have been proposed
or attempted to aid in the fulfilling of these conditions.
Some seem to offer constructive aid and others have been
proved ineffectual. Since stability depends on inter-

related factors that are world-wide In their implication,
it would be necessary to have the cooperation of the
nations of the earth. If this were possible, it would
also be necessary to secure direction of the continued
working of the plan by a body that was authoritative,
correctly informed and competent. The world has never
seen true stabilization. In the past decade, however,
there have been intimations of the theory at work. In
Sweden the crusaders point proudly to a stable price level.
It has been achieved by averaging the ups and the downs.
In other words in order to buy imports at rising prices
they sell their own goods at falling prices. This state
of affairs will eventually lead to bankruptcy.! To the
student of the agricultural problem it is particularly
interesting in that it is an example of the very thing
that is sought to be improved, the spread between the
prices received for commodities and the price paid for
them. There is a second example of a relatively stable
price level in our own history in the years 1924-1928.
The desired end was achieved and at a terrific cost as we
are learning to-day.
It will be of value, therefore, to look briefly
into the history of price levels, monetary and business
factors, and v/orld economic and political conditions that
1. For this summary of the Swedish situation, I am
indebted to a lecture on money, etc. given by Professor
Leo Drew O'Neill.

have contributed to the situation as it is in the present.
1
Depressions are not a new phenomenon, but there is a
difference in degree. The one we are passing through is
a major one, and it is the purpose of this work to show
that it was caused by the World War and man's attempt to
avoid taking the consequences. Beginning in 1920, prices
fell as is to be expected after any grave conflict. There
were many plans afoot that speedily reversed this situa-
tion. They worked for a while. But the end was inevitable,
with the result that the delayed falling prices were vio-
lent in a short period of time instead of gradual over a
series of years. This very violence of fluctuation made
it impossible for industries to adjust themselves. They
became completely disorganized, with fearful consequences
to mankind, many of whom feel that the solution of their
difficulties rests in further attempts at stabilization.
In 1874 the important countries of the world
had adopted the gold coin standard. But the supply of
gold was limited and accordingly prices fell gradually
till a larger supply of the yellow metal was given to
the world with the v/orking of the newly discovered mines
of South Africa in 1896. Then, with temporary interrup-
tions of the business cycle, prices rose gradually till
the outbreak of the World War. This, as we have seen,
created emergency demand, especially for food stuffs and
1. The reader is referred to World Agriculture : An
International Survey
, pp. 75-238, for an excellent study
of this history.

munitions, with consequent high prices. The rate of pro-
duction was maintained after the War and, since Europe
needed time to reorganize her productive facilities, the
supply was temporarily absorbed, on a credit basis. The
high point in the price of agricultural commodities was
reached in January 1920. The hey day of American agricul-
ture had been reached, and by the fall of that year a
steep and disastrous decline in prices was evident. 1 In
1924, however, the tide was stemmed. The United States
was embracing her policy of credit expansion, with easy
money rates. These inevitably attract speculation, which
brings in its wake rising prices and inflation till
disaster eventually breaks down the whole false system.
Great Britain's premature return to the gold standard
in 1925 also played its part in the existing state of
affairs. An era of a stable price level, wholesale and
retail, was temporarily achieved. But, in practice, there
were fallacies even in respect to world conditions that
made the situation precarious. These were "based on the
assumption that Russia would not resume her pre-war role
as a great exporter of foodstuffs, flax, and linseed, and
0p« cit ., p. 80: "There were serious difficulties in
wool, leather, hides, cotton, cattle and wheat ... .Cotton
growers tried to hold for forty cents per pound, but it
fell to fourteen cents. Wheat was held for three dollars
per bushel, and farmers eventually had to sell at prices
far below the enhanced cost of production. ...By 1922
8*5% of owner farmers in the Middle West had lost their
farms, and a greater proportion of the tenant-farmers
abandoned their holdings."

"that Europe as a whole would continue her demand for
American and Australian foodstuffs. A continuing cause
of dislocation was that eastern European countries were
still convinced of the necessity of self-sufficiency, so
that the sufferings during the War from the lack of
essential commodities should not be repeated. So, in
1929, when the bubble had assumed large proportions and
rosy colors as a result of the inflationist's continued
blowing into his clay pipe of lasting prosperity, the
end came suddenly and disastrously.
With the depression we were forced to realize
the evil conditions of foreign and domestic trade. Con-
tinued credit, since it represented unearned money, could
not maintain purchasing power indefinitely. Tariffs could
not both enhance high prices and continuing markets. The
American farmers neither shared equally in prosperity nor
depression. Their purchasing power lagged in both cases.
Their prosperity came earlier when their commodities v/ere
in demand at any price during the War, and that demand
was naturally tapering off. The fact that their purchasing
power lagged in depression^ may be explained fundamentally
when one realizes that they are producers of raw materials.
From Januaryj 1929 to January, 1932, the price of raw
materials fell 39^ and the price of finished products fell
1. Op. cit
., p. 87.
2. Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting Agriculture ,
p. 44, gives an excellent graphical presentation of this
discrepancy.

26$. 1 This state of affairs, it was felt, called for
correction and various methods were tried.
The United States maintains the Department of
Agriculture to serve the farmers. This body collects
vital information and makes it available in many farms,
such as crop reports, bulletins of specific information,
statistics and reports in an annual Year Book, and pam-
phlets treating existing economic problems that affect
the farmer. (The government aid in research and construc-
tive information is further advanced by agricultural
colleges, extension service, experiment stations, etc.)
The members of this body are well trained and capable men
who are constantly studying conditions and doing research.
After the War they realized that agriculture had over-
expanded, and that the farmers as a group, when left to
themselves, were unable to readjust their total produc-
tion to balance with decreasing demands. They foresaw
1. World Agriculture : An International Survey
, p. 101.
"The price of goods as they near the consumers 1 stage
always falls more slowly in any depression than the price
of materials because of the rigidity of the transport,
labour and other costs incurred in the transformation of
the raw materials into the finished product. The manufac-
turers and distributors are paid for services, the producer
for a commodity. The former are less liable to quick
variation than the latter. In a simple case of 'process-
ing, ' milk into cheese for instance, the lag is not so
great, but where the stages are numerous, as between
cattle on the hoof and shoes for instance, i.e. transport -
slaughter - curing of the hide - tanning - shoe making -
distribution, the cost of the original material plays a
much smaller part in the whole chain of events, and a
fall in its price will not affect the price of shoes to
the same extent."

also that the increasing surpluses were being built up
into carry-over stocks 1 that not only demoralized present
markets but also threatened them for the future. Accord-
ingly, in 1923, a series of "out look" reports were
developed and issued twice a year. These sought to im-
press upon the farmers, in a simple form that was readily
comprehended, the facts and the needed readjustments. 2
These reports were vigorously brought to the farmers 1
attention by extension agencies. But, as we have found,
the farmer is an individualist, and as such was incapable
of the necessary group action. Before artificial methods
were tried, another fundamental cause of decreased income
was pointed out and an attempt to correct it was made.
Defective marketing methods existed reducing farm incomes.
If these could be improved then the farmers 1 incomes
would be increased. "The agencies engaged in selling farm
products generally failed during the early stages of the
1* Ezekiel and Bean, Economic Bases for the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
, p. 19 gives charts showing these carry-
overs, 1925-1932, for wheat, cotton, flue-cured tobacco,
and rice.
2. Compare Wiley, Agriculture and the Business Cycle
Since 1920
,
p. 109: "The action of the Reserve Board in
delaying the raising of the rediscount rate unnecessarily
long adversely affected the price situation of the farmer,
therefore, by increasing the supply side of the supply
and demand equation. This was the effect for these rea-
sons: first the farmer was led to believe in the early
spring of 1920 that prices were up to stay and that he
would be justified in planting a large acreage; secondly,
since prices had not fallen soon after the War, as they
might have, the farmer was seized by a mania for expan-
sion and speculation on a large scale in land, livestock
and productive agricultural instruments generally."

"depression to readjust their costs as price levels
declined, so that almost the full burden of reduced con-
sumer expenditures was thrown on farm prices. "^ The
Cooperative movement had been started to correct this
same state of affairs. The government has been most
liberal in aiding it in every possible way. This was
also an attempt to limit and control production and to
improve market stability. But, on the whole this movement
has not achieved the hoped for results. The fault lay
with the farmers themselves; sometimes because they did
not give their needed support and sometimes they failed
to live up to the conditions imposed on them. The leaders
of the cooperatives were also to blame. They lacked know-
ledge and judgment, or they had not the power to control
the situation they were facing. If they managed to raise
or hold up prices, new outside producers entered the field
and reaped the benefits, while the members of the coopera-
tives suffered. There are a few localized and specialized
exceptions, such as cranberries, walnuts and the citrus
fruits of California. (The latter has to meet the compe-
tition of Florida. ) Sometimes a commercial element is
1* Op. cit
., p. 44. Swift and Co. admists the same state
of affairs to-day, that consumers will not absorb the in-
creased cost of meat and that accordingly they have de-
creased prices paid to farmers. (Swift Yearbook, 1934,
pp.12, 16 and 17.) Note in this connection that the prices
of livestock remain a sore point in agriculture, and that
Secretary Wallace charges price collusion by the ten big
packers
•
Compare op. cit
. ,
p. 26: "Farm prices of fourteen major
foodstuffs fell by 62$ from 1929 to February, 1935, whereas
retail prices of food fell by only 43$."

7r
reaping the real profit. The theory behind the Coopera-
tive Movement is sound, but the difficulties in practice
are great.
As simpler methods failed the farmers grew im-
patient of the falling off in the prices they received.
Artificial methods of aiding them were proposed in large
numbers and occasionally tried out. Probably the McNary -
Haugen Bill 1 is the best known and most important of the
conceptions of a way in which the plight of the farmer
might be bettered. It originated as a frankly price-
fixing measure, but in its final form stressed surplus con-
trol. It was finally vetoed by President Coolidge,^ but
1. See Boyle, Farm Relief for a detailed discussion of
this bill, its provisions, its history, and its fallacies.
2. This veto message pointed out that the bill was un-
sound, impractical and unconstitutional. That it encouraged
one-crop farming rather than diversification. That it
advocated government price-fixing, while the tax-payers
footed the bills, and among these were farmers. These fixed
prices had no standards, no restrictions, nor regulation.
That it encouraged waste and killed free competition. That
it increased production and decreased consumption because
it promised high prices. (Eventually the world price would
get so low that foreign products would come in despite
tariff.) " »It ignores the fact that production is curbed
only by decreased prices not by increased. .. .No matter how
disguised, this is government buying and selling of commo-
dities through agents. •• .The insurance proposal amounts to
straight government agreement to pay cooperative associa-
tions any loss which they may incur through withholding
commodities from the market. » no matter how high the price
may go in the meantime. •• .Nothing more destructive of all
orderly processes of trade could be imagined, and nothing
more unfair to the non-member of the cooperative, since
his equalization fee would be used to pay the losses. 1 "
See op. cit .. p.70ff.

its general tenets were inherited by later stabilizers:
the establishment of a Federal Farm Board, the organization
of orderly marketing, and aid in control and disposition
of surplus. Many of the means provided for obtaining these
ends have been slightly re-phrased and advocated by the
present administration. Among these may be listed: mini-
mizing speculation, loaning money, encouragement of coopera
tives, and orderly marketing, government control and
financing. The framers of this bill believed that the
great existing evil was the surplus. Therefore they pro-
vided that the Federal Farm Board, by contracts with agents
should remove or dispose of the surplus; withhold it from
market, buy^ sell or store it. Thus, it was believed,
prices in the domestic market would be raised. No limit
was prescribed for holding or dumping. Dumping, at times,
would be inevitable. It frequently is offered as a solu-
tion, (compare Wallace's threat of dumping and the World
Wheat Conference of 1933), but it is a dangerous one when
imitated by other nations in cutthroat competition. Such
a program required financing. Hence a stabilization fund
was to be donated by the government. It would bear the
losses and receive the profits. There was also to be an
equalization fee "levied on each 'market unit 1 of the
commodity, with the object of preventing burdens on com-
merce and 'to stabilize and regulate the current of
foreign and interstate commerce. 1 At first the amount is
to be estimated by the Board, to cover advances, losses,
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"costs and charges, and to be adjusted as required. It
may be levied on transportation, processing or sale. In
the case of cotton only, a refund is to be made to farmers
for an unexpected balance."! This fee was ultimately to
be met by the consumer, who pays all charges, costs and
losses. The present processing taxes are an echo from
this earlier farm relief measure.
As a statute the McNary Haugen Bill never came
to life, as a pervasive force it still exists to-day. When
the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929 2 was passed, a
brain child of the older bill became a subject for contro-
versy. This was the Farm Export Debenture Plan, 3 another
price-elevation scheme. It proposed to give a premium or
bounty on exports, since the domestic market would be
higher than the world market. The farmers were to receive
certificates at the time of exporting, redeemable in cash
1. Op. cit
. ,
p. 192.
2. World A'griculture t An International Survey
, p. 226.
"The Act was passed to redeem President Hoover 1 s promise
that he would relieve the hardships imposed on American
farmers by the increase in tariffs." Its purpose was "to
promote effective and orderly marketing, to protect, con-
trol, and stabilize the movement of prices; firstly,
p. 227 by minimizing speculation; secondly, by intro-
ducing a more efficient method of distribution; thirdly,
by encouraging the organization of producers into effective
associations, and financing marketing schemes including
private producers and cooperative associations, and estab-
lishing special agencies for that purpose; and fourthly, by
controlling the surplus in any agricultural commodity and
preventing the surplus from causing undue fluctuations and
decreases in price."
3. The reader is referred to Davis, The Farm Export
Debenture Plan , for a careful study and evaluation of this
s cheme
•

a year later; when the debenture rate, the quantity
exported, and the tariff receipts could be determined.
"'The debenture rates in effect at any time with respect
to any agricultural commodities shall be one half the rate
of duty in effect at such time with respect to imports of
such agricultural commodities, except so long as no import
duty is imposed on cotton the debenture rate thereon shall
be two cents per pound. ,H * The cost of the scheme is
inestimable. Its importance for us to-day lies in the
fact that it is among the precoursors of bounties. And we
may note that the case of the cotton farmer, then as sub-
sequently, received particular consideration. Its weakness
lay in the fact that it would increase production and that
it merely strove to shift burdens, not to lift them.
The Republicans, who first counted themselves
the originators of everlasting prosperity, made one valiant
effort to stave off depression for the farmers, when there
could be no gainsaying the force of the unbalanced state
of economics. The Farm Board, by vast purchases of wheat
and cotton surpluses, sought to support prices for these
commodities and prevent their decline. At one time this
Board controlled over 250,000,000 bushels of wheat and
3,500,000,000 bales of cotton. 2 This action inevitably
encouraged production, as well as threatening the future
1. On. cit .. p.13.
2. Ezekiel and Bean, Economic Bases for the Agricul -
tural Adjustment Act, p. 49. Also see p. 50 for interesting
illustrative charts.

market price when the time came for disposing of these
large stocks. To offset this latter situation, the Grain
Stabilization Corporation announced, in 1931, that they
would only liquidate their holdings in limited quantities
and at stated intervals. The Farm Board was not only a pur
chaser, but it also sought to peg prices, a difficult and
hopeless undertaking because of the many outside factors
over which it had no control. "The Cotton Corporation,
formed by the United States Federal Farm Board, under the
Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929, sought to fix the price
of American cotton at 16.25^, with the result that the
price at first stood above that figure. But within a few
months the price fell to nine cents, and, after suffering
heavy losses, the corporation had to give up the attempt.
The carry-over for 1930 was 8,500,000 bales. After the
failure of the attempt to peg prices the Federal Farm
Board created the American Cotton Cooperative Association,
which centralized sales, but had no powers to restrict
production. 1,1 This Board also made loans to cooperatives
to aid in orderly marketing. But the capital to back such
a valorization scheme would have to be limitless. The
Federal Farm Board acknowledged defeat in March of 1931,
and announced it would no longer be a purchaser. Once
more consequences had been staved off for a while, only
to assume the more disastrous proportions of their delayed
1. World Agriculture : An International Survey
, p. 213

arrival. The farmer received the lowest price ever paid
for a bushel of wheat, 35^; and the accounts of the Farm
Board showed losses of #102,000,000 on wheat and $75,000,000
on cotton. 1 The assets were a vast quantity of grain and
cotton coupled with the problem of how to dispose of it.
The lure of stability is always pronounced in
times of depression, and therefore the first step
inevitably is to raise prices to an accepted level. Whether
or not they could be stabilized there, is still a moot pro-
blem, for the attempts made to date have fallen down in
the very beginning; they have not been able to change the
trend of a declining market. The Democratic party, with
its New Deal, is once more er gaged in the process of raising
prices. They have focussed a good part of their attention
on the agricultural situation. With admirable temerity
they have set about the solution of those problems which
seemed to be of pressing importance: overproduction, low
prices, mortgages and credit, use of the land, monetary
conditions and purchasing power, marketing, surpluses,
tariff. Believing that only a central authority could
cope with the situation they passed the Agricultural Ad-
justment Act, which became effective on May 12, 1933. They
prided themselves that it was of a flexible nature, since
it did not prescribe steps, nor specify the correct level
for farm prices, just one that would wipe out the
1. Op. Clt
., p. 230. Compare: The cooperatives repaid
one half of their loans which had totalled $340,000,000.

discrepancies that had decreased agricultural purchasing
power. The steps taken are various: decreasing of acreag
with the payment to farmers of cash bounties which will
eventually be met by the returns from the processing taxes
devaluation of the monetary unit by decreasing the gold
content, 1 (authority so to do provided by the Thomas
amendment to the original Act), extension of further loans
and refinancing of the burdensome indebtedness, (The Farm
Mortgage Act); putting marginal land out of production and
planning to reforest, raise game etc., together with con-
tinued increasing of arid land for productive uses by
irrigation; (the test of whether this land ceases to be
marginal will be the ultimate returns as compared with the
large capital outlay); general stimulus to recovery by
public works and other methods of increasing employment,
such as the N.R.A., and aiding deserving businesses by
loans from the R.F.C.; the Bank Moratorium, buying of
preferred bank stock, deposit insurance etc.; codes of
"fair practice;" the Wheat Conference of 1935; 2 and pro-
posed downward revision of the tariff. How these various
1. It is proposed that the profit accruing from this
step, which is balanced on the books by an equal loss in
purchasing power for our citizens, is to be used by the
Treasury for a stabilization fund. This, by manoeuvres in
foreign exchange, will attempt to insure the American
people in their loss.
2. Compare the London Wheat Conference of 1931, which
failed because the United States balked at accepting an
export quota, and because Russia refused to restrict her
acreage.

steps will eventually prove themselves rests with the
future and depends on the very flexibility of the program.
There is a danger in being too elastic in policy as well as
in being too rigid,
Mordecai Ezekiel, economic adviser to the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, and Louis H. Bean, economic adviser
for the Agricultural Administration, have presented the
position of those in authority. It is interesting to find
them admitting that "reduction in the volume of production
is not a universal answer to the problem of how to secure
higher farm returns. For some products, such control may
bring in materially increased returns; for other products
it may produce an incidental increase in returns; and for
still other products, control of production may actually
reduce gross income. "^ They make a distinction between
goods sold in foreign markets and those sold abroad. They
consider the processing tax the most potent force at their
command. 2 It provides funds for the control of production
and may also increase the farmers' net income. It will
correct the lag between wholesale and retail prices and
prices for raw materials, with its tendency to widen the
1. Ezekiel and Bean, Economic Bases for the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
, p. 62.
2. Op. clt
. ,
pp.58ff. See especially p. 59, where they
are forced to admit that: "In paying the tax, the processor
may derive the necessary funds from three sources: (1)
Charging higher price to consumers, (2) paying lower prices
to producers, or (3) operating themselves on a lower margin."
With respect to the second possibility and the farmer's
ability to resist such lower prices, they suggest that, over
a long period of time, they will be able to do so by reduc-
ing supply.

distributors 1 margin. A condition is created "where the
cost of raw materials to the processor tends to increase.
Since ordinarily wholesale prices do not increase as
rapidly as the cost of the raw materials and retail prices
do not rise as rapidly as wholesale prices, the tax may
exert a definite tendency toward reducing the margin.
The processing tax, finally, was expected to aid in finan-
cing the subsidies paid to farmers for the voluntary de-
crease in production. So far the returns have run far
behind the estimates. There is another matter in this
problem of bettering prices that requires a true estimate.
Those in authority set out to raise prices and the figures
prove that they have done so. But it must be remembered
that these new prices are also in new dollars and cents
values. Finally, there is need for the stabilization of
price relationships as well as of prices.
The difficulty of the New Deal may or may not
be implied in its name. It is a matter of connotation.
But the important fact is that an old and partly harmful
condition exists. It cannot be brushed aside over night,
but must be rectified slowly and constructively. 2 One
1. Op. cit «, p. 160.
2. Collective farming in Russia is the antithesis, since
the land was confiscated and the government revolutionized.
Also the tillers of the soil had been serfs and any im-
provement in their living standard was welcomed. There
was insufficient production, lack of scientific methods,
and a scarcity of machinery. American farmers want to be
aided, but not coerced. Their natures would not adapt
themselves to repressive discipline.
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industry cannot be aided to the exclusion of others. At
best this would remove some of the symptoms of distress,
but not the fundamental causes. High living standards
create the best demands, but depend on purchasing power
and consequently employment. Most men can find work in
a country that has political security and financial sound-
ness. These restore and maintain confidence, and should
be our first goals. As for stabilization, we have heard
about it and listened, but we have never seen it in a true
form. Even though we stabilized prices, we could not
stabilize the individual farmer's operating expenses. At
best stabilization of purchasing power would be an average,
composed of relative values. How can we even be sure we
want it? And there are certainly more immediate problems
to claim our attention,
6. The time has come to ask ourselves specifically,
what is the farmer's problem to-day? We know that it has
grown out of past history and that its present status is
the foundation for building a new future. About the middle
of the last century pioneering farming was coming to an end
in the United States. The McCormick thresher and the
Whitney cotton gin had shown the possibilities of production
on a large scale; with the development of steam power in
1860 new possibilities were opening up. New lands v/ere
granted by the government to farmers. The building up of
the railroads made it possible to move the commodities

nproduced to distant markets. Immigration swelled. the
ranks of consumers. Agriculture had left the subsistence
stage and become an industry. The twentieth century-
brought improved methods, education, machinery, capital,
decreased foreign exports till the World War, and many
forms of government aid to the farmer. He was given a
high living standard, but at the same time he became in-
volved in the industrial, commercial, financial and
political conditions of the entire world. He is no longer
self-sufficient. He had also developed a new class con-
sciousness, as is evinced by the various organizations and
movements in which he took part. To-day the Grange and the
Farm Bureau Federation are still important.! He has
learned the power of his voice and he does not hesitate to
use it, especially when he falls on hard times.
The land changed and developed even as did the
farmer. By the beginning of the present century, the era
of free lands had passed. 2 As land is used expenses in-
crease, but the value of the land also increases with the
diminishing supply. 3 One compensates the other, and,
1. The reader is referred to Kile, P.M.
,
The Farm Bureau
Movement . New York, The tlacmillan Company, 1921H
2. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics , p. 147-
177, for further summary of laws and land grants.
3. Seligman, The Economics of Farm Relief
, p. 12: "Since
land values are nothing but a capitalization of present
and expected yields, it is obvious that when we start out
with free land - that is, land without any value - the
facts of progressive utilization lead to a constantly in-
creasing capitalization of the yield into growing land
values
.
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provided that population also increases, the returns from
more intensified farming, (up to the point of diminishing
returns), are profitable. Furthermore, increased mechani-
zation can decrease costs. Till the outbreak of the War,
all went well, since immigration and industrial development
created excellent markets. Even exports fell off because
the food supply went to the domestic market. Demanding
markets and high prices led, from 1914 on, to tremendous
expansion. The re-adjustment has been severe. To-day the
problem of a wise land policy must be solved. It is par-
ticularly important in the light of the fact that population
is not increasing at its accustomed rate. 1 Herein lies
one of the factors affecting the farmers' prosperity.
Conclusion to Part I .
We have now considered the farmer, his industry
and his purchasing power, together with many phases of
related problems. We have seen that farmers have serious
difficulties to meet. But can we help wondering if the
farmers are as badly off as is popularly supposed. That
some of their number have a feeling of desperation has
been proved by the strikes and other forms of violence.
But it was the oratory of one man, Milo Reno, playing
upon the fear and sense of injustice of his hearers. Men
1. Ezekiel and Bean, Economic Bases for the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, p. 36, gives an illustrative chart. The
present increase is less than one million a year, whereas
in 1921-1931, it was nearly two million a year.

who see their homes "being taken from them are bound to be
emotionally if not actually violent. The sense of in-
justice is easily explained by lack of complete information.
To be sure, prices were low, but there are better ways of
correcting them. And many farmers have but to look at
the millions of hungry and destitute unemployed and their
families to realize that there is a greater disparity than
the one from which they are suffering. Even among the
numbers of farmers themselves there are differences of
degree. The man who raises livestock is much worse off
than the man who raises tobacco. One grower of tobacco
may be worse off than another, because of his own inability
to raise a maximum crop with a minimum of expense. One
wheat producer may suffer from drought while another will
reap a good harvest. One farmer may have had the mis-
fortune to have been born in a farm district where the
land boom was the greatest and where now there is conse-
quently the greatest suffering from overcapitalization and
the burden of debt. There are innumerable examples to
prove that the agricultural situation cannot be judged by
the most fortunate nor by the most unfortunate farmers.
Nor is there an average type, for the farmer is an indi-
vidualist and accordingly the conditions must often be
interpreted in the light of individual cases. This fact
must be borne in mind even when methods and principles for
general improvement are considered.
Overproduction stares us in the face, but it is

a result rather than a cause. All the earlier maladjust-
ments have contributed to it. In righting these much
advance can be made in the problem as a whole. Nor is it
itself the only contributing cause of a falling price
level. The world has gone awry as a result of the War,
unwise policies, and delay in man's taking the consequences
of his own actions. The farmer cannot expect tc receive
his share of prosperity without also suffering in depression.
The very nature of his industry, the production of raw
materials, dictates that he will suffer to a different de-
gree. He has also his compensations in the way of life
that he has chosen. And there is much that he can do to
aid himself. When he looks outside for help he must be
willing to cooperate. He must not be impatient, for the
truest solutions are worked out slowly. A hasty remedy
may prove to be intolerably costly in the long run. (The
case of the ostrich burying its head is typical.) There
must be careful research and study, because the future is
more important than the passing present. An engineer does
not build a bridge to stand only the weight of the present
load but to carry the traffic of the future.
We know that the agricultural depression has
been severe. It involves over one third of the nation's
population. The other small two thirds are also suffering.
So the question arises as to what is the greatest good for
the greatest number. To be sure agricultural interests
must be considered, but only in so far as they affect the
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nation. But even the most unsuccessful farmer who may
better be an object of charity, feels he should be helped.
He is much like the oldest child than whom, the psycholo-
gically-minded educators tell us, there is no one more
spoiled. He is first spoiled by his parents and later by
himself. He wraps himself up in a sense of superiority
that is only based on a greater age. The farmers, in the
early days of our country, were essential to the subsis-
tence of their families v/ho comprised the greatest part of
the colonists. In the centuries that have passed, there
has been a revolution in this state of affairs. To-day
there is a surplus. Whether it is of commodities produced
or of producers is a matter of opinion. It is obvious,
however, that if we maintain the marginal farmers it will
be at great expense. The taxes to meet this outlay will of
necessity be levied on several generations to come. If
prices are adjusted to yield orofit to the poorest farmer,
the rest will produce in greater quantities lured on by
the possibilities of profit. Overproduction will continue
and eventually depress markets still further. If authority
limits output, consumers will pay the price that is neces-
sary to maintain the ineffectuals , or decrease demand and
find substitutes. In both cases the efficient tiller of
the soil is penalized. Free competition is frustrated,
and this, in the long run, has proved itself one of the best
stabilizers to aid in the balance between supply and demand.
Tariffs, bounties and other like schemes attempt to put our
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farmers on a favorable footing with foreign ones who may
have advantages of climate in producing certain commodi-
ties. They overlook the significance of competition and
even more especially of differences in living standards.
If we lowered the latter we could compete favorably. But
that we should certainly hesitate to do, and it is costly
in terms of our national well-being.
At home we are also trying to put all domestic
producers on an equal footing, despite differences of
ability and character, location and capital resources. The
first are seemingly overlooked, while the latter is
supposedly corrected by the extension of credit. To borrow
money one must have the hope of earning the interest and of
repaying the loan. Otherwise the creditor suffers. The
borrower, for his own advantage, should also derive a profit
over and above the expenses of using the creditor's capital.
In the farming industry, with its many hazards, this is not
always possible. Therefore it is even more essential that
the prospects at the origin of the transaction should be
good. With this criterion, it seems to this author that
the farmers have had too much rather than too little credit.
Some of it has been derived from those who lacked good
business judgment, more of it from an unwise and bountiful
government, which the taxpayers have had to finance in its
losses. The remainder of this credit, loans made and
assumed in good faith, has been jeopardized by its other
component parts and by nature, or paid off in due course.
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The net debt is growing, and it is inevitable to wonder
whether the nation is not in the mood to throw good money-
after bad. Surely there are straws in the wind to indi-
cate this state of affairs: the paying of cash for waste,
such as was the case with the plowing under of acreage;
and the vast federal government program of spending its way
out of debt. These do not seem to be economically sound
methods, and if not, the consequences will be dire. On the
other hand, the advantages of sound credit are obvious,
since the nature of the industry seems to dictate that it
shall be one in which it is particularly difficult to
build up reserves and to maintain adequate working capital.
Speaking generally, the trouble to-day is that
the farmer T s accounts don't balance. In particular, there
are many farmers who are operating at a profit, even though
a diminishing one. These are the men of good mentality
and judgment, good workers who are adequately trained.
They point the way for the farmers of the future. They
must be more skilled, more adequate. By allowing the law
of the survival of the fittest to operate, we shall secure
these men and the greatest welfare of the nation. Oar
energies should be devoted to the furtherance of agricul-
ture for them. In remedying the true evils that have piled
up, it must be borne in mind that one may depend upon
another and that the existing situation is the result of a
long passage of time. There are also many individual
considerations. So a program of agricultural betterment

must be the result of careful study into the past, pre-
sent and future. Success cannot be achieved over night.
The farmers 1 purchasing power is first of all influenced
by his costs and second by prices received. His expendi-
tures may be for operation, for subsistence, or for raising
the standard of living. It is a tremendous problem and,
accordingly, it is necessary for us to make a further study,
in the second part of this work, of the problems involved
and what has been done about them. This includes : research
into prices and price levels, which are related to business
cycles; further consideration of the factors of supply and
demand; the importance of marketing and some further facts
about the Cooperative Movement; the question of credit,
and its corollary of debt; the educational opportunities
and possibilities for the farmer in the light of their
value; and the part played by the government in agricul-
tural welfare: by legislation, by services, by loans and
by entering the market for agricultural commodities, both
in the guise of purchaser and arbitrator of prices. All
these problems ultimately affect the farmers' purchasing
power.

II, Problems Involved in the Status of the Farmers'
Purchasing Power and What Has Been Done About Them.
1, Price s and price-levels . with all the factors
that contribute to them, present perhaps the biggest prob-
lem. The price actually received must be translated into
the costs of producing the article sold, and into purchas-
ing power. These are the considerations that particularly
interest the farmer^. But there are other considerations
underlying the price that he receives: conditions of inter-
national and domestic markets, the amount and distribution
of the gold supply, business cycles and periods of
inflation and deflation. These are but general terms for
an intricately inter-related system which we must consider
step by step.
To begin with the farmer and his costs of
production, the outstanding fact is variability. This
predominates even in a relatively normal period. Differ-
ences in the ability and judgment of the human being can
never be eradicated, though education may bring him
better opportunities for developing his faculties to the
utmost. An even wiser teacher is experience, which seems
to be of greatest value to the mature man. A young man
has tv/o handicaps of youth: he wants to try things out for
himself, for he cannot be convinced that what his elders
tell him from their first hand knowledge is directly
applicable to his own particular case; or else he is so

content with existing methods that he will not listen to
new ideas. Between these two extremes lies the ideal, a
man who listens to advice and so discriminates that he
avails himself of the valuable knowledge without having
to gain it all over again for himself. He is also the man
who is prepared as times and conditions change, bringing
new methods and improvements, new demands and problems.
With the experience of the past as a guide he takes his
part in progress. This man may be successful in all walks
of life, for he will adjust himself to the particular
problems of the business he has undertaken. The farmer is
a typical case. Costs of production vary with different
crops and different lands worked, even as the costs of
reaching the market vary with bulk in relation to value
and with distances from the centres of consumption. These
again may be made variable by the elements of timing and
of natural phenomena.
Let us, therefore, look for a moment at the
agricultural regions of the United States. 1 Beginning
with New England, in the northeast corner of the country,
we find agriculture existing in a highly industrialized
section. The land itself has been glaciated and lifted.
Extensive agriculture is forestalled by physiography. Much
1. The reader is referred to Huntington, Williams and
van Valkenburg, Economic and Social Geography
, pp. 52-90;
209-225 and 416-430, for sTcTetailed study of the distribu-
tion of crops and stock, and the causes for this distribu-
tion.



of the land cannot be used, especially in the mountainous
sections. Rocks and poor soil also limit production or
increase the expense of its utilization. There are other
demands for land such as those made by the development of
factories and cities. These bring in their wake concen-
trated population, or, from the agricultural point of view,
a splendid market. It is one that cannot be supported
from immediately surrounding farm lands, because of
climatic and soil conditions. Fruits and vegetables have
a short and important summer season and are locally con-
sumed. The only surplus is that of Aroostoock potatoes
grown in Maine. There is, rather, a marked deficit, as
may be illustrated by the almost complete absence of meat
cattle, which are grown to advantage on large farms of
the West. New England has to look outside for its food
supply. This is transported over high land, adding to
cost, and affecting freight rates. But an industrial
community, in normal times, has adequate means of payment,
and is an attractive market. To-day the supply of fruit
and green vegetables is almost constant. It comes from
the south. The warmest sections are the first suppliers.
As the more northerly crops mature, they are sent to
market at decreasing costs. Hence the market is limited
by the time element and the costs of transportation. In
the case of staples, meat, flour, cotton, etc., marketing
factors are again evident. Wholesalers buy what the con-
sumers demand through their retailers. The business is

conducted on the principle of supplying the demand at the
best prices that can be secured with the maximum of profit.
In all industrialized regions, (found also in New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois etc.) the demand in its turn
is dictated by the ability to pay from earnings. (The
industrial regions along the Pacific Coast are slightly
different in character, since they are the result of
attempting to fill local needs at lower cost by avoiding
long and expensive hauls.) Industrial activity also
creates a demand for the raw materials which the farmer
supplies. The textile plants of the East depend on the
farmers' cotton and wool, and the degree of prosperity or
depression dictates the demand.
The cotton belt, the corn belt, and the wheat
regions present the antithesis of the industrialized East.
They are the sections of the country that produce sur-
pluses. They send to a market rather than furnish one.
Factors of climate and physiography tend to make these
regions predominantly one-crop lands as their names imply.
These often are also important cash crops. This fact is
related to the mortgage and credit problem, since a falling
off in cash returns, as a result of a glutted market, leads
to the need of borrowing money. Each of these crops also
has individual problems. The United States produces more
than one half the world's cotton crop. "Our margin of
leadership is even greater when we consider the fact that
we produce between 80% and 90% of the world's middling

cotton which is the real basis of the textile industry." 1
Cheap labor is needed, especially for picking. The boll
weevil is a dire insect menace. There are by-products of
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great value since they may be transformed ii^ oil, rayon,
fodder, fertilizer and explosives. Direct uses of cotton
are too numerous to mention and the derived products are
found in all American homes. Corn, on the other hand,
does not go to distant markets, since it does not travel
well and is bulky in relation to its value. It is general-
ly used locally for the fodder of hogs, beef cattle and
poultry. These are the products shipped out of the corn
belt. Here 40% of the cultivated land is planted to corn.
There are also fields of grain and other grasses. It is
a very fertile region and, with the exception of times of
drought or unseasonable frost, produces in great abundance.
Corn, however, may be used as a raw material and converted
into other products, such as whiskey, syrup, breakfast
foods, etc. But the corn belt farmer is particularly
dependent on the demand for meat. And he has had serious
ups and downs in prices. To-day they are very low, whereas
in 1927 they reached an all peacetime high. The consump-
tion of meat is particularly affected by industrial activity,
1. Reed, Vergil D., Syllabus of Economic Geography , p. 225.
The distribution of output from the southern states is
given as follows: Texas, 31.1; Mississippi, 10.9; Alabama,
8.9; Georgia, 8.9; Arkansas, 8.2; Oklahoma, 8.2; North
Carolina, 6.; South Carolina, 5.8; Louisiana, 4.8; Tennessee,
2.9; and other states, 4#3.

since work dictates the desire^ as well as the ability to
pay. It is said also, that, as civilization develops,
vegetables, fruits and cereals tend to supplant meat in
man's diet. Wheat is the outstanding cereal crop. Most
of it is transformed into flour, a process in which over
one fifth is lost. It will grow in many types of climate
and with varying amounts of rainfall. Our principal
producing states, listed in their usual order of production
are: Kansas, North Dakota, Illinois, Washington, Nebraska,
Montana, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Ohio and South Dakota,
1
These producing areas are those in which the possibilities
of profit are the greatest. With the press of population
wheat tends to move to the marginal lands, 2 since it can
there be produced extensively, thus keeping down costs.
Again demand and supply affect price and the income de-
rived by the farmer. Even at best the producers of cotton,
corn and wheat exceed the demands of the domestic market
and have an exportable surplus. So they must meet foreign
as well as domestic competition.
The western half of our country has neither
the density of population nor the productive capacities of
the east. Its wealth lies chiefly in its mineral resources
Lack of rainfall and topographical restrictions hamper
1. Op. cit
., p. 194. Compare p. 192: "Wheat is produced
in every country of Europe and Asia, except Siam. Also it
is not found in rainy tropical lowlands,"
2. Sheep and goats are also found on marginal lands,
the former doing better in cooler climates, the latter
found in warmer temperatures.

agriculture. Dry farming and irrigation are typical of
this region, though there are isolated sections where
this is not the case. For example, the northwest has
abundant rainfall and a milk climate. Lumber is an im-
portant raw material. The apples of Washington and Oregon
are nationally known. And there are other isolated produc-
tive areas, such as the citrus producing regions of Califor
nia, the potato section of Idaho, etc. But in general this
half of the United States is marked by mountainous country,
deserts, and their varying degrees of modification.
Accordingly, to produce even subsistence crops the costs
are enhanced by the necessity of overcoming obstacles. Dry
farming and irrigation are the means whereby men have
sought to improve on nature's distribution of the water
supply. They require output of effort and money. The
first process for conservation of rainfall requires a soil
that is porous and fairly deep. It must be plowed deep
and then well harrowed. Thus the run-off sinks in, and
later, by capillary attraction, moves up to the surface
again. This method has resulted in good output, as much
as thirty-five bushels to the acre. Probably about one
twentieth of this portion of the country can be irrigated.
There are varying degrees of costs and results. The Mor-
mons of Utah have undertaken private enterprises of the
simpler variety, the use of gravity ditches which are
filled by rivers. There are many rivers as sources of
water in the west. The need for central control, solving

the problem of riparian rights between individuals and
between states, has led to federal government intervention.
A vast project may be cited in the Boulder Dam construc-
tion. Such an undertaking runs into money from the start.
With the passage of time, interest on borrowed money and
the principal itself have to be met. Taxes are a source
of payment, and they increase production costs. Also the
water has to be brought to the place where it is needed.
When one considers that it takes twenty-five tons of water
to produce a bushel of wheat in Utah, (and that that wheat
itself is a ninety-day gamble), and one thousand and thirty
tons of water constitute the amount derived from an acre
of land that receives ten inches of rainfall per year,
I
one may well ask if many of the irrigation schemes are not
an excellent example of the lav/ of diminishing returns at
work in agriculture. It takes over forty inches of rain-
fall to procure good agricultural results. In concluding
our study of the western division of the country, mention
must be made of the grasslands. The eastern highlands
produce buffalo grass which provides excellent grazing
for cattle. (In Wyoming, etc. the producers are allowed,
if they exercise reasonable caution, to use the national
forests for grazing. ) But to fit cattle for market
requirements, the process of fattening must be finished
off with grain feeding. So these herds move into Nebraska
1. See Miller and Parkins, geography of Tlorth America .
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and eastward before they go to the various packing centres.
In this same section, there is also a good deal of poultry
raising. The western turkeys, for example, constitute a
large portion of the supply in our eastern markets.
Prom the foregoing skeleton survey of producing
conditions in various parts of the country, the case of
varying costs of supplying the market as*e obvious. Freight
charges to send the goods to market must also be added. At
the market itself there are many factors that determine the
price received for these perishable commodities, and these
are not related to the farmers' expenses. Business cycles
play an outstanding part. (Despite the particular aspect
of a cycle, supply and demand, competition, custom and
bargaining pov/er are also at work. ) "When prices are
rising rapidly the percentage increase in prices paid to
the farmer is greater than the increase in prices at
wholesale or retail. When prices are falling rapidly the
percentage of decline in prices paid to the farmers is
greater."^ Fluctuations in wide swings have been character-
istic of the past two decades. Over-production is partly
the result of the upswing, (since more farmers went into
the industry and more intensively), and it certainly has
aggravated the downswing. The result to-day is a falling
income, v/hich in turn has been aggravated by the dif-
ferences of what the farmer receives and what he pays out,
1. Warren and Pearson, The Agricultural Situation, p. 60.
Compare also Mills, The Behavior of Prices
, p. 158.
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in other words the shrinking of his purchasing power.
^
This state of affairs, of which the farmer is acutely
conscious to-day, is not new. "The index2 of the price
of farm products in 1918 was 111^ above that of 1915,
while the cost of the bulk of things purchased by the far-
mer had increased about 200%, The wholesale price of all
commodities had been constantly above the price of farm
products from 1915 to 1917. For a short time in late 1917
and the early months of 1918, farm prices ran higher than
wholesale prices. Then again, wholesale prices advanced
and have since been constantly above farm prices. Thus
it is not dollar values of crops that are important, but
the purchasing power per acre of farm land, (or return on
the capital investment and its purchasing power). To
1. Compare Drury, Farm Purchasing Power , p. 2:
"Prices Paid Prices Paid
to Farmer by Farmer Ratio
January, 1935 51 102 50
February " 49 101 49
March 50 100 50
April " 53 101 52
May 62 102 61
June 64 103 62
July 76 107 71
August 72 112 64
September " 70 116 60
October 25" 71 117 61"
2. Compare Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
,
p. 417: "The method of getting the index of the relative pur-
chasing power of any commodity or group of commodities in
terms of other commodities or groups of commodities is to
multiply the index of the commodity or group of commodities
at a given period by 100 and divide the product by the index
number of the commodity or group of commodities in question
for the same period."
3. Capper, The Agricultural Bloc, p. 36.
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raise prices of agricultural commodities seems a futile
and difficult gesture even when applied to the domestic
markets, since the variables are so many. Their number is
increased when we consider the world market, wherein many
of our farmers strive to sell their surpluses.
Business cycles are marked by periods of infla-
tion and deflation which affect the farmer directly and
indirectly. In general, the former stimulates production,
while the latter tends to check it. To-day the second
part of our rule has not held true, since the effort to
meet burdensome fixed charges has maintained production.
This proves that the preceding inflation went too far,
since the land boom created false values causing large
indebtedness and high tax assessments. These two extremes
then also are contributing causes to the lack of balance
between supply and demand. As far as the farmer looks
into the matter, there are only two characteristics that
1. Warren and Pearson, The Agricultural Situation
,
p. 29,
gives a long list of effects of inflation and deflation.
These may be briefly summarized. Inflation affects the
farmer in that: (1) prices rise; (2) demand for labor is
large; (3) the demand for credit is large, the borrower
gains; (4) freight rates lag and are low; (5) taxes lag
and are easy^to pay; (6) buying is in advance of needs;
(7) the man folding goods prospers; (8) selling is easy;
(9) products with slow turnover profit most; and (10)
farming prospers. Deflation affects the farmer in that:
(1) prices fall; (2) unemployment frequently occurs; (3)
demand for credit (justifiable) is small; (4) freight rates
lag and are high; (5) taxes lag, are high and difficult to
pay; (6) buying is delayed; (7) the man holding goods
suffers; (8) selling is difficu.lt; (9) products with slow
turnover suffer most; and (10) farming is more depressed
than most industries.

interest him: the burden of fixed expenses and the possi-
bilities of rising prices. Therefore it is no wonder that
the farmers' cry for inflation is heard in the land. They
can even be persuaded to join a movement demanding the
issue of fiat currency. They do not look ahead over a
long period of time and measure the consequences to them-
selves, as well as to others, of these proposals. Theoreti
cally, price levels, in the lonf? run, are affected by the
supply of gold, 1 (i.e. hard money, not credit money which
may be unsoundly inflated). With a declining supply of
gold its value is gradually enhanced. In the United States
from 1879-1886, this was the state of affairs with a
gradually falling price level. Prom the middle nineties
to 1909 the opposite was true. Theoretically also, in
foreign trade the gold supply tends to serve as an
1. Compare Fisher's theory of the stabilized dollar. He
believes that by changing the amount of gold, (the complete
supply being locked up by the government into which the
dollar may be converted, at a rate of not more than 1% per
month, stabilization will be effected. When prices are
moving upward the amount of gold is to be increased, and
conversely for falling prices, with the result that the
desire to hold money rather than goods, and conversely,
will serve to stabilize prices. These changes are to be
based on index numbers, which are averages and do not
allow for individual cases. Sudden drains on the gold
supply and even the amount of gold certificates in circula-
tion, are not adequately taken care of. These may be
legitimate or speculative demands. (The possibilities of
unearned profits are only too obvious to the speculator,
especially when the amount of change and the time limits
are announced by the government.) Tight money conditions
lead to high interest rates and higher prices, thwarting
the original purpose. Conversely easy money conditions
also lead to speculation. The time element has also been
telescoped too much.
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automatic check on price levels in the long run . A high
market in one nation will attract goods from other nations.
This increases the supply and, unless demand increases
proportionately, prices will be checked. A second curb
is effected when gold is shipped out to meet this conse-
quent balance of payments. In practice, however, there
are many other factors at work, such as tariff, mal-
distribution of the gold supply as the result of war,
unsound credit policies, with consequent inflation and
over-expansion followed by deflation, drastic decline in
ptirchasing power, unsettled foreign exchange and lack of
confidence
•
The present administration of our government
has looked upon these theoretical activities of the gold
supply and found them good. It has been eager to put
them to work and in short order. Accordingly Mr. Roosevelt
availed himself of the powers of the Thomas amendment to
decrease the content of gold of the dollar. On October 25,
1933, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was authorized
to make purchases of newly mined gold at prices to be set
from time to time by the President and Secretary of the
Treasury in consultation.^- These prices are not based on
world prices, and the gold so acquired may be disposed of
1. In March of 1933, the United States had gone off the
gold coin standard. Since that time the country had been
on an inconvertible paper basis. The only measure of the
paper dollar's gold value had been the rates of exchange
on the gold standard countries, or the price of gold in
the London market translated from sterling to dollars.

in any way at the discretion of the Corporation. This
fixed the price of paper dollars in gold. But the market
for this gold was not a free one, and the fixing of the
price was not sufficient to establish a corresponding
value for the dollar on foreign exchanges. This process,
however, opened the way for stabilization of the dollar,
provided the government supports a fixed gold price
through foreign exchange operations; (compare the British
Equalization Fund), or for further devaluation of the
dollar. The object of this program is the raising of
commodity prices, as Mr. Roosevelt stated in his radio
address of October 22nd.
"Ever since last March the definite policy of
the Government has been to restore commodity prices. The
object has been the attainment of such a level as will
enable agriculture and industry once more to give work to
the unemployed. .. .When we have restored the price level we
shall seek to establish and maintain a dollar which will
not change its purchasing and debt-paying power during
the succeeding generation. .. .Our dollar is now altogether
too greatly influenced by the accidents of international
trade, by the internal policies of other nations and by
political disturbances in other continents. Therefore, the
United States must take firmly in its own hands the control
of the gold value of the dollar.
Compare the President's message to Congress of January
15th, wherein he v/rote : "Our national currency must be
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We have embarked upon a policy of inflation.
Its sponsors claim that it will be controlled. Past
history has never shown a case where this has been success-
ful. The means and the knowledge of the crucial moment
are lacking. Also v/e have the examples of France's and
Germany's experiments in inflation. To-day the imports of
foreign gold are mounting. This is desirable in the
foreigners' estimation, since we returned to the gold
bullion standard in January of this year. It may be as-
sumed that foreign investors are seeking a return on their
money that the initial stages of inflation offer. The
situation seems to be fraught with dynamite to one who
takes the long-run view. If this prophecy of doom is ful-
filled there will be another period of serious deflation
and adjustment, and once more the farmers will suffer
intensively. We are then aiming at betterment that is
ephemeral and that will be most costly in the future.
2. The old school of economists have stressed a
balanced equation of supply and demand as the basis for
sound progress. Thus, in agriculture, production and
marketing problems are inter-related. To-day they are
sadly out of line, a surplus supply on one hand, and a
declining purchasing power on the other. V/e have already
"maintained as a sound currency which, in so far as is
possible, will have a fairly constant standard of purchas-
ing power and be adequate for the purposes of daily use
and the establishment of credit."

seen the part the War and its aftermath played in
bringing this situation into existence. The factors
affecting the supply of agricultural commodities are both
physical and economic, whereas those that affect demand
are only economic. Thus the farmers are at a disadvantage
in controlling prices. Their crops are primarily depen-
dent on nature. The weather may be advantageous, but on
the other hand, an entire year's income may be wiped out
by lack of moisture or excessive cold. Nature also is
the producer of insect pests and diseases. Against these
a farmer may take his precautions, but his success ulti-
mately depends on the virulence of the affliction.
Finally, there are certain factors of production over
which the farmer would seem to have command. He may de-
cide upon the acreage to be planted. He can select his
seed carefully and fertilize his soil. He can rotate his
crops so that the earth will always give a maximum yield,
and he can cultivate assiduously. He may even diversify
his crops. But in practice these choices are not so
simple. We have seen that in the hope of increasing
his income to meet expenses he has increased production in
the face of a declining market. He may be short of cash
and have used up his line of credit. This will prevent
his acquisition of sufficient fertilizer and the best
seeds. He has to make the best of what he has, and this
fact may even prevent a successful rotation of crops and
the possibilities of diversification. The only thing

remaining to him and his family is hard work. This is
the dictate of his industry. Agriculture is not adapted
to year to year changes in market conditions, especially
if they are violent. Planting is done in advance of
demand. Expenses are incurred months before income is
received from production, i.e. there is a slow turnover.
The fixed expenses, as we have also seen may comprise the
major part of his outgo. These obligations were undertaken
even further in advance. There is a very limited opportu-
nity for the transfer of capital. The ideal farmer, of
course, would have excellent judgment, gauging his produc-
tion in the light of price. He would understand the
workings of price levels in relation to him, and act
accordingly. This would necessitate reserve funds. Then,
too, he would be able to refund his debts in depression.
He might even sell some of his capital assets at the peak
and re-acquire or increase them at the low point. But
most farmers do not have these reserves, and the time
element is an insurmountable obstacle. These many indi-
viduals offset the limiting of the supply by the economical-
ly sound farmers. Supply is relative and not absolute.
Demand for agricultural commodities, on the
other hand, is inelastic. 1 While people must eat, and
1« Wiley, Agriculture and the Business Cycle Since 1920 ,
p. 57. "The elasticity of the demand for a product means
the degree to which changes in the supply of a particular
commodity are accompanied by, or cause, inverse changes
in its price per unit."
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accordingly buy food at the price at which it is offered
they do make minor adjustments of quality, quantity and
varieties according to their purchasing power. Thus the
demand rests ultimately with the consumer; the farmer
produces consumers 1 goods. An undersupply of these
causes greater effect on price than an oversupply. In
agricultural production the fall in prices as a result of
a greater offering of goods is not to the same extent
followed by an increase in demand, (as is the case in
other industries and businesses), and accordingly it is
not so strongly counteracted in its range and intensity.
People can only eat so much. Therefore a mark-down sale
would not appeal to their buying instincts. Durable
goods can be bought in advance of needs, whether they are
necessities or luxuries, but farm produce, unless it has
been processed or put in cold storage, is highly perish-
able. This fact forces its sale regardless of market
conditions.
To any industry depression brings the need
of adjustment to violent fluctuations. The ability to
meet this condition affects the staying power of producers.
Agriculture makes adjustment to downward demand very
slowly. The difficulties of curtailing are tremendous
and foresight has to be more far-reaching than in manufac-
ture, except in the cases of ships, locomotives, etc,
which take a long time to produce. These generally are
built to order. It is for this reason that other industries
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are better able to cover the costs of production in the
price received. Wholesalers and retailers are closer
than the farmers to purchasers of agricultural commodities
.
Therefore decisions come from the distributing end rather
than from the producing end of the agricultural industry.
The future will doubtless intensify this condition. These
also are contributing causes to the difference between the
price the farmer receives for his goods and the prices he
pays for the goods he buys. "Middlemen in the various
stages of the distributing process tend to absorb the
price changes. Retail prices are more stable than whole-
sale, and wholesale prices of finished goods are more
stable than the prices of raw materials." 1 These men
perform services and assume risks, and receive a propor-
tionate return, (the greater the risks the greater are the
profits). Only when the farmer can assume part of this
burden can he receive a larger part of the price paid by
the consumer of his goods. (It must be remembered here
that farmers harvest at definite times, whereas consump-
tion is continuous throughout the year. ) Furthermore,
the farmer, who locates for reasons of soil etc. and not
because of nearness to markets, has to subtract freight
costs 2 from the price received, whereas freight costs are
1. Engberg, Industrial Prosperity and the Farmer
, p. 6.
2. Compare Boyle, Agricultural Economics
, p. 164: "The
ordinary food commodity has one short haul - the farmer to
the railroad; one long haul - from the shipping point to
the city; one short haul - from the city railway terminal
to the city market; then the haul to the retail store, and
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added to the price he pays for goods. Only during the
War did he benefit. Then food was high and difficult to
procure. To the farmer, however, it was always available
where he lived. The fact that demand was greater than
supply made it possible for him to add the freight he had
paid to the price he received.
Supply and demand in the final analysis are
variables. This is very evident if we look at the stages
through v/hich an industry passes in its growth and evolu-
tion. David M. Polak, in writing of The Long Term Outlook
in Iron and Steel, 1 has stated the facts succinctly. "The
life curve of every industry, if smoothed sufficiently,
resembles a distorted letter S. A better description would
be to liken it to the left side of a church bell. The
curve is divided into three parts representing:
(1) The initial period of slowly gathering impetus
corresponding to the lip of the bell;
(2) the second period of rapid growth, in which
advertising plays a prominent part - the side of
the bell; and
(3) the final period of comparative stability when
the industry is no longer capable of growth,
ov/ing to saturation.
This latter portion of the curve is the top of the bell,
"then the haul to the consumer's kitchen." Short hauls
cost more than long ones. "The average haul of food now
in the United States is one thousand miles."
1. In Iron Age , March 8, 1934, p. 12.

"in some industries, this has been followed, by a downward,
curve, completing the other half, as the industry died off
owing to some invention in a competitive field." In the
case of pig iron and steel production, he finds that the
industry has been slowing down ever since 1870. This
process he believes will continue, partly because:
"(1) Per capita demand has gradually diminished;
(2) Replacement demand has become important as com-
pared with demand for new uses;
(3) Population is increasing at a slower rate and is
likely to turn downward."!
It will be of value to consider agriculture in
a parallel study, since we shall find that what many
people are wont to call the "agricultural revolution" is
merely the secular trend of the industry. Farming in the
earlier stages of American history was a means of subsis-
tence. It became an industry when surpluses were produced
and the domestic and foreign markets to absorb these were
available. With westward expansion, commercial, manufac-
turing and transportation development, increasing popula-
tion and growth of cities, the trend line of American
farming industry turned sharply upwards. It was even
difficult for the supply to keep up with the demand. In
the first decade of the twentieth century these were
tending to balance. Then the European War broke out. The
1. Op. cit
., p. 18.
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United States had always exported some surplus of agri-
cultural commodities, the amount depending on the condition
of the domestic market. Now she was called upon to exert
every effort to help meet a need for food which the
warring countries could not satisfy themselves. World
demand had not suddenly increased however, but the number
of suppliers were limited. American agriculture expanded
accordingly, and it did not curtail when the emergency
had passed. The result has been a false situation
evidenced by overproduction. In reality the surplus is
not so much in the amount of goods produced as in the
number of producers. Furthermore the United States, by
the conclusion of the World War, had become a creditor
nation. (This is a step in the cycle of evolution of a
country, achieved by us at one relatively quick stride.)
From 1915-1922, the "total trade balance in favor of the
United States was (1:40,000,000, of which approximately
'•26,000,000 went for agricultural products." 1 This state
of affairs normally requires the acceptance of goods and
services, or must be offset by the invisible items. In-
stead, as we have seen, our country expanded credit to
foreign nations so that they might continue to buy from
us. (Some of this capital without doubt was invested in
our inflationary stock market, with unfortunate results.)
Conditions were aggravated by carry-over surpluses,
1. Wiley, Agriculture and the Business Cycle Since 1920
,
p. 179.

tariffs, and increasing production together with declining
purchasing power abroad. But in the long run the declining
rate of population increase is of predominant importance.
Population can increase up to potential possibilities of
the food supply, including that part derived from marginal
land. Conversely, a decline in the rate of population -
(the farmers are not sinners in this respect) - dictates
a contraction of the food supply. In other words, agricul-
ture has reached the saturation point, and the curve of its
existence as an industry may even be on the downswing.
According to Malthas' doctrine, population
increases in a geometric ratio unless obstructed by war.
The conflict in 1914-1918, which was a commercial as well
as a political war, killed off many millions of people.
It also brought economic maladjustments, increasing the
costs of living for those who sought to maintain their
standards. Into this economic picture enters the in-
fluence of birth-control. To-day v/e live in a world
wherein the productive capacities at large have outstripped
consumptive capacities. These are dependent on the
ability to pay, immediately or at a future date, (with the
use of credit). Economic planning has been introduced as
a solution. The theories so far advanced have flaws in
them which will manifest themselves in the long run. The
calamity may be postponed, but it will be dire at a future
date. Interference with the law of the survival of the
fittest, as is illustrated in these schemes by proposals

to succor the marginal people at the expense of the
competent, will eventually lead to destruction, 1
3. In the case of agriculture there are some con-
structive steps that may be taken, especially those that
lead to orderly, organized marketing . Herein lies a
possibility of increasing the farmers' purchasing power.
There is always a market for agricultural commodities,
and, while the farmer has little control ovor the prices
he receives, the costs of bringing the supply to the
demand can be decreased. Markets may be domestic, foreign
or potential. The farmer will be aided by a more construc-
tive tariff policy and perhaps by foreign trade agreements.
He can be benefitted by finding new uses and new buyers
for his goods. The theories underlying the Cooperative
Movement are sound, but the difficulties in practice are
many.
There are many facts underlying the problem
of marketing. A market is "the sphere within which price
making forces act." 2 And "a fair price can be fair only
as it relates itself to the prices of many articles and
to many people."^ To-day producers and consumers live
far apart. The market is the meeting ground of supply and
1. Note that the Industrial Revolution v/as allowed to
work itself out despite individual suffering and loss.
Progress takes its toll, but is still considered the great-
est good of the greatest number.
2. Hibbard, Marketing Agricultural Products
,
p. 13.
3. Op. cit
., p. 178.

demand. Here the consumer makes his wants known; the
goods may be on hand in large or small quantities. The
connection between the two parties to the transaction has
become more indirect, with the advent of intervening
distances, one of the characteristics of agriculture as an
industry. There are both organized and unorganised markets,
depending on the nature of the goods to be sold and the
most satisfactory methods of handling them. Cattle and
grain are handled in the first type; they are consigned
to such centres as Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha, etc. Com-
mission merchants may handle the goods at this stage, or
packers and flour mill buyers may make direct purchases.
These industries undertake the various kinds of processing
before further distribution by wholesale and retail, and
create their own market. In the second class we find
specialty produce, such as vegetables and dairy products.
Here the powers of bargaining are more important in the
determination of the prices paid. Or we may define the
methods of marketing in more detail^ so that we shall see
the opportunities offered for different types of farmers.
The simplest seeming method is also the least profitable.
The farmer may sell his own goods directly to consumers.
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics , p. 289,
lists the various types of marketing agents and agencies:
"local buyers, shippers, commission men, wholesale re-
ceivers, jobbers, brokers, scalpers, retailers, municipal
markets, produce exchanges, auction markets, farmers'
marketing organizations, storage warehouses."

This involves time, and unless his customers are regular
and take all he has to offer, proves costly in the long
run. He may also find other local purchasers, even have
contracts with them, the local store or public market,
the local "buyer or manufacturer. If he has a large farm,
however, he will almost always be forced to ship his
goods away, either directly to wholesale city dealers or
through the agency of a cooperative society to which he
belongs. There are as many different methods of sale as
there are markets: "direct, on consignment, f.o.b., on
track, delivered, to arrive, by sample, by inspection, by
grading." 3- Before the culmination of merchandising is
achieved, various services are performed. The goods are
not only brought together, but their handling may also
involve grading, storing^ (feeding and watering in the case
of livestock)^ and distributing. Other services such as
packaging, financing, etc. may be necessary before a pur-
chaser is found. The farmer cannot do all these things as
well as carry on his own business. They involve money,
effort and risk, and the middlemen are compensated ac-
cordingly. The farmer suffers when there are too many of
them or when they are inefficient. Then he receives less
than is his fair share of the consumer's dollar, since a
great deal of it has gone to meet the expense of the
intervening steps that lie between the farm and the home.
1. Op. cit
., p. 289.

Another possibility of achieving the same end is to
raise the retail price. The majority of incomes of
United States citizens are small and their spending has to
be carefully planned. "Pood and clothing represent an
expenditure of about 55% of the consumer's income."! Even
so it is not always easy for him to meet his needs. If it
costs more to buy one commodity, then anothor one will be
filled at a cheaper price in less quantity, or by substi-
tution.
Marketing is a business in itself, with
definite requirements of its ov/n. First of all it must
have a good location with adequate facilities. It must be
sufficiently v/ell financed to meet the operating expenses.
These include arrangements for display, the goods graded
and subdivided, allowances for waste and shrinking as well
a3 actual loss, and possibilities of extending credit when
it is advantageous to do so. The management must be
efficient and well informed. Knowledge of crop conditions
is as important as knowledge of outlets. At the same time
the undertaking must be large enough in its scope to
operate profitably, keeping overhead as low as possible
through large scale operations, (which includes paying
high enough prices to attract suppliers of the market),
and at the same time to obviate expensive fluctuations in
the variable items. Finally customers must be satisfied by
1. Macklin, Efficient Marketing for Agriculture
,
p. 15.

quality and prices that meet the test of competition.
Purchasers must he supplied with goods as they want them,
and, since nature doesn't produce throughout the year,
this leads to the necessity for storage and processing.
This outline of marketing shows that it is a large scale
undertaking and must he so to prove efficient. Distribu-
tors are a stabilizing factor as well, since they prevent
surfeit and actual want. These would mean low prices for
farmers when markets were glutted and a meagre fare for
consumers in the off seasons. (The farmer would not
benefit either, since he would not have much to send to
market.) As the system has been evolved, every man may
have enough to satisfy his wants both as to quantity and
variety. He is offered the best possible place in which
to fulfill his needs and without a waste of his time.
Likewise the farmer receives as extensive a market as
possible. Both, In our present complex economic system,
are dependent on markets. Here it is then that prices are
made, under the auspices of the middle man. These must be
so gauged that they will not cause surpluses to pile up
which will depress a later market. (The desire for profit
will insure the fact that they will not be unduly low.
)
In other words they must be competitive prices. If com-
plete integration is permitted to develop, continuation of
competitive prices hinges on certain factors: "the quan-
tity of production must only be limited by choice of the
farmers; the entire produce must be sold during the cycle

"of production and consumption; and the operating effi-
ciency must be held to the point where the margin pays for
service efficiency.
One of the most interesting of the complex
markets of this country is found in Chicago. It is very
important as a mixed grain exchange, though its preeminence
is waning. ^ The United States is not the outstanding
wheat producer, but her large surplus has led to the growth
of seaboard and interior primary export markets. Mean-
while there are three reasons 3 for Chicago '3 present sig-
nificance. As the export trade assumed sizeable proportions,
more and more stress was laid on graded wheat. Here also
was inaugurated the practice of selling by sample cash
grain for mill use, and it is here that future trading so
developed that to-day 86^4 of all that is done in the
United States takes place in Chicago. This method permits
the possibility of hedging which is a form of insurance
for the buyers. While it may be legitimate business practice,
1. Op. cit
., p. 324.
2. The reader is referred to Goldstein's Marketing ; A
Farmer 1 s Problem for a study of this market. On p. 174, he
cites factors that brought about the above change: "l) the
passing of the control of the wheat export market from the
United States; 2) the Grain Standards Act of 1916; 3) the
shifting of the surplus areas in the West; 4) the estab-
lishment of railroad 'in transit" privileges and propor-
tional rates; 5) the establishment of the Arrive Rule;
6) the increased demand for flour in Europe since the World
War; 7) the growth of the flour trade for home consumption;
and 8) the growth of warehouse capacity in the several
interior terminal markets of the United States."
3 » Op* cit ., p. 191.
4. Op. cit
., p. 275.
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it Is also an opportunity for profit for the shrewd
speculator. Against him there are many agitators. But
it must be remembered that it is he who also makes pos-
sible a continuous market, for he is always ready to buy
or sell. There is no doubt that some of the hedging
transactions do aid the farmer. "By enabling grain and
cotton buyers to distribute the risk of price changes
among speculators and insure themselves against loss of
trade profits, they are able to operate on narrower trade
margins, pay the farmers relatively higher prices, enter
into contracts calling for delivery in the future of cot-
ton and grain not possessed at the time, purchase unlimited
quantities for storage, and strengthen their financial
standing and credit. "•*• Another function of this market,
together with comparable ones in other countries such as
Y/innipeg and Liverpool, is that its qiiotations establish
standards of value that serve as guides. Prom this brief
sketch of the intricate machinery of selling it may be
seen that the farmer can no longer hope to undertake these
services for himself. Our highly organized business
methods require some form of go-between, to whose existence
both the consumer and the farmer must contribute since they
1. Huebner, Agricultural Commerce
,
p. 457. Compare Weld,
The Marketing of Farm Products
, p. 337. Future trading
"aids in steadying the price level and regulating the rate
at which the year's crop is consumed; and it aids in
adjusting prices between different markets and hence in
regulating the flow of commodities from producing to con-
suming regions."

benefit. But the fact that the distributing end of the
industry is competently taken care of leaves the farmer's
time free for devotion to his work the competent manage-
ment of which requires all his efforts.
Besides the many large distributors there are
also varying degrees of retailers. They represent the last
link in the chain of the distributive process. Since the
product has left the farm it has gone through various
steps so that it will meet the consumers 1 demands. It may
have been packaged to render it of convenient size and
attractive form. It may have been processed to be useful,
as in the case of flour, or to be more durable, as in the
case of canned goods. It has been graded to meet his
standards and pocket book, as well as to assure uniformity.
It may have been shipped in a refrigerator car to procure
for him the highest possible quality. It may have been
stored so that his needs can be fulfilled as they arise.
All these services cost money and, together with a mark-up
for the handler's profit, are represented in the price
the retailer pays for goods with which to stock his store.
He also has his expenses. He must pay a rent determined
by his location, which takes into consideration the con-
sumer's convenience. He must carry a large variety of
goods, some with small turnover, to ensure satisfied
customers. He must have a sufficient sales force to show
off these goods without too much delay. He must extend
credit and make deliveries. These services are the dictum

of keen competition and they are expensive. Besides he
wants some profit, "The retail margins on farm products,
on the average, are lower than the retail margins on at
least the great majority of manufactured goods . So he,
in his turn fixes his price. There is a spread between
it and the price the farmer received, its width depending
on the different costs of distributing different commodi-
ties. Though in some cases dishonesty, monopoly etc. may
have figured, the farmer would find on the whole that
he could only reduplicate these services with difficulty
and at greater expense. The consumer is accustomed to
receive them and he will pay the existing price.
The development of such an elaborate system
as is that of marketing to-day would not have taken place
unless there had been a definite need for it. This does
not mean of course that there are no weak points that
could not be improved. In general we may say lack of
understanding and the custom of inertia on the side of the
public are partly responsible for their growth. The big
organizations at their best are obviously more efficient.
But needless reduplication not only enhances costs but
also permits the channels of distribution to become
1. Op. cit
., p. 426. Compare p. 447, whereon are cited
defects in the retail marketing system: "(1) Dishonesty
in weights and misapprehensions as to quality; (2) un-
sanitary conditions; (3) overstocking of commodities with
consequent deterioration in quality before sale; (4) too
liberal a policy with regard to granting credit to custo-
mers; (5) delay in payment for goods bought from whole-
salers; (6) unnecessary duplication of services and equip-
ment .
"

choked at points, contributing to the inadequate handling
of surpluses. If they had not become side-tracked into
the stores of the inefficient they would have been instru-
mental in price-making and might have lowered the bid
somewhat so that more would have been consumed. Also they
would have enhanced keener competition1 which can lead to
the improvement of methods. There also exists a lack of
certain adequate facilities, to be offered by railroads,
wholesalers and storage warehouses. Uniformity of packag-
ing, shipping and pricing can be further improved. Also
even fuller and more frequent crop report ing2 could be
done. And finally there is something to be said at the
farmers 1 end. "Efficient marketing begirs with production.
Unless a community produces a uniform commodity, the
marketing of that commodity must necessarily be inefficient
and wasteful." 3
Furthermore, the farmer can study demand at
1. Compare I.lacklin, Efficient Marketing for Agriculture
,
p. 353. "The public and politicians almost universally
seek to reduce the width of the marketing margin by regu-
lating profits while wholly disregarding the stimulative
forces which created these competitive rewards. Competi-
tive profits, unlike monopoly profits, do not in any sense
reduce prices to farmers or increase them to consumers.
They represent savings of expense."
2. Huebner, Agricultural Commerce
, pp. 406-416, gives a
study of some of the forms of crop reports: government
crop reports, crop-reporting service of the Department of
Agriculture, returns of the United States Bureau of the
Census, United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic com-
merce, state reports, and reports by private organizations,
trade journals, etc.
3. Gray, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
,
p. 469.

least in so far as quality is concerned, and strive to
meet it v/ith high grade, standardized output.
The outstanding example of an attempt to better
marketing conditions and aid the farmer is to be found in
the Cooperative Movement, It is based on the theory that
organization is the basis of improved marketing. Since
there is no homogeneous farm interest for the nation as a
whole this crusade seeks to enlist the sympathy and support
of men with the same interests. Thus organizations have
been undertaken by regions and by crops. They may thus be
purely local in character or unite several communities.
They may buy or sell cooperatively with the purpose of
effecting savings to the farmers. Their history dates
back into the nineteenth century, but the Civil War
effected a serious interruption. The Grange Movement was
later a trail-blazer, emphasizing the trend toward
federations. By 1910 much progress had been made in
several states. "In 1915, Illinois had 192 farmer-owned
elevators, -Low*. f 228; North Dakota, 264. Since
1915 the movement has been quite rapid and it is offi-
cially stated that to-day (1921) there are more than
4000 elevators, largely in the middle west." 1 "The 1922
turnover of the American cooperative marketing enter-
prises exceeded one billion dollars.^ In 1928, 3,000,000
1. Kile, The Farm Bureau Movement t p. 57.
2. Steen, Cooperative Marketing : The Golden Rule in
Agriculture
,
p.2.

"members, shareholders, shippers, consignors and patrons
were credited to 11,400 active cooperative associations
u
-i
in the United States, Some of the best known examples
are: the American Cranberry Exchange, the California Fruit
Growers Exchange, the Diamond Brand Walnut Growers, and
the Sun Maid Raisin Growers of California, Those that have
not been successful, hov/ever, are legion. 2 They were
characterized by too much steam, too little study.
The aims and principles of the Cooperative
Movement are worthy of study, while the fact remains
that they have accomplished some things and have potential
possibilities. First and foremost of their objects is to
effect savings by controlling supply and increasing the
size of business, together with selling methods that will
bring the best prices. They seek advantageous freight
rates, advertise their wares, and study markets to deter-
mine those that are the most profitable. They hope at
least to eliminate unprofitable middlemen and take over
some of their services, such as warehousing and even
distribution throughout the year. They stress grading
and other means of making their wares attractive. They
may even develop their own markets as well as extend
others. These associations may vary as to type, federated
or centralized, stock or non-stock, profit or non-profit
1. Yoder, Introduction to Agricultural Economics
, p. 329.
2. Dies, Solving the Farm Riddle
, pp. 93-96, gives some
figures on the mortality of cooperatives through 1925.
3. Op. cit
., p. 93.

making organizations. Whatever its form there are cer-
tain fundamental requirements for a cooperative's success ,1
It must grow out of a real need, have a sufficient volume
of business and adequate funds to run it, be organized
from the bottom up, and have a competent, honest and well-
paid management. Its members must be loyal and whole-
hearted in their support. But despite such ideal condi-
tions for operation, there still remains one serious
drawback. The association cannot always control supply,
or if it does temporarily, new producers will be attracted
to the field. And this control is essential to price
making activities. The individualism of the farmer does
not generally make him a good cooperator. A few back-
sliding or dissatisfied members will as quickly wreck
such an organization as an extravagant or incompentent
manager. Nor can the organization guarantee profits, only
hold out the hope of savings. Finally neither cooperatives
nor any power in this world can eliminate speculators. But
these associations originate, flourish or die, under the
smile of the government, in an attempt to stabilize, to
1. Macklin, Efficient Marketing for Agriculture
,
p. 232,
lists six essential principles : 1) sufficient business,
confidence and leadership; 2) character of the business
must include local units; that its business is readily
understood by its patrons, produces sufficient savings,
and does not speculate; 3) character of cooperators, who
must want it and be loyal; 4) organization must limit
membership to patrons, with limited ownership of capital
with fixed nominal interest; savings for patrons only;
5) management must have good leadership, adequate capital
and standard accounting system; and 6) federation.

some extent, the industry of agriculture by intelligent
merchandising. This, when successful, means in essence
that "fluctuations in prices are greatly minimized, risks
of operation greatly reduced, and a premium placed on the
farmer T s ability as a producer rather than on his ability
as a horse-trader." 1
Besides the domestic market, with all its
problems, there is the question of foreign and potential
markets. In other words we must consider further the
implications of tariffs, as well as the possibilities of
new customers and new uses for commodities produced.
These are the factors whose implications may have a far-
reaching effect upon the contraction or extension of
markets. The accepted justifications of tariff are that
it may prove a source of revenue or that it may subsi-
dize and protect an infant industry that is worthy of
development. Experience has shown us that balances of
trade may shrink as a result of a disorganized market.
Tariffs may become barriers to the free interchange of
goods and thus defeat their own ends. The smaller the
volume of trade the less income is derived from that
source by the government. Furthermore protection may be
carried beyond its useful stage and become a costly
burden to the industries it should aid as well as to inter-
related ones. In the early stages our industries grew and
1. Steen, Cooperative Marketing : The Golden Rule in
Agriculture
,
p. 323.

flourished. Since the War especially we have shown an
unfortunate tendency to regress to the old Mercantile
System, that exports are constructive and that imports
are not. We have steadfastly overlooked the fact that if
we are ever going to show more than a paper account of
foreign debts we must accept goods in payment. Instead
j
American banking and industry embarked upon the dangerous
career of extending unwise credit. The result may look
well with a first glance at the books, but in practice we
had frozen and dead assets at home and abroad. (To-day
we still have a surplus of funds to lend. It is to be
hoped that we will employ them wisely. ) The fundamental
fact that a nation should lend abroad only out of its
surplus was swept aside in the frenzy of becoming the
world's paternalistic banker. Some day the principle
must be paid off or refunded. Meanwhile we have advocated
a new interpretation of tariff in an effort to maintain
foreign markets. We are attempting to use it as a bar-
gaining factor. 1 Other nations are quick to follow our
lead, and in England one finds a staunch advocate of free
trade, Sir John Simon, coming around to the new teachings.
"I have completely changed my point of view
that tariffs are of no value for purposes of negotiating.
1. At the very close of his first year in office, the
president sent a message to Congress asking for the "au-
thority to conclude foreign trade agreements with other
nations and to modify existing duties by as much as 50%,
either upv/ards or downwards, for bargaining purposes."
See Estabrook & Co., Weekly Letter , March 7, 1934.

"We have already succeeded in negotiating agreements with
a number of foreign countries and were enabled to do so
because of our own import duties. You must have something
to bargain with. It is a crude, harsh method, but appears
to be the only method and it is effective." He illus-
trates this last fact by citing the remarkable results of
this tariff in England, "it has not raised the cost of
living nor the price of raw materials and has not been
followed by a drop in our exports. Three years ago Great
Britain had dropped to third place in the list of exporting
countries, but to-day she again stands first
This is strong testimony for the stand that one
must face new facts in a changing world. If the system
works in the long run it will increase prosperity, and as
we have seen, the farmers will benefit. But there is one
interesting fact to note in the above quoted speech, that
the price of raw materials has not increased. Farmers
produce these. There is food for thought here in connec-
tion with our own emphasis on the necessity for raising
commodity prices, while v/e remember at the same time that
the volume of goods sold may also increase the farmers'
purchasing power. Our nation is seeking to set the clock
back, to choose a price level of the past as a model.
There are a variety of prices to be considered when one
chooses an ideal. I.Iore important still is the fact that
1. New Y0rk Times , March 15, 1934.

price levels of the past were the outgrowth of conditions
in the past. It may not be possible or desirable to
reproduce them.
The Democratic administration has committed
itself to definite policies including the promise to raise
agricultural prices and to restore the farmers' purchasing
power. Many farm staples enter international markets.
This implies the need for many changes, to stimulate the
volume and velocity of exchanges with other nations.
This may be achieved through the lowering of tariff bar-
riers and the stabilization of currencies. The coopera-
tion of the leading commercial nations is essential to
these ends. Instead of an international program, the
United States adopted a constrictive domestic one. The
old adage is brought into play, that "charity begins at
home." Much charity unfortunately is unwise. Destruction
of surpluses, which are also paid for, are the epitome of
economic waste. Experimentation with depreciated and
managed currency is open to criticism and doubt. It is
especially unfortunate that this program was suddenly
undertaken while our delegates were even then on the
high seas on their way to the World Economic and Monetary
Conference. The hopes for the restoration of order and
confidence in international trade were shattered. Even
at home we suffered, for the 3tate of unrest continued to
retard the market for capital goods and long time con-
tracts. These are essential to true recovery. The

purchasing power of consumers, on which the farmers rely,
is dependent on employment in all the fields of industry.
Our present government proposes a new foreign
trade program. It is based upon a banking system to
extend credits to exporters, with the balancing power for
imports and exports to be wielded by the tariff. It is
planned that agriculture shall reap the first benefits,
both directly through the handling of its own surpluses,
and indirectly through the betterment of the industrial
purchasing power. These banks are to handle the financial
details arising from the acceptance of Hull's doctrine of
trade reciprocity. Their capitalization is to be derived
from the sale of common stock to the P.W.A. and of pre-
ferred stock, (amount not limited), to the R.F.C. Credits
granted from these funds are to be based on a tabulated
balance of trade, exports matching imports. It is hoped
that this balance will maintain such equilibrium that
money payments will be inconsequential. (This would ob-
viate the difficulty of the fluctuating exchange value of
the dollar. ) The two immediate markets sought are those
of Russia and of Cuba. It is the accepted opinion that
the Soviet government cannot afford to default. (This
of course involves the problem of the source of those
payments.) No direct loans will be made; the banks will
discount Russian paper offered to them by American ex-
porters, perhaps up to 10% of the face value of the best
risks. Losses are to be insured through a fund provided

for that purpose. This will be derived either through
the charge of a direct insurance premium or through
interest rates sufficiently high to underwrite the in-
surance. The time limit on these loans will, in the case
of capital goods, run into the intermediate credit cate-
gory, since the money for their payment must be earned by
the profitable use of the goods acquired. Only a small
quantity of consumers' goods will be financed for export
to Russia. At the present writing it seems that there are
two obvious weaknesses in this scheme. The first is the
necessity to hypothecate Russian payment. Secondly, we
are aiding Russia to become in the course of time a serious
commercial rival. She is even now, to an undetermined
extent, a definite and progressively powerful competitor
in the world markets for agricultural commodities.
The set-up in the proposed trade with Cuba is
even weaker. The Americans have found there a market for
ten millions of their silver dollars. These are to be
coined into thirty-three millions of Cuban money. The
subsidiary currency is to be inflated. Cuba is an import-
ant and nearby producer of cane sugar, a commodity which
we need to import. A scheme is on foot to handle her
surplus, and our president contemplates a special trade
agreement with her. Cuban sugar paper has already brought
definite losses to our banks, many of whom are loaded up
v/ith it. Construction companies such as Warren Brothers
have also had the experience of Cuban default on payments.

iHq
To be sure she is a ready market, as far a3 the willing-
ness to buy is concerned. But the past does not augur
well for the future, especially when inflation is brought
into the picture.
Besides the possibilities of new places in which
to sell goods, of which we have seen some examples, the
American farmers have an opportunity in the finding of new
goods or new uses for old ones as a means whereby they may
increase their incomes. Probably the repeal of Prohibition
offers the greatest promise of a widening market. Here
again the government is eager to be of service, and the
R.P.C. is empowered to aid fruit growers. Grain is another
important raw material for the liquor industry. 1913 was
the great year for agricultural prosperity from this source.
"Grain and other farm products to the value of #113,513,971
were used in the manufacture of liquors. "3- Such a figure
should bring cheer to the heart of many a farmer. To the
5
industrial chemist he also owed: a continuing debt of grati-
tude. Many things that previously were considered waste
have been utilized in manufacture, such as cornstalks and
straw that have become the base for wall board and cellu-
lose. "An indirect benefit often follows the complete
removal of crop wastes. Destructive plant diseases and
l.Nourse, Agricultural Economics
, p. 98. This amount
represents the actual sum received by growers. The United
States Department of Agriculture broke down the figures as
follows: "Barley, ^55,236,641; corn, .''"30,924,335; wheat,
869,938; rice, o7, 288, 786; hops, $11,155,215; rye,
$4,604,476; molasses, :,;2,056, 626; and fruit, §751,835."

"insect pests are frequently carried over from one season
to another by vegetative material from a preceding crop."-1-
Experiments are constantly being carried on to discover
possibilities for the extension of products which already
have a partial market for industrial purposes, as well as
to find industrial outlets for farm products now used
mostly or entirely for feed. The field of by-products is
unlimited in its possibilities. An interesting example of
this fact is found in the case of livestock. The price
a packer receives for meat may be less per pound than he
paid for the live animal. But the remaining parts are not
wasted; the hide, the bristles, the bones and all have
been put to some purposes. There is even a pharmaceutical
side of the undertaking, for material comes from glands,
often in such small quantities that it pays to recover it
only when working on a large scale.^
In concluding our inquiry into the marketing
problem, we may say that the outlook is by no means gloomy.
There is need for adjustment to existing conditions of
overproduction. But the fault for this situation does not
lie v/ith our places of buying and selling. There is need
for further improvement of facilities and for the eradica-
tion of certain evil practices that arise out of the
nature of some human beings. The time has come for minute
and wise research into the question of foreign trade.
1. Rommel, Farm Products in Industry
,
p. 28.
2» 0p« cit ., p. 36.

Markets are by no means exhausted. They are hampered
to-day by political prescriptions and uneconomic planning.
When agriculture is allowed to return to a fundamentally
sound basis, the machinery of the markets will run smooth-
ly in fulfilling its appointed functions.
4. The debt problem of 1954 is a very serious one,
for it involves nations, industries and individuals. It
represents money lent in the past, interest due or de-
faulted in the present, and a pervading question as to how
hi
the principle is to be paid off. If it is cancelled,
scaled down, or defaulted, the burden is shifted to the
creditors. What effect this will have on the supply of
credit in the future remains to be seen. One advantage
to be derived from costly experience is that future credi-
tors will make a better study of the purpose to which
borrowed money is to be put and of the security offered
by the borrower. But there are many people with small
surpluses who only loan indirectly, through their bank
deposits and their insurance payments. These are the
people upon whom the burden will be shifted. For this
reason, one may look with a little trepidation at the
large loans being made by our government. The supply of
funds is a mortgage on the future and necessitates increas-
ing earning power. A government's treasury is replenished
in the main by tax payments. These must be increased.
Some of the loans made are definitely poor, others

desirable. If they are later defaulted the results will
"be felt by all citizens. If they are good, earning
interest, one wonders why individual surpluses should not
earn for their owners rather than dwindle through increas-
ing tax payments. The government of course is an emergency
creditor, but the amounts so loaned should be considered
carefully in the light of accomplishment, cost and return.
The internal debt of the United States 1 is
tremendous, and agriculture has contributed its share.
2
To-day the amount of farmers' mortgage obligations is
roughly eight and a half billion dollars, 3 employed sup-
posedly for the carrying on of their industry. It is,
unfortunately for both members of the contracts, closely
linked to land values which have shrunk severely. The
burden of interest becomes such when farm income declines
drastically. The decrease in the amount of long term
1. The reader is referred, for a complete and excellent
treatment of this subject, to The Internal Debt of the
United States , edited by Evans Clark.
2. Englund, Eric, Farm Mortgages : A Pressing National
Issue . In New York Times
,
February 5, 1933. This author
gives the figures for the total farm mortgage debt, which
covers a little over two fifths of all farms. Note too
that the increase in the first decade is one of 137$.
1910 - A3, 382, 000, 000
1920 = 7,858,000,000
1925 = 9,361,000,000
1928 = 9,468,000,000
1930 = 9,241,000,000
Feb., 1933 8,500,000,000
3. The Internal Debts of the United States
, p. 5. "Farm
mortgage loans represent less than 7% of the nation's long-
term debts, less than $9 ,000,000, 000 out of $126, 800, 000, 000.
"

credit from 1930 to 1933, of about $750,000,000, bears
significant evidence here, for the debt was for the most
part extinguished by foreclosures* The element of risk
accepted by creditors accounts for the high interest rate,
the cost of borrowing money. Nature adds to the gamble.
The farmers are often not good business men, they have a
tendency to overproduce in the effort to meet expenses.
They are generally remote from the source of funds upon
which they draw, since their own banks are too small to
meet all their needs. (Many farm banks have tried to
lend when they should not havo done so and ultimately pay
the price of failure.) The mortgage situation is serious,
and its blackest features are found in the North Central
States which carry 59.5^ of the total debt. They have 33^
of the total farms and 51/1 of the value of all lands and
buildings.
1
1. Englund, Eric, Farm rortgages : A Pressing National
Issue . In New York Times, February 5, 1933. The distri-
bution among other sections is as follows: North Atlantic
States, Q,Sp; South Atlantic States, 5.5%; South Central
States, 13.7^; and Western States, 14.5%. This author
also gives the following significant table:
"States
Debt in Relation
to Value of Land
Bldgs.Per Cent
Decline in Land
Values, 1930 to
1932. Per Cent
New England
Middle Atlantic
E. North Central
V/. North Central
So. Atlantic
E. So. Central
V/. So. Central
Mountain
Pacific
36.3
39.0
44.9
43.4
35.1
38.4
33.8
37.0
31.9
8.6
9.4
23.9
25.6
25.0
24.2
28.6
19.6
16.9
U.S. Average 39.6 22.6"

Besides long term credit for investment purposes
of "buying land and making permanent improvements, the far-
mer may also avail himself of short term and intermediate
credit. The Agricultural Credits Act of 1923 permitted
the discount for six months of agricultural paper and the
rediscount for nine months of Cooperative paper. This
agricultural paper represents loans for the pursuit of the
annual business, i.e. working capital advances. There are
a multitude of purposes for which this may be needed:
planting, cultivating, harvesting or marketing a crop;
fattening, marketing (or holding back) livestock. In
other words, it should be self-liquidating paper. The
time limit is longer than that granted to other businesses
because of recognized differences between agriculture and
those industries. The commercial banks are the legitimate
intermediaries in bringing together those who have sur-
pluses and those who wish to borrow. They are in a posi-
tion to study the need, the security and the safety of
these loans. But even so the risk element may be en-
hanced by the fact that the farmer may fail because of
nature, whereas the merchant uses his credit to buy exist-
ing goods. The Agricultural Credits Act also provided for
the establishment of Federal Intermediate Credit Banks,
1. Compare the present bill before Congress which aims
to establish intermediate credit banks in all Federal Re-
serve districts. These banks are to have authority to
make loans, up to five years' maturity, direct to industry
or to participate in such loans with private banks.

recognizing that the tine factor may be influential for
even five years before the productive results can liqui-
date the loans. These again may be undertaken for many
purposes, improvements of the land, by clearing, draining,
fencing and the like, of the fixed assets, by purchases
of tools and machinery, blooded stock and the like. It
was felt that special banks should be created to extend
and underwrite these loans, in order to distribute the
risks by location and wealth, and in order to be free from
depositors' demands so that a deservingly liberal policy
of renewal might be pursued, (But they were not intended
to be relief institutions.)
Whether the farmer procures credit for fixed
or
A
working capital purposes, there are certain fundamental
rules of borrowing. Since there is a creditor for every
borrower, it is essential that the money involved be put
to a productive use that will yield both the price of
borrowing and a profit for the entrepreneur. Before seek-
ing a loan the farmer must consider his purpose from this
angle. He must determine the true amount he requires and
the length of time for which he will need it, as well as
considering the economic and social factors that can
throw his calculations out of balance. Cyclical factors,
international situations, changes in demand dependent on
style, diet and inventive forces, and natural catastrophes
can influence the possibilities for the extinction of the
debt. Once convinced of his proposition, there are various

sources to which he may turn for aid. When seeking
capital for investment purposes he is prepared to offer a
mortgage as security. This will be accepted by individuals,
by insurance and mortgage companies, by commercial and
specially provided banks.-*- When he needs short-term or
or intermediate credit the purpose for which he is going
to use it offers security to be evaluated by the lender.
In all case the security behind the loan and supply of
funds will determine the amount he will be able to raise.
1. Op. cit . gives the following table for January 1928.
Mortgages as Held by Various Classes of Creditors
Millions of
Classes of lenders: Percent: Dollars
Federal Land Banks 12.1 1,146
Joint-stock land banks 7.0 667
Commercial banks 10.8 1,020
Mortgage Companies 10.4 988
Insurance companies 22.9 2,164
750,000
Retired farmers 10.6 1,006
Active farmers 5.6 339
Other individuals 15.4 1,453
Other agencies 7.2 685
Total 100.0 9,468
Comparison of above with some 1932 figures is given in
The Internal Debt of the United States
, p. 40. "Federal Land
Banks... at the close of 1932, held ^1,128,000,000 of the
farm mortgage loans or 13.3^ of the estimated amount out-
standing. The unusual demands for policy loans as well as
the number of foreclosures has reduced the farm mortgage
investments of insurance companies. Consequently at the
close of 1932, insurance companies held approximately
$1,819,000,000 in farm mortgages or 21.4% of the amount
outstanding. Joint Stock Land Banks in recent years have
closed practically no new loans, and at the close of 1932
had only $413,000,000 outstanding. National banks show a
decline in farm real estate loans of approximately
:;)20,000,000 since 1928. Of course the heaviest liquidation

His own credit rating, the nature of his industry, money
market conditions and the element of risk will determine
the interest he must pay. (It is hard to tell the exact
financial condition of a farmer and this fact appears in
his cost of borrowing, ) Before the transaction is com-
pleted, it will be necessary for the farmer to make provi-
sion for extinction of the debt. A time limit will be set.
In the case of mortgages, the amortization plan, i.e.
installment payments on principle, is often used.-1 With
more specifically productive loans the time limit is more
fairly set. Even so refunding and renewal may be neces-
sary. At that time the security may have depreciated in
value. A mortgage loan is more expensive to procure, fees
for appraisal etc., but it is temptingly easy to raise.
Often a farmer, to his future discomfort, will raise money
by this fashion when he would do much better to retrench.
"has been on the part of the banks that have failed.
....Commercial banks, members of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem, show a decline of #88,000,000, or 20$.
"
1. Sparks, History and Theory of Agricultural Credit t
p. 159. To this system "the farmers' objection is often
voiced, that they have need of all their borrowed capital,
and want to pay at the accomplishment of their productive
activities. Paying by amortization necessitates that
farmers have cash and leads to diversification. But there
is no inherent virtue in diversification unless it does
increase yearly net income. The advantage claimed for
amortization lies here, that diversification makes payment
easier. But this may lead to over-borrowing and inflation
of land value which results in loading a heavier debt on
the same income-paying ability."

Once a farm has been pledged,-1 a reserve possibility for
emergencies has been exhausted and the farmer is subject
to a pressure on income that may prove to be his undoing.
Credit may be both the need of legitimate
farming business and the relief given in emergencies, es-
pecially that whose origin lies in natural disasters. The
government has been an agency to supply both demands.
(Sometimes it reduplicates existing agencies and grants
credit on poorer security. ) Money for the purchase of new
seed, fodder for cattle or fertilizer are examples of the
government coming to the farmers' rescue. Drought and
hail may or may not revisit the affected areas. Even
when all goes well, the farmer has a year's income to
make up and the debts incurred at that time to pay off.
Often he cannot clear himself. In the predicament of
this man there is no one who does not sympathize. Natural
disasters when they come in the guise of earthquakes and
floods appeal to the generous instincts of those who have
not been visited by misfortune. Suffering in farm areas
is equally deserving of aid, and the nation contributes
at least indirectly.
The farmers' need for credit is the topic of
1. Compare V/right, Farm Mortgage Financing t pp.1 and 2.
"The mortgage is an advanced step from tenancy. Rent is
paid for land because it yields more than the costs of
production; a price is paid for land for the same reason.
The bridge between tenancy and ownership is the farm mort-
gage. ...The history of mortgages is related to the
history of advancement of prices, increasing population,
foreign demand for agricultural products, and commercial
and industrial expansion."

many an argument and is conducive to theories and plans.
In the recent two decades the feeling grew up that these
men hadn't sufficient credit resources. Outstanding
legislation from these years shows a constantly continuing
attempt to make borrowing easier for the farmers. In 1916
the Federal Farm Loan Act was passed. Its primary objects
were set forth in the preamble: "to provide capital for
agricultural development, to create a standard form of
investment based on farm mortgages, and to equalize in-
terest rates upon farm loans." To accomplish these ends
two types of new banks were authorized, the Federal Land
Banks and the Joint Stock Land Banks, which were to be
private enterprises. The second type have been rather
unsuccessful and of relative unimportance. Our latest
farm relief act has provided for their orderly liquidation
with the aid of loans from the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation. The former number twelve, one for each dis-
trict into which the country has been divided. Their
operation was placed under the supervision of the Federal
Farm Loan Board, including the Secretary of the Treasury
and six members to be appointed by the President. They
are organized on the cooperative plan. A farmer wishing
to raise money through a first mortgage on his farm must
operate the land himself. A^ exhaustive investigation of
the farm as well as of the character and solvency of the
proposed borrower is made. He must state the purpose for
which he wants the money. He may use it, by the provisions
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of the lav/, for purchasing new agricultural land, fer-
tilizers, equipment or livestock, or to provide "buildings
or permanent improvements. The proposed loan having met
the approval of the appraiser and investigators, it is
granted. The amount is restricted to 50,^ of the appraised
value of the land mortgaged and 20% of the value of per-
manent, insured improvements erected upon it. Five per
cent of the amount so raised must be subscribed by the
new recipient to the stock of the local farm loan asso-
ciation. He also accepts the amortization principle of
repayment. The source of the funds thus lent to farmers
come& in a small part from the banks' paid in capital,
and to a great extent from the sale of Federal Land Bank
bonds. Behind these lie the security of the farmers'
mortgages and the farmers' notes endorsed by the national
farm loan associations. The bonds' security is enhanced
by the fact that each one is the obligation of all the
banks. They are made attractive in the security market
by being tax exempt. 1 By these provisions it was felt
that the individual farmers, unknown themselves, could
secure the advantages of borrowing in nation-wide invest-
ment markets and at more reasonable rates. (But
1. Farm M0rtgage Bankers' Association. The Biggest Drone
in the American Hive . September 6, 1922. P. 2. "President
J. R. Howard of the American Farm Bureau Federation said:
'Being tax-exempt they throw additional tax burdens upon
other classes of property. ...The farmer certainly is as
much entitled to tax-exempt securities as any one else, but
if all tax exemptions could be done away with and the far-
mers' bonds placed on an equal basis with other bonds, he
would be a gainer thereby and not a loser.'"

capitalizations of land should be based on a competitive
rate established by the demands for funds of industries
and of agriculture.) By 1927 laxity in the working out
of the system, especially evinced by the failure of
several large joint stock land banks, pointed the need of
reform and improvement. Incompetent officers were re-
placed, and the Farm Loan Bureau itself was reorganized.
After this the system made marked progress in expansion
of membership and assets.
After the Y/ar, in 1919, the War Finance Corpo-
ration was originated to aid the farmer in his program of
readjustment
. It was to be a source of credit for the
purpose of promoting foreign trade in agricultural commo-
dities. It was felt that the financing of these goods
for export, to an amount not exceeding one billion dollars,
would aid the farmers during this reconstruction period.
The organization was suspended in May of the following
year, but it v/as allowed to lapse for only eight months.
By this time depression had brought severely declining
prices. So Congress rehabilitated this machinery for
lending. 1 Loans were made to cooperatives and banks to aid
in exporting cotton, wheat, tobacco, condensed milk, dried
1. War Finance Corporation, Annual Report , 1922 cites
the conditions of 1921: "Forced liquidation and hasty
selling impaired the farmers' buying power and this in
turn brought about a reduced demand for the products of
the industry. Bank deposits were being withdrawn and re-
serves depleted, loans could not be collected and the
stability of our whole agricultural and banking structure
were seriously impaired.

fruits and meat products. But agriculture needed relief
at every turn and by August of 1921 an amendment made
loans available for domestic production and marketing.
The security, if it were adequate, did not have to be
agricultural paper. The early history of this corporation
illustrates its outstanding characteristic, that it was a
flexible source of credit when others could not be found
to assume stupendous burdens. It illustrates the desire
to have the government foot the bills in times of stress.
This point of view continues to manifest itself in the
history of acts and amendments to acts.
The next important piece of legislation to be
of outstanding significance to the farmers was the Agri-
cultural Credits A ct of 1923. It also had followed agita-
tion^- for more credit for the farmers, this time to
maintain prices rather than to increase production. It
was also felt by those in power that the farmers, with
the development of extensive agriculture, needed inter-
mediate credit and that the Federal Reserve banks did not
have the facilities for meeting this need. Accordingly
the act provided for two new systems, the Federal Interme-
diate Credit Banks and the National Agricultural Credit
Corporations. The former are owned, operated and con-
trolled by the government, while the latter are financial
1. The reader is referred here to Report of the Joint
Commission of Agricultural Inquiry , whose five members
were appointed by Congress to study the situation.

enterprises receiving no financial aid from the govern-
ment, left to private initiative. They have not material-
ized in any degree of importance. The former were like
the Federal Land Banks in respect to location and manage-
ment. They were permitted to discount paper, having a
maturity up to three years, for financial institutions
and cooperatives. The funds so loaned were partly derived
from paid-in capital but in the main from the sale of
debentures, which are joint obligations of all the banks
and are also tax exempt. They are secured by the col-
lateral the banks accepted when making loans. Interest
rates were to be reasonable, as in the case of the Farm
Land Banks, This act made other provisions, including
the extension of the War Finance Corporation to 1924, It
provided that the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks can
loan directly to cooperatives and rediscount for other
banks. In their turn they may rediscount with the
Federal Reserve Banks, thus increasing their supply of
loanable fund3. An amendment in 1932 provided for the
replenishment of an individual bank's capital by an
assessment on the other eleven members of the system.
They were also empowered to create acceptances secured
by warehouse receipts or shipping documents covering
staple commodities. The regulation that Federal Reserve
Banks may buy and sell for the Intermediate Credit Banks
places the ultimate possible limit of their funds on the
amount of reserves and funds of the Federal Reserve System.
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The farmers, in theory at least, have ample intermediate
credit. The history of the institutions created for its
administration shows an initial period of two years during
which an impressive volume of loans was granted. In the
second stage this constantly dropped off, for the Federal
Reserve Banks are more convenient and offer more attractive
terms for seasonal accomodation. Nor did other banks
avail themselves of the privileges of redis counting with
the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks because of limita-
tions and restrictions. They found the Federal Reserve
Banks more profitable and lenient to do business with.
These newcomers into the credit field were also limited
in their own business because of the requirement that
they were to operate on a 1% margin, i.e. restricted
interest rates. This meant that they could not find many
suitable risks, since they can't even assume many that are
permissible to commercial banks. Nor do the history and
organization of cooperatives as a class seem to hold out
promise of much successful work in this field.
In 1929 the Agricultural Marketing Act was
passed. It was a definitely national advocacy of coopera-
tive marketing. This campaign of strengthening these
associations was put in charge of the Federal Farm Board.
Its policy was to be dictated by the needs for orderly
production and marketing. For this purpose it planned
to extend credit so that it would be possible for farmers
to shift from high cost to low cost areas and to install

improvements and follow the better methods of planting
and cultivation, i.e. to supply the capital needed to
make these changes. Credit should be plentiful where
needed and legitimate extensions should be granted v/ithout
the restriction of an insufficient local supply. By aid-
ing the cooperatives, it was felt, the opportunities for
greater profit growing out of orderly marketing and
economies of large scale operation could be passed on to
the farmers, thereby increasing their purchasing power.
Putting the agricultural industry on a profitable basis
will make possible the extension of its source of short
term credit. Agriculture, by all possible means, was to
be aided in reaching an economic footing with other indus-
tries. Within itself, certain stabilizing factors were
to be set at work through the medium of improved market-
ing, - minimizing speculation and inefficient waste,
promoting and encouraging cooperatives with financial aid,
and aiding distribution by control over surpluses. This
last aim, in the face of a falling market, proved impos-
sible of accomplishment. On the side of controlling pro-
duction, detailed reports and research in the questions of
land utilization, new crops and transportation questions
were a step in advance. But the Revolving Loan Fund, and
its use for an attempt to peg prices of wheat and cotton,
was an inadequate method of attempting to balance supply
and demand. The stabilization corporations set up were
avowedly emergency measures, as compared to the ordinary
ones used in the fostering of cooperatives. They bear

poignant testimony to the harm that may be done by
unadvised schemes for stabilization, no matter how worthy
the cause may seem. Violent fluctuations in prices must
be corrected from the bottom up, not by a superimposed
artificial cure.
Continual pumping in of new credit into the
agricultural industry has not sufficed to improve the
situation. The present administration came into office
and found a serious farm credit problem to be faced.
The raising of prices, when costs do not rise propor-
tionately, will increase income. This is essential to
paying of interest and the meeting of capital liabilities.
But the immediate problems requiring attention were the
prevention of foreclosures and the refunding of debts.
New credit machinery was set up and quickly set to work,
the Agricultural Adjustment Act and Emergency Farm Mort-
gage Act. The Federal Land Banks were empowered for tv/o
years to issue (-.2, 000, 000, 000 in bonds, paying interest
at the rate of 4%. This interest was to be an obligation
of the United States. The funds thus derived were, in
the main, to be applied to the refinancing of farm mort-
gages at a rate of interest not to exceed 5%. Farmers
might even borrov; to repurchase foreclosed farm property.
The Federal Farm Credit Administration was set up as the
central figure in a bureaucratic control. The Federal
Farm and the Farm Loan Boards were abolished. A new
corporation, the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation, was

organized for two years. It has charge of a ^650,000,000
program of feeding, clothing and keeping warm the nation's
needy. And it continues the opportunities for borrowing
granted to the cooperatives. It provides for four types
of banking and credit institutions: production credit
corporations and associations, central and regional banks
for cooperatives.
From the foregoing brief summary of important
credit legislation, (which is really a subject for study
in itself), we realize that the farmers' sources of
credit and the facilities for obtaining it have expanded
tremendously in the twentieth century. That something had
to be done for the farmers was obvious; where the limit
should be set is another problem. In the early days, when
each bank had to look out for itself, agricultural paper
was discriminated against because of its longer maturity.
-
Pressure was brought to bear and a short term agricultural
credit provision was incorporated into the Federal Reserve
plan. Agricultural paper was made eligible for discount
1. Compare Wright, Bank Credit and Agriculture
, p. 120.
Here he gives a summary of the findings of the Monetary
Commission, appointed after the financial panic of 1907,
to investigate the National Bank System. Their criticisms
were: "(1) scattered reserves, immobile in time of trouble;
(2) inability of banks to replenish reserves in times of
need; (3) inelastic note issue; (4) lack of cooperation
between banks to protect their own and the public's in-
terests in times of crises; (5) the nation-wide ineffective
system of domestic exchange; (6) lack of standardized com-
mercial paper; (7) limited discount market and consequen-
tial drawing power of New York for the country's reserves;
(8) dependence of country banks and the disadvantages for
the farmers and others; (9) inequalities in credit facili-
ties, interest rates, etc. in different parts of the coun-
try; and (10) absence of any agency to secure equal
accomodations throughout the country."

and rediscount. The maturity was not to exceed six
months. (The Agricultural Credits Act gave nine months
to agricultural paper.) The interpretations of the
eligibility of the paper were liberal. Through its redis-
count and purchase in the open market the Federal Reserve
Banks gave direct service to agriculture, 1 though credit
was only directly granted to the farmers themselves.
(The farm paper goes to a local bank which, if it is a
member of the system, can discount it with the federal
district bank. ) Furthermore the passage of this act
liberalized farm mortgage credit. Prior to this time
national banks were forbidden by law to lend on the securi-
ty of real estate, because of their need as commercial
banks to keep their funds relatively liquid to meet the
possible demands of their depositors. These banks were
required to join the Federal Reserve System and thereby
gained a central source of funds to meet any emergencies.
Therefore it was possible to permit them, if they were not
located in a central reserve city, to make five year loans
on agricultural lands. Besides giving the farmers a new
source of longer credit, this was recognition of the farm
mortgage as a security for other loans. So far so good,
1. Compare Sparks, History and The ory of Agricultural
Credit
, pp. 530-331. "The operations of the Federal Re-
serve Banks have mobilized the credit resources of the
country and made them available to agriculture. They have
provided a market for the paper of country banks, and have
made possible the transfer of surplus funds from one sec-
tion of the country to other more needy sections. They
have standardized short time agricultural paper so that the
farmer can borrow on a more equal basis with other indus-
tries."

"but the farmer and his many sympathizers felt that he
received only slight aid and at a high cost. Agitation
has since been promulgated to secure lower interest rates.
But it must "be remembered that in any sound credit struc-
ture the elements of competition and risk play their part.
The supply of funds available and the demands for it
determine interest rates. These, in times of plenty, are
higher for the more risky projects. The element of risk
is also instrumental in determining the security required.
These factors apply in the case of agricultural loans, as
may be illustrated by the fact that not more than 50% of
the value of farm land is ever advanced. Its value lies
in its ability to earn. This in turn is comprised of
physical factors, such as fertility, elevation and contour,
climate, accessibility, and of economic factors, such a3
price levels and tariff. If anything, we find to-day that
farms have been overcapitalized, because of a too lenient
credit policy, especially in periods of inflation, and
because of the tendency to confusion between capital goods
and the purchasing power to acquire them.
To-day when we speak of the farmers 1 debts it is
the mortgage debt problem that we mean. This debt "doubled
between 1910 and 1920 but this increase was seemingly justi<
fied by a rapid increase in land values. In 1933, however,
the debt remained tv/o and a half times greater than in
1910 while in the areas where mortgage indebtedness is
heaviest, land values were approximately 20% below the 1913

"level and gross farm income had declined by one half."l
The payments for interest on this debt are heavy, amounting
to "more than (5500,000,000 annually," and when combined
with the tax bill of "$629,000,000, constitute at least
one third of the annual gross income from farms compared
with an average of 19% for the previous ten years," 2
It is no wonder that foreclosures on farm property have
increased to an alarming extent, ^ since the ability to pay
has declined drastically. "Farm prices at the close of
1952 were approximately one half the 1915 level and ap-
proximately one quarter the 1920 level, while the prices
1. Clark, The Internal Debt of the United States, p. 24.
Also states that "in 1952, for the country as a whole,
nearly 16$ of all mortgaged farms were encumbered for more
than 75$ of their value. The proportions rise to from
18$ to 22% in the north central states. Since these
ratios of debt to values were calculated land values have
continued to decline rapidly, so the number of farms
indebted for more than 75% of their value may be consi-
derably higher."
2. Op. cit .
5. Op. cit ., p. 25. "In 1928, forced sales of farm
property because of foreclosure or bankruptcy made up 27%
of the total number of transfers, while in 1952 they had
increased to 37%, ...In North Dakota and Iowa the number
is over 50$." Compare p. 42. "Holdings of mortgages con-
tinued to mount in 1952. Federal Land Banks at the end
of the year had acquired outright, or held subject to
redemption, 18,505 farms; Joint Stock Land Banks, 6,406.
In a short period of five years the investment in farm
real estate for the twelve Federal Land Banks has in-
creased from $35,392,454 to ''112,731,550, more than 200$.
Joint Stock Land Banks' investments increased from
023,889,127 to $63, 729, 701, or 152$. ...Obviously if
lending agencies, which confine their investments ex-
clusively to first mortgage loans, find it necessary to
take over property at the rate these figures indicate,
loan agencies whose equities are much smaller would be
under even greater pressure."

"of commodities farmers purchased remained 6% above pre-
war prices. In other words, mortgagors, as a group are
now attempting to cavrj obligations two and one half
times the amount carried in 1910, but their crops and
livestock bring them only about 50^ of pre-war prices. "-^
This incommensurate purchasing power is aggravated then
by debt burdens of the past. It is a doubtful policy to
make borrowing easier in order to enable farmers to get
out of debt. There are two schools of thought concerning
the debt problem to-day; the one holds that debts should
be adjusted to the existing depressed state of economy, by
foreclosures, scaling down of debts, etc., and the other
believes that temporary adjustments, moratoria, extension
of government credit etc. offer the solution for the
problem.
Past experience should serve as a guide to
future action. Looking back on the agricultiiral credit
situation we find that needed facilities have been sup-
plied. The gigantic machinery that has been set up should
be carefully inspected to find its unsound parts and
eliminate them. There is danger in cheap as well as in
ei
subsidizing credit. They both foster the tendency to
incur debt readily. The result may be the overexpansion
of the agricultural industry by the incompetents and the
falsely optimistic. Their production adversely affects
1. Clark, The Internal Debt of the United States , p. 30.

the legitimate entrepreneurs who suffer a loss in income,
because the supply of commodities "becomes greater than
the demand. With the inevitable adjustment that comes
in the long run many farms become overcapitalized. In a
serious crisis this will lead to the lowering of the
standard of living. One may, therefore, question the
value of political remedies for economic problems, even
doubt the wisdom of the government becoming the farmers'
credit banker. There are several justifications for this
position. In the first place, it has been proved that
a supply of credit cannot control prices. In the long
run the government operates at a loss, since it not only
takes operating losses but also pays interest charges on
the money with which it conducts its business. These
charges may be actual, when the government floats bonds;
or intangible, the cost of putting money to non-productive
purposes. Ultimately every citizen in the country contri-
butes his share to these losses. Nor is the government
wholly justified in making loans at a time of credit
stringency. If money is loaned at a cost based on risk
and conditions of the money market, there will be a
limitation on its unv/ise use in times of scarcity. Agri-
culture should curtail when industry does. Banks that
make unsound loans tend to become insolvent, and when
this happens on a large scale credit conditions throughout
the entire country become worse. On the other hand, in a
period of expansion, agricultural borrowers should be sure

that their markets are going to increase and that prices
are going to rise for a sufficient period of time to
insure the payment of interest and principle. Also
overproduction, i.e. too many others borrowing money to
increase their output, may limit a price rise despite
an increasing demand for agricultural commodities, while
at
the interest charges and the principle of the debt are
bound to remain fixed. If the upward movement becomes an
inflationary one, the time element in borrowing becomes
even more important. Debts incurred during the upswing
may remain to be paid in depression. This is the situa-
tion to-day. To employ inflationary measures as a way
out will merely postpone the ultimate settlement of a
very serious problem.
Creditors acting for their own interests have
foreclosed mortgages. It is their right in cases where
the contract of debt has not been fulfilled. Both
individuals and institutions have availed themselves of
this protection. It is the best way they can safeguard
an unfortunate investment for themselves or for the
people who have entrusted them with the placing of funds.
It is a practical business expedient. But to-day there
are those who advocate leniency and moratoria. First of
all it must be pointed out that if a farmer is hopelessly
in debt, his other creditors make it impossible for him
to meet his interest payments, then "any leniency which
the mortgagee shows redounds to the benefit of other

"creditors rather than assists the farmer. ** In the
cases of most competent men working under adverse cir-
cumstances, the character of the individual and the con-
dition of the farm as a source of payment in the future
are generally considered as far as possible.^ But the
creditor must safeguard himself when taxes also become
seriously in arrears since they are a prior lien and may
wipe out his equity. The problem probably boils down to
the question of who should and can afford to take these
losses. The farmer made the mistake of incurring a debt
at the wrong time. The risk element has materialized and
the creditor is faced with a present loss that the future
nay increase or decrease. Tf he can carry the loss for
the present, paying his own obligations and expenses, he
may be willing to give the farmer the benefit of the
doubt and even effect some adjustment.
The policies of scaling down debts and making
settlements have been proposed as a present cure for the
debt situation. This seems expedient in light of present
agricultural prices and of future prospects. In other
1. Op. cit
., p. 44.
2. Compare the Federal Farm Loan Board, Annual Report ,
1931, p.V. This defends the Federal Land Banks and Joint
Stock Land Banks. "In cases of delinquency, it is their
policy to consider each case on its individual merits
and to institute foreclosure proceedings only when inves-
tigation discloses that a borrower is not a capable far-
mer, is not making a real effort to meet his obligations
to the full extent of his capacity to pay, and is not
likely to siicceed if given a reasonable opportunity, or
when there are other factors making it necessary to take
action in the vital interests of the bank."

words, a reorganisation of the business must be undertaken
if it is to prove profitable in the future. These settle-
ments may be effected voluntarily outside of a court. A
bill was passed in the second session of the Seventy-
Second Congress, (H.R. 14565), to facilitate this under-
taking. "In general, the plan is for the Secretary of
Agriculture to set up farm mortgage adjustment districts
throughout the country and appoint debt adjustment
counselors to act as mediators in effecting adjustments
betv/een farm debtors and their creditors." 1 This is a
desirable procedure when debts are to be settled through
new loans. Some cases, however, will have to come
within the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy courts. To
them the farmers may give notice of their intentions to
file petitions. W^en fifteen have done this, conciliation
commissioners 2 are appointed, by a provision of the
amendment to the Federal Bankruptcy Act, to effect a com-
position settlement agreeable to all parties concerned.
The settlement v/ill be confirmed by the court when
"(1) it has been accepted in writing by a majority in
number of all creditors whose claims have been allowed,
including secured creditors whose claims are affected,
1. Clark, The Internal Debt of the United States
,
op,58-
59.
2< °P» cit ., p. 57. "The conciliation commissioner must
be a resident of the county and familiar with agricultural
conditions, but he must not be engaged in the farm mortgage
business, the business of financing farmers, or transactions
of agricultural commodities or the business of marketing
or dealing in agricultural commodities, or of furnishing
agricultural supplies."

"which number shall represent a majority in amount of
such claims; and (2) the money or security necessary to
pay all debts which have priority unless waived, and in
case of a composition, the consideration to be paid by
the farmers to his creditors has been deposited in such
place as shall be designated by and subject to the order
of the court." 1 A further provision allows "that the
settlement may extend the time of payment of either
secured or unsecured debts and may provide for priority
of payments between secured and unsecured creditors during
the period of extension." 2
The problem of relieving the distress of the
agricultural debt has assumed gigantic proportions and
implications, and the government has legislated relief.
These provisions fall into three general types. "First,
amendments to the Federal Farm Loan Act to extend and
liberalize the services of the Federal Land Banks, 5 to
enable them to ptirsue more lenient collection policies,
and to refrain from exerting further pressure on the farm
real estate market by immediate sale of foreclosed lands.
Second, there are emergency measures that are avowedly of
1. Op. cit
., p. 58. 2. Op. cit .
3. It is interesting to note the October 31, 1922
statistics on uses made of loans granted by the Farm Loan
Banks. Source: Wright, Farm Mortgage Financing
,
p. 95. At
that time "an average of G2^ of the total loans had been
used to pay off existing mortgages; llfo for the purchase
of land mortgaged; 2% for the purchase of other land; 1%
for the purchase of implements and equipment; 5/1 for bank
stock; 6/1 for buildings and improvements; 2% for livestock
and 11$ to pay other debts."

"a temporary nature designed to halt foreclosures until
Congress has had an opportunity to enact a comprehensive
scheme of debt reform. And third, there is legislation
establishing machinery, and outlining procedures and
policies to be followed in securing a permanent settle-
ment of the farm mortgage problem." 1 As we have seen, this
ambitious program of refinancing was prepared for by per-
mitting Federal Land Banks to float a : :2, 000,000,000 bond
issue. Prom this source farmers might draw funds at the
maximum interest rate of 5$ to pay off pressing long-term
obligations. To make a complete sweep it will inevitably
be necessary in many cases to make loans in excess of
amounts that would be considered safe in normal times.
There is also the question of meeting payments on mort-
gages soon becoming due. "More than one quarter of all
farm mortgages are drawn to mature in four years or less." 2
The mortgagors under the provisions of the Farm Relief
Act get these loans indirectly, through the Federal Land
Banks. They may also redeem land taken from them by
foreclosure by direct loans. The beneficiaries under this
provision will be about 400,000 farmers whose mortgages,
representing loans of about ^1,000,000,000, are held by
the Federal Land Banks. 3 Amortization payments shall not
be required for the next five years when the mortgages
1. Clark, The Internal Debt of the United States, p. 47.
2. Op. cit ., p. 24.
3 » 0p« cit ., p. 409.

are otherwise kept in good order, and even interest pay-
ments may be postponed In deserving cases. To make up
for the arbitrarily low interest rates and other normal
expectations of earnings, b65,000,000 more may be turned
over to these banks by the government.
Relief always implies emergency measures, per-
haps temporary in themselves, but only too permanent in
their consequences. Whatever they may be, they should
take into consideration the fact that there are many dif-
ferent types of farmers, even from the standpoint of
credit obligations. About three fifths of the American
farmers have no mortgage debt at all, T^en comes the
intermediate class of those v/hose indebtedness is
moderate. Some of them are meeting their payments regu-
larly. Others are temporarily embarrassed and require
aid to keep their mortgages in good standing. Finally
there are the more desperate cases, those who can carry
on only by refunding or by a scaling down of debts. In
this last group to-day we find the incompetent farmers,
the marginal producers. They may be kept in business by
further credit. B^t is that a sound investment? In the
present they add to an existing surplus. Their operating
costs are high and their fixed expenses mounting, V/e
have seen that an artificial raising of prices for agri-
cultural commodities so that these men may meet their
expenses will result in continued overproduction or the
penalizing of efficient farmers. This leaves a larger

problem to settle in the future. It would seem to be
wiser to face facts now. These farmers should be allowed
to fail. Incompetent entrepreneurs in other lines of
business go through bankruptcy without government inter-
vention and credit. There are many solvent businesses
to-day who would welcome having their long-term obliga-
tions refunded at lower rates. They are certainly as
deserving as these farmers and much better credit risks.
But if the government, which to-day manifests a tendency
toward socialism, insists upon aiding the incapable
farmers, it would be far better to undertake a lasting
program. Instead of putting the burden of the principle
of the bond issue upon the Federal Land Banks, it might
float an even larger one of its own. With this it could
buy up foreclosed farms cheaply, since they are a drug
on the market, or pay off maturing mortgages and thus
come into the titles of these lands. Upon these newly
acquired properties they could set up colonies of farmers
who have failed, giving them homes so long as they live
up to specified regulations. These would include regular
attendance of any educational work and compliance with
the methods learned, and diversified farming to feed
themselves and their families together with the restric-
tion that nothing could be sold. This last provision
would improve the markets of the truly professional
farmers. For their cash needs they might be given work,
such as road upkeep, cleaning and repair of public

"buildings etc. If this required moving temporarily to
another section, transportation, food and lodging would
be provided. Any farmers who didn't wish to continue
under these restrictions should be free to shift for them-
selves in the world at large. At any time when the food
market seemed propitious for receiving commodities from
these farms the government might send them. Should large
profits arise the workers might be given a share. Oppor-
tunities for advancement to the posts of overseers and
managers would be available to the deserving. And any
man who learned well and later proved himself efficient,
or a young man growing up here, might be financed in the
acquisition of a suitable farm of his own. Young people
desiring to move away should be permitted to do so and
in exceptional cases aided in the new undertakings they
planned. Doubtless this is a very complicated scheme and
unpalatable to rnany.-^ The author in advocating it only
1. The reader's attention is drawn to other plans of
this type. In Russia collective farming is seemingly
successful. The peasants are contented because the more
they produce the more they have. The early stages of the
scheme were hampered by ignorance and lack of experience.
Efficient organization and management have established
discipline and quotas of work. One important difference
between Russia and the United Spates lies in the fact
that their market demand is greater than ours. Agricul-
ture is just beginning to be mechanized and put on the
basis of extensive large scale production. The peasants
are definitely better off than in their previous serfdom.
In the United States the Tugv/ell Plan has been
barred by Congress. It provided that the Government
should float a 0500,000,000 bond issue, with the proceeds
of which it should buy up property on which taxes remain
unpaid, retiring submarginal and waste land from produc-
tion. These tracts would have been turned into national

offers it as an alternative solution to wasteful and
unsound credit that serves to put off the evil day of
reckoning. That the law of the survival of the fittest
should be allowed to operate, despite the sufferings of
many, seems to he the wisest course. And it will be
remembered that this was exactly what happened during
the industrial revolution by which the human race was
ultimately the gainer.
5. The government has played an important part in
the evolution of the agricultural industry. It has under-
taken many improvements, in the fields of education, of
communication and transportation, and of land utilization
parks, erosion control areas and game preserves, or per-
mitted to lie idle. In the Virgin Island, however, the
Government frankly admits adopting an experiment in long-
range planning. It consists of allotting $51, 000, 000 of
P«W.A. funds for the establishment of subsistence home-
steads. Better homes, (two-room houses instead of the
island standard of one room), will be constructed and sold
to the inhabitants on long-term credit. The Government
also plans to run the sugar and rum industries which are
inter-related. For this purpose the Department of the
Interior will buy 6,000 acres of sugar land. The company's
profit will be divided into halves, one to be paid to the
island's v/elfare fund and the other half to be divided
among the company's laborers and those people who have
sold sugar to the company. It must be remembered that
these people will hereby presumably improve their living
standard. At home the problem of subsistence homes
hinges on this factor of living standards, since the
American people obviously will want some cash to fulfill
the desires that go beyond the gratification of existence
needs
•
The reader is also referred to Greenwood, Ernest,
The Great Delusion
, for an easily read discussion of
government in industry.

and reclamation. It has passed many acts intended to aid
farmers to secure better credits and better markets.
Some of these may not be entirely wise, e.g. the tariff
policy. It has sought to meet emergencies when the far-
mers had nowhere else to turn. And finally it has entered
the markets for agricultural commodities, as a purchaser
and as an arbitrator of prices. To-day we may even find
it in the guise of a power behind attempts at stabiliza-
tion. All of these activities have directly or indirectly
affected the farmers' purchasing power and accordingly
deserve further consideration.
The most general and at the same time one of
the most important problems is to give the farmers educa-
tion and opportunities so that as a class they may assume
their true role in our modern economy. Improvements of
various sorts enhance their living standard and also
contribute indirectly to the increase of their purchasing
power. A division of our government, the Department of
Agriculture, is devoted to the interests of the farmers.
As early as 1839 the need for some organization was
recognized. At that time Congress made an appropriation
of :!;1000, to be administered by the Commissioner of
Patents and to be expended for the collection of statistics
and for other agricultural purposes. In 1862 a separate
department was established for agriculture, providing for
a Commissioner of Agriculture. He was to collect and
prepare general information which might be useful on

distribution to those engaged in the industry. Also he
was to secure valuable seeds and plants for the propaga-
tion by farmers. Finally, in 1889, more specific divis-
ions of this body were planned and installed, the Bureaus
of: Animal and Plant Industry j of Weather, Chemistry and
Soils, of Forest Service, Home Economics and Public Roads,
and of Biological Survey. Educational opportunities also
contributed to the farmers' advancement. The existence
of agricultural colleges begins in 1862 with the Morrill
Act, when 30,000 acres for each senator and representative
in Congress were set aside as a permanent fund for the
endowment and maintenance of at least one agricultural
college in each state. Twenty-five years later, through
the provisions of the Hatch Act, Federal Experiment
Stations, to be connected with the programs of these
colleges, v/ere established. Federal aid to these projects
was increased by the Adams Act of 1906. As the colleges
became more and more important their programs were to some
extent set by the government that was footing the bills.
In 1914 the Smith-Lever Act was passed. Their extensive
work was recognized, and various mediums advanced it:
the country agents, the boys' and girls' clubs, the ex-
tension specialists and the departments of home economics.
Integration and cooperation were emphasized. With these
advances vocational education was entering a field of its
own. State and government aid were once more assured by

the Vocational Education Act of 1917. During this same
period the importance of international trade was also
becoming manifest. The Purnell Act of 1926 granted funds
for research into this subject as well as additional money
to be used by the experimental stations. So agriculture
has become a recognized industry. It was for this rea-
son, (plus political pressure), that the farmers were
considered to deserve a voice in monetary affairs. In
1922 the members of the Federal Reserve Board were in-
creased by one newcomer who v/as to be a "dirt farmer."
With the industrial development of agriculture,
the marketing side of the business2 also received the
attention of the Federal Government. It concentrated its
attention on methods, agencies and financing. The Ware-
house Act of 1916 sought to eliminate the losses suffered
by farmers using public warehouses and to intensify orderly
marketing by eliminating as far as possible the glutting of
markets. Suitable places of storage were licensed after
satisfactory inspection and the filling of a bond. Compe-
tent persons were appointed to sample, inspect, grade and
1. In this same year the Smith-Hughes Act was also
passed, providing for vocational work in farming, with
schools, teachers and definite home assignments for pupils.
2. An interesting bill aiming to give indirect aid
which did not pass in Congress, is the Norbeck Burgell Bill
It proposed the appropriation of ^60, 000, 000 to be loaned
to the farmers in the spring wheat belt, for the purpose of
financing them in the purchase of dairy cows, hogs and hens
This change would mean diversification, which it was hoped
would better the price situation and thus improve the
farmers' purchasing power.

weigh products brought here. The value of this information
is important to the farmer especially when coupled with a
study of market quotations, since it gives him some indica-
tion of the value of his goods. When these are actually
stored he receives a receipt, which is satisfactory
collateral in case he needs a short-time loan. He also
may be assured that the warehouse will not deliver his
goods to any one who does not show this receipt. Finally,
the concentration of many farmers' commodities in one place
tends to create a market there. A second Warehouse Act
was passed in 1927. Fraudulent transfers of grain and
fraudulent issues of warehouse receipts had been disclosed
by an investigation. The new statute set forth two im-
portant regulations: that warehouse operators could have
no interest in the grain stored, and that private bins
might legally be used for public storage. Even more
specific regulation of the operation of contract markets
may be illustrated by the Grain Futures Act of 1922. This
required reports of all contracts of sale of grain for
future delivery, to be kept by both parties to the transac-
tion. The Board of Trade was given definite authority
under the supervision of the Secretary of Agriculture, and
specific penalties were imposed for malefactors. The law
was aimed to prevent excessive speculation which could
bring evil effects to the farmers through the manipulation
of prices. In the same way, the year before, they had
been protected from low prices at the hands of their big

purchasers who might act in collusion. The Packer Con-
trol Act put definite restriction on these large processing
companies so that they could not act to the restraint of
trade or indulge in unfair practices. Again supervisory
powers were given to the Secretary of Agriculture.
Aid for the cooperative associations has been
the basis for several bills that have been passed by
Congress. The Clayton Act, which amended the anti-trust
lav/, exempted these societies from the category of mono-
polies. It specified that the labor of human beings v/as
not an article of commerce, and therefore any labor or
agricultural groups that were organized on a non-profit
basis for mutual aid and legitimately carrying out their
purpose should not be considered as acting in the restraint
of trade. The Capper-Volstead Act further defined the
legal status of cooperatives. From that time on to the
present day those in authority have given them every con-
ceivable aid. For example, the Standard Marketing Act
v/as an attempt, in certain cases, to punish severely the
businesses that hamper the cooperatives. There v/ill be
many indeed v/ho agree v/ith E. J. Dies when he says that
"cooperation has been overloaded with laws."^ As far as
1. Dies, Solving the Farm Riddle
, p. 130. Compare p. 127:
"Major provisions (of the statutes for the benefit of co-
operatives) are very much alike and are based on the theory
that loyalty can be obtained by legal compulsion, that long
time contracts are essential, and that the pooling system
is most effective."
Compare an amendment to the Federal Farm Loan Act
which gives to cooperatives, measuring up to certain stan-
dards and regulations, insurance against loss through price
declines in agricultural commodities handled by them for
their members.

credit is concerned, the government is alv/ays ready to be
of service, even though some of the more elaborate methods
of financing, e.g. the Norris Sinclair Bill and the
Tincher Bill, were turned down by Congress.
The extension of credit, as we have already
seen, is to many a most appealing method of overcoming
depression, while the tariff is advocated as a means of
building up future prosperity. In the former case we have
but to look at the condition of good banks to-day. They
have plenty of reserves which they would like to put to a
profitable use. But there is a scarcity of good commer-
cial paper. No business men want to borrow or lend when
they cannot foresee in v/hat future value the number of
dollars will be paid out or received. The farmers
hesitate less when they are in serious straits. These
same men are poor risks. As far as the agencies who might
loan to them are concerned the greatest element of chance
appears in the intermediate credit, the granting of which
is to-day strictly within the government's province. A
shrewd banker can gauge the capacity of an applicant and
the probable condition of the future market before de-
ciding upon the granting of short-term, self-liquidating
credit. He can again consider the character of the proposed
borrower, together with the intrinsic value of the property
offered as security, before granting long-term credit. The
percentage of the advance made will be limited by the
creditor's judgment. But intermediate credit is "neither

"fish, nor fowl, nor good red herring." It is, in fact,
more like preferred stock, having neither the advantages
of a secured loan, nor those of the common stock which
"bears the extra risk in order to participate in greater
hoped-for profits. The solution offered by tariff is a
somewhat analogous case to that of credit. Many people
feel that they can have protection at home as well as
markets abroad. In the long run this is not possible,
unless the goods cannot be produced in the importing
country. (Unprofitable markets, of course, may often be
preserved. ) Farmers themselves should look at home con-
ditions in the endeavor to make improvements in their
own industry. Their political supporters should bend
every effort to restore faith in currency and sound
credit. This will eventually lead to improved markets
at home and abroad, since people will buy up to the limits
of their purchasing power and of their confidence in re-
plenishing it by future income.
In less ostentatious ways the government has
also aided agriculture. The inauguration of the parcel
post and rural free delivery services have been an im-
portant means whereby the farmers may maintain contact and
1. The national income in the United States, according
to the National Industrial Conference Board, amounted to
$85,000,000,000 in 1929; ^70, 500, 000, 000 in 1930;
$54, 700, 000, 000 in 1931, £38,300,000,000 in 1932; and
R39, 800, 000, 000 in 1933. Per capita income for the same
years was respectively: {638, • :-572, $440, {307, and C ;316.
Source : New York Tj_mes_, March 5, 1934.
In reading the 1933 figures, the reader is reminded
of the decreased gold content of the present United States 1
dollar.

communication with the outside world. Road "building and
improvements have aided transportation for people and
for goods. The Esch-Curnmings Law aided by dealing for the
time being with the problem of freight rates. Pure food
laws have benefitted the consumers and, indirectly, the
farmers, since they have kept the farmers' goods from
falling into disrepute. Federal funds have relieved
sections of acute suffering due to natural causes. Impor-
tant information in matters pertaining to agriculture is
always gathered and disseminated. Some valuable preventive
methods against the inroads of erosion have been worked out.
There is no doubt that the government has often
been most helpful as far as the farmer is concerned. He
has also done much to improve his own condition. A v^ise
cooperation betv/een the best elements of the two bodies
is the ideal goal. It has once been achieved, over a
period of time, in the Farm Bureau Movement. 1 It is the
crystallization of the idea of the demonstration method.
The nucleus came into being in Texas with Dr. Knapp's
work against boll weevil destruction. His role as
teacher was copied by the county agents supplied by the
government. They were guides and under their instruc-
tions farmers carried on work and experiments at their
own expense. The numbers of these instructors increased
and local agricultural departments were promulgated for
1. The reader is referred to Kile, The Farm Bureau Move -
ment , on which much of the following outline is based.

1*1 •
the advancement of the work. Further and adequate funds
were forthcoming after the passage of the Smith-Lever
Bill, though the interested parties also gave financial
support. Central and local organizations of farmers,
federations and clubs sprang up, with meetings, directors
and various organs for advancement of teachings. Country
farm bureaus were flourishing after 1914, and later
developed into state organizations. At the same time the
cooperative ideas were gaining headway. These emphasized
the buying and selling side of the industry rather than
the educational. Meanwhile the idea of a national Farm
Bureau Federation had originated at a meeting in Chicago
in 1919. Here a discussion took place regarding the sta-
tus of the proposed organization, whether it should be
primarily educational or whether it should be designed
to bring improved economic and business conditions.
Harvey J. Sconce voiced the general sentiment, that it
should "'keep control of our food products until they
get much closer to the ultimate consumer than they do at
the present time, thereby not only returning to us a pro-
fit on the article produced, but serving humanity in a
more efficient manner by giving the consumer an article
of quality at no increased cost.'" 1
Accordingly headquarters were set up in Chicago.
The need for expert, high-salaried leaders was recognized.
1. Op. cit ., p.lll.

A vigorous campaign was set on foot so that the new body
might be successful in its educational, economic and
legislative aims. In general, it set out to be the far-
mers' spokesman, representative and advocate. In particu-
lar, it set cut to teach city people the farmers' point
of view and the farmers how to be successful in their
industry; to legislate through representatives for the
protection of the farmers' rights and the recognition of
their needs; to promulgate orderly and efficient marketing,
by forming cooperatives to decrease costs, by balancing
of supply and demand, and by extension of foreign markets
to take care of American surpluses .1 To aid in the ful-
fillment of these goals many departments were organized.
The United States Grain Growers, Incorporated
is an outgrowth from this movement. The fact that farmers
are individualists led to a diversity of opinions which
hampered organization, A committee of seventeen had been
appointed to look into the situation of the marketing of
grain. Its findings included the following: that the
farmers had inadequate credit and that they shipped to
market regardless of demand; that the marketing system
itself was faulty because the farmer received inadequate
profits and because speculation manipulated prices.
Accordingly it proposed a cooperative plan whereby the
farmers should sell their own grain. The United States
1. Op. cit .

Grain Growers, Incorporated, a non-stock, non-profit
organization was the result of this recommendation. Its
membership was to consist of grain-growers exclusively*
They might choose their own method of sale, by the indi-
vidual or by the pooling method, provided they signed
their contracts. The corporation provided terminal sales
agencies, warehousing, finance and export corporations,
and a market news service.
Meanwhile the work at Washington was commenced
in 1920, Some of the accomplishments achieved number
the Capper-Tincher Grain Exchange Control Bill, the
Packer Control Bill, the Federal Aid Road Bill, and
various farm financing and exporting bills. The Farm Bloc,
as we have seen, was also advancing the farmers' cause.
The strengths and weaknesses of the Farm
Bureau Movement have been studied carefully by Mr. Kile.-*-
It has the advantage of being organized from the ground
up. Its success is dependent upon the strength and
loyalty of its local units. An obstacle to be overcome
lies in the farmer's nature which often makes him insis-
tent upon depending on his individual initiative. He has
also certain Illusions about completely doing away with
middlemen and the benefits to be derived from fiat currency.
1. Op. cit . pp. 197-220.
2. Compare the Dies Silver Bill which is even nov; before
Congress. Roughly the plan is that agricultural products
may be exchanged abroad for silver at not more than 25/0
above the world price for that metal. Redeemable silver
certificates are to be issued. Losses are to be limited

Nor can legislation entirely correct a faulty economic
situation. Furthermore^ farmers 1 finances are limited.
The loose organization of this body may hamper its
effectiveness as well as the lack of experience in busi-
ness methods. "The farm has been prolific of reformers,
fruitful in developing organizers, but scanty in its
supply of administrators." 1 The dangers of commercial
activity have been proved by experience. Sectionalism
should be supplanted by amity. Men and methods should
be stressed to the exclusion of party lines.
Before leaving the subject of the part played
by the government in agriculture, we must consider the
various ways in which it has entered the commodity markets.
It has been both a purchaser and a seller on a large
scale. This past year has furnished us v/ith illustra-
tions of such activities that are based on normally compe-
titive btiying and on buying for ulterior motives. In the
first case, we may find that once the government purchases
of grain, with which it proposed to feed the unemployed,
successfully supported the Chicago grain market at the
close of 1933. Again in March, 1934, the prices of hogs
were depressed by government sales when it had found that
it had bought more than was needed and sought to get rid
to £400,000,000, setting the limit on the exportation of
agricultural products, under the provisions of this bill,
at 92,000,000,000. Of this sum, §1,600,000,000 would be
silver at the v/orld market price. The balance of the
inflationary price is a loss to the government and in the
long run to the farmers.
0P« cit . t p. 201.

of the surplus supply. Some scheme to advance the
farmers' purchasing power is generally hack of the more
artificial manoeuvres of the government. During the past
summer it absorbed large offerings of hogs, paying fancy
prices in relation to their intrinsic worth, in order to
bring them to market and thereby to decrease supply. This
is part of the elaborate scheme to raise prices. Again
this summer an unsuccessful attempt to peg prices by
limiting their range was made in the grain market. As
a result demand dried up. Not so far back in our history
we can find much more disastrous attemptjto maintain
prices by the operations of the Farm Board. Efforts to
arbitrate prices have definitely been made. Suggestions
for their stabilization, after being raised to a satis-
factory level, are certainly part of the tentative future
scheme of affairs. Stabilization, in so far as it means
the modification of violent fluctuations, is desirable.
It can be achieved by sound government and by adherence
to the true teachings of economics. Stabilization, in so
far as it means the achievement of an artificially fixed
price level without due regard for individual cases, con-
tributing causes, and the significance and cost for the
future, is not only unpractical but also most undesirable.
The two are not synonymous. One is tempted to remember
"Alice In Wonderland" at the Mad Tea Party. She had not
been very specific ahout her terminology, and both the
Dormouse and the mad March Hare had taken her to task.

The latter' 3 comment seems to have meaning to-day:
"You might just as well say 'I like v/hat I get' is the
same thing as 'I get what I like. 1 "
The history of the part played by the govern-
ment in agricultural affairs is marked by success and by
mistakes. The serious thinkers, the politicians and the
mistaken advocates have all contributed their share. The
result has been that the farmers have received many
improvements that added to their well-being. Sometimes
false steps were made because of violent agitation within
that body. Experience has taught us much with the years.
The farmers need some credit but not so much that it will
redound to their ultimate undoing. They, as well as all
American citizens, desire to improve their living stan-
dards. They also want to foster and improve their indus-
try. They are entitled to education and services. They
may even need the more forceful authority of the government
to back them in the achievement of their goal. But, it
seems to this author, that there are points at which the
government has acted to their ultimate detriment, especial-
ly in matters of tariff and attempts at foolhardy stabili-
zation. Doubtless one would be wiser to blame the politi-
cians, together with some of the bankers, for certain of
the injurious credit policies. We can only hope that, in
the future, wisdom and research will supplant impatient
prescriptions and unsound experimentation.

Conclusion
The problems confronting the farmer to-day
are deep-seated and intricate. In so far as they affect
his industry they will eventually have influence upon his
purchasing power. We have con sidered some of the ques-
tions that are involved, studying their implications and
solutions, past, present and future. Prices and price
levels seem to be the outstanding subject for discussion,
since the disparity between the price the farmer receives
for his commodities and the price which he has to pay for
the goods he buys is the acute cause of his dissatisfac-
tion. The roots of this situation lie deep. We have
recently passed through an era of tremendous inflation,
and we are now making the best of our way through depres-
sion. These in turn comprise partly the cost of war and
partly the results of mistaken credit policies. Overexpan-
sion was evident at all points, but the farmer shared
disproportionately in the results since he is a producer
of raw materials. To-day he is faced with the problem of
overproduction and low prices. His is an industry that
is difficult and slow to curtail. In the meantime the
demand for his goods, which is at best relatively inelas-
tic, is seriously out of balance with supply. His home
and his foreign markets are no longer sufficient to absorb
his produce. Palling off of general purchasing, the
increasing surpluses and tariff barriers have aggravated
this situation. He suffers more than the retailer, because
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he sells at a wholesale price which may not even cover his
expenses. He has cut his operating costs, but the fixed
expenses are invariable and a heavy burden. He may even
be paying the penalty of undertaking too great and unadvised
loan obligations. He continues, therefore, to produce on
a large scale, and also to try to improve marketing facili-
ties. The Cooperative Movement, while it is by no means
completely successful, represents his best efforts. He
is not entirely adequate in these times to cope with the
situation as it exists. The Government seeks to come to
his rescue as it has in the past. There are seemingly
both wise and unwise features in the program adopted by
our present administration. There are many problems
remaining for the future. Their successful solution will
determine the status of the farmer, his purchasing power
and his standard of living. The future is best built up
by an understanding examination of past experience, and
by facing facts in the present. Careful research and
study will aid forthcoming theory and practice. These
should only be set in motion after careful consideration
of their ultimate, long-run results.

Part III: The Present Situation In and
the Future Outlook for Agriculture in Re-
lation to the Farmers' Purchasing Power
American agriculture, as v/ell as the other in-
dustries, has "been suffering from depression and over-
expansion. The need for adjustment to present conditions
is manifest. But there are more specific considerations
to he taken into account. There are various types of
farmers, owners, tenants, managers and former owners who
have become dependents as a result of their debts.
Throughout these categories run two further distinctions,
the efficient and the inefficient. The industry itself
may be extensive or intensive. Agriculture is differen-
tiated by regions of the country. Climate, soil, distances
to market, etc. decree the crops to be raised. Nature is
always a silent partner, sometimes with advantageous and
sometimes with disastrous results. Costs of production
and marketing vary with the location and with the indivi-
dual, affecting both gross and net income. The farmers'
purchasing power is likewise a variable. It is particu-
larly dependent on the condition of price levels, for
commodities sold and commodities bought. Further, it may
be limited at the start by a burden of fixed charges.
Conditions of markets, at home and abroad, are also
instrumental in determining the farmers' welfare. Business
and political movements may shape the situation. Finally,
emergencies which lie outside the normal course, may arise

and demand the attention and action of the Federal
Government. Stress in recent times ha3 fallen on these
emergencies. We have an excellent example in Mr. Roose-
velt's budget. The expenditures are divided into the
ordinary, which come under the administration's stand
for the necessity of keeping the government within its
income, and the extraordinary, which strive to cure
emergencies. From this latter source the farmers have
received their measure of aid. These bills, met in the
present by government borrowing, must be settled sometime
and the funds will come from taxation. These steps
involve a definite cost for the American people. There-
fore they deserve to be carefully considered in the light
of the ultimate good of all parties to the contracts.
In reviewing the case of the American farmers,
it becomes evident that the past has brought both im-
provements and mistakes. Experience is a valuable teacher,
even though all her lessons may not be to our liking.
The farmers' needs for credit at its true cost have been
recognized and sources from which they may borrow have
been established. Both creditors and borrowers may learn
from the past and gauge their future transactions by this
knowledge and by their judgment concerning coming condi-
tions. The farmers' marketing system has been improved
at their own instigation and at that of the government.
Large scale operations tend to produce the greatest
savings and the maximum of efficiency. Emphasis should

be placed on free corapetion among goods of high quality.
There are still greater steps that can be taken toward
the goal of orderly marketing, but the trail has already
been well blazed. The farmers' opportunities to improve
their standard of living and their education have been
greatly enhanced. A man of keen mentality and real
training is going to be the successful farmer of the
future. His industry has assumed a complex nature. In
the present the services of the marginal producer are
better dispensed with. A sound policy of conservation
of the nation's resources will aid in bringing this con-
dition to pass. The new farmer will look for undeveloped
outlets for his goods. He will seek to separate further
the expenses of his business and of his living, with
better accounting processes. He may make a distinction
between the home garden, with its diversified crops,
and the business fields. He will weigh the possibilities
of extensive and of intensive agriculture in the region
in which he lives. Diversification may not only require
outlay of new capital, but may be a definite hazard in a
section of the country where the margin of safety is scant
because of the amount of rainfall received. Finally, it
may be hoped that he will to some extent lay aside his
rights to individuality so that he may bend his efforts
to that form of cooperation that v/ill better, in the long
run, his condition and that of his fellows,
When we consider the past, definitely

accomplished facts must be faced. Certain crop controls
have passed from the United States, as is the case with
wheat. This means that the unified farmers of the nations
have both to comply with the new conditions and act for
their mutual benefit. The nation itself must review the
tariff problem, and the Roosevelt administration is drawing
attention to this fact. Tariff works two ways and always
will. Foreign trade is built up by the exchange of sur-
pluses. There is a need for reciprocity among nations
for their mutual good. The balance of trade should balance
and the old mercantilism should be left on the scrap heap.
A creditor nation must accept payment in goods and ser-
vices. Otherwise her standing will eventually remain only
a fact on paper. Markets abroad depend on demand. When
production is increasing relatively more than population,
that demand may fall off. New markets, offering a sound
business proposition should be sought. These statements
are as true for all industries as for agriculture. The
latter has a particular market, however, in those countries
which are not capable of feeding themselves or wish to
sell their own manufactured goods which they have produced
at the expense of cutting down on their agricultural output
They will buy where they can do so cheapest. Hence the
nation selling to them will be one wherein the production
costs are lowest, because of cheap land or labor or both.
Recently a scramble among the nations to outdo one another
in the erection of tariff barriers, together with the

unsound credit conditions, has sadly disrupted the possi-
bilities of foreign trade. The condition has been
aggravated by declining purchasing power.
The credit problem is a serious one at home and
abroad. The War Debts remain uncollected, and will pro-
bably continue so unless a tremendous armad0 of battleships
is sent out to coerce the debtor countries. Europe is no
more willing to face up to the expense of the War than are
we in taking the more indefinite costs. Other unbusiness-
like loans were later floated in this country for Europe's
benefit. She went on buying here as long as we were happy
to advance the money. The depression is an inevitable
facing up to these facts, and the farmers feel it as well
as the rest of their countrymen. Unfortunately the
inflation had been an earlier result and debts incurred
at that time seem particularly onerous to many. The far-
mers furnish an excellent example. It seems to this author
that debts incurred on inflated values, as was often the
case with farm lands, must be scaled down, even as that
credit extended on assets that have been wiped out must be
adjusted. There always comes a time when bills must be paid.
One of the outstanding results of economic
maladjustment may be found to-day in the embarrassing sur-
pluses produced by the American farmers. The best way to
remedy this situation is to remove its causes, for any
temporary solution will result in a more serious problem
for the future. At the same time it must be realized that

there is a price to be paid for government intervention,
one that may amount to the mortgaging, through taxation,
of the wealth, earnings and purchasing pov/er of genera-
tions to come. Overproduction is obviously the result of
overexpansion. During the War, demand and prices encouraged
even the marginal producers to enter the agricultural
industry. The activity set in motion at that time should
have been gradually curtailed with the passing of the
emergency and the return to agriculture of the farmers
of the warring nations. This did not happen. Instead
there are to-day many marginal producers who make it harder
for the legitimate farmers to earn a living in the face of
declining markets. In an effort to meet expenses, operat-
ing and fixed, more and more commodities and animals are
raised. The government is even now pointing out the need
for taking marginal land out of production, though it
obviously can't deal in the same way with the human element
of the problem. But instead it seeks to succor all farmers
regardless of their intrinsic merits and true claims for
aid. This is a humanitarian program, but in the long run
the good farmers will be penalized and the problem will
remain unsolved. If we look at other industries, we find
that the marginal producers, whose costs are high, are
forced out of business by the press of competition. The
law of the survival of the fittest is allowed to operate.
In the history of agriculture, if we look far enough back,
we shall find that this has also been the case. New

England used to be agricultural, producing enough for
subsistence. Competition with the west, as the boundary
was pushed farther and farther on, made these people turn
to new ways of earning a living, and this section of the
country found that it could advantageously become a manu-
facturing centre. Abandoned farms as well as poverty-
stricken ones to-day bear witness to the changing times.
The agricultural centre of the United States has shifted
to the North Central States, the wheat and corn belts.
The spring wheat section is suffering from a heavy debt
burden and the hazard of rainfall. Here it is hard for
the farmer not to operate in the red, yet about four fifths
of the land is in farms. The corn belt, however, offers a
more hopeful picture. (Here about nine-tenths of the land
is in farms.) Rainfall is more dependable, the growing
season is longer, and the land very fertile. Hard winter
wheat, corn, hogs and cattle may be raised. With the
accepted fact of overproduction, is it not possible that
some of the farming further north may have to be abandoned?
With diminishing profits or increasing losses,
the farmers as a group have turned to the government for
aid, and, in many instances urged inflation. It is a
question of connotation and interpretation, but it would
seem that their wish was being granted. Government aid
is based on borrowing. This in turn should rest on assets
and the ability to earn to repay. A government's income
is primarily dependent on taxes. The thirty-hour week

would seem to be a measure that will circumscribe both
the workers' ability to earn as well as that of the
corporations. Dividends will be smaller. Here are three
types of shrinking income that will curtail tax payments
unless the rates are raised. Our government borrows by
bonds which it may sell to the public or to the banks. It
may also go to this latter source for overdrafts and for
funds on its short-term securities. It will be remembered
that government obligations may be used as collateral by
banks desiring more Federal Reserve notes. Should the
process be allowed to continue indefinitely the implica-
tions of inflation may become realities. Some of the
farmers want inflation, for they feel that it will be a
process whereby their debt burden1 will be lifted. This
is true, despite the possible losses to creditors. Bat
one must also bear in mind the fact that there has never
yet been a controlled inflation, and that uncontrolled ones,
(the extreme case, of course, is that of Germany), even-
tually topple from their own weight. (Or if we have a
controlled inflation, what happens when the support is
removed? ) One doubts very much that at such a time the
farmers would find themselves without newly incurred debts,
1. Compare Kemmerer, Edwin Walter. Kemmerer on Honey .
Philadelphiz, The John C. Winston Company, 1934. P. 157:
"All debts incurred prior to 1917 are now, and have been
throughout the entire depression, payable in less valuable
dollars than those in which they were incurred. On the
other hand, the burden is exceptionally heavy for existing
debtors who incurred their long-time debts during the war
and early post-war years of inflated prices."

and surely they would find themselves faced once more with
a heavy weight of taxes, for the government will have to
be financed. But even omitting these considerations, will
the farmers be as well off as they think to be? To be
sure they will have the advantage of selling at wholesale
and buying at retail prices, which rise more slowly. But
during the Greenback period, it has been proved that
prices of farm products in general did not rise as fast as
the index of retail prices of all commodities • 1 There is,
in the last analysis, a distinction to be made between
the producer of raw materials and the producer of manufac-
tured goods. Therefore the former's well-being and his
purchasing power must be interpreted in their own terms.
An illustration of this point is easily found in the fact
that in agriculture output controls prices, whereas in
industry the prices control output. This essential
difference lies partly with nature and the individual far-
mers, and partly with the systems of distribution and
marketing. They are all inter-related and present a
situation that does not easily and quickly lend itself to
basic changes.
Before advancing too far with surmises regarding
the future we want to be sure of what is the status of
agriculture in the present. The depression has not yet
been left behind, but agriculture has had over a year of
1. Op. cit
., p. 65.

an administration devoted to the interests of the farmers
and definitely committed to a policy of raising prices.
According to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, as of
March 1, 1934, the situation with respect to livestock is
as follows: "Higher prices for horses, mules and sheep
more than offset the declines per head in cattle and hogs,
so that the total value of farm animals on January 1, 1934,
(2,854,000,000), was about V percent larger than a year
previous. The value of hogs and pigs per head, $4.16, was
the lowest since 1897." 1 "The general rise in prices of
farm products was reflected in the figures on farm income
compiled last month (February). Increase from agricultural
production in 1933 was about $6,114,000,000. This, added
to about ^289,000,000 of rental and benefit payments from
the A.A.A., made a total farm income of $6,403,000,000 for
the year 1933, which was 24 percent greater than that of
the previous year. The main increases were from vegetables,
grain and cotton, but all the major farm enterprises^
1. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Agricultural
Situation . March 1, 1934. P.l. Compare: "The annual inven-
tory of livestock on farms, made as of January 1, showed a
3 percent increase in cattle during the last year, but a 9
percent decrease in hogs, 1 percent in sheep, and 2 percent
in horses. The total number of farm animals, reckoned on a
comparable basis, showed practically no change during the
year. The number of milk cows increased 3 percent, as did
heifer calves."
2. Op. cit
. ,
compare: "Export movements in January showed
some falling off in wheat, tobacco and pork products. Apple
exports were moderately large and cotton shipment held up
pretty well." It is interesting to note at this point that
the system of tariff barter may meet difficulties, caused
by Secretary Hull's insistence on the "most favored nation"
clause and the maze of existing trade treates. And there is
another item of news that may prove significant, the in-
auguration of the New York Tobacco Exchange.

"returned a larger income except dairyl and poultry.
The gross income from cotton was a half greater than in
1932 and from grain was nearly doubled." 2 In learning
that farm income is increasing one must allow for the de-
preciated dollar and the gold-buying policy3 of this same
administration. The increase in prices paid depends on
the market in which the commodities are sold. The case of
cotton will furnish an illustration. "While prices of
American cotton in this country have doubled within the
year, the increase in Liverpool expressed in pence has
only been about one third." 4 A second consideration with
respect to increased income is the question of its pur-
chasing power, how far will it go for the acquisition of
the commodities the farmers buy. On the basis of index
prices one still finds disparity in existence; farm prices
are not the only ones that have moved upward. The index
number for prices received by the farmers in February, 1934,
is 64, while the index number of prices paid is 118. They
1. Op. cit . "The cold storage situation still shows a
heavy stock of butter, in spite of a large outward movement
in January."
2. Op. cit .
3. See Bean and Chew, Economic Trends Affecting Agricul-
ture
, p. 18, for a chart showing the trend of world prices.
The United States price level has risen 10$ since we went
off the gold standard.
4. Op. cit
., p. 6. Compare p. 5: "With the revaluation of
the dollar accomplished, some tendency on the part of
European buyers to purchase cotton more freely was noticed.
Japanese interests, on the other hand, purchased heavily
in this country early in the 1933-1934 season, resuming
the Japanese position as the largest overseas customer for
American cotton first established in 1931-1932, but re-
linquished to Germany in 1932-1933."

loo
have both increased from August, when they were 60 and
112 respectively.
1
The cotton farmers have often received special
consideration in government programs, and to-day the situa-
tion in cotton is most interesting. Cotton acreage has
been reduced about one quarter, to 30,000,000 acres. But
"the yield per acre, which prior to 1933 had averaged over
a five year period only about 174 pounds, jumped to over
209 pounds. Continued good weather through the late
summer and fall brought the estimated crop to 13,177,000
bales, equal substantially to that of the preceding year
and about 1,500,000 bales less than the world consumption
of American cotton in the tv/elve months preceding August 1,
1933.
"
2 In other words, the hope of greater gain led the
farmers to intensify their efforts and this contributed to
continuing overproduction. The government's effort to
chelp these men help themselves was not completely success-
ful. Accordingly a new plan must be devised, and the
Bankhead Bill has been advanced as the emergency measure
for 1934-1936, v/ith a provision allowing Presidential
1. Op. cit
., p. 6.
2. Op. cit"
., p. 4. Compare: "The development pushed into
the future by another year the desired return to a carry-
over of under 5,000,000 bales. Without, however, the 1933
plow-up, it is estimated that the year's crop would have
been 4,400,000 bales larger, and that had prices warranted
the picking of it all, the 1933 crop would have reached
the huge total of 17,600,000 bales or about 118 percent
of the annual world consumption of American cotton at cur-
rent rates, while the total world supply of American cotton
would have mounted to over 29,000.000 bales, equal to the
needs of the world for two years.

expansion for another year. Tentatively, a 10,000,000
bale crop is to be allowed,with a 50/? ginning tax to be
levied on the excess. This tax need not be paid until
the time of purchase of bale tags, when the cotton moves
into commercial channels, thus exempting cotton held for
storage. The allotments are to be made on a state-to-
county-to-farm system, with the average number of bales
produced in each state during the five years preceding as
the basic figure and the county and farm allotments left,
within limits, to the discretion of the Secretary of
Agriculture. There are specific regulations for the work-
ing out of the plan, and an interesting amendment to the
Agricultural Adjustment Act to prevent land put out of
production from competing with other land producing basic
commodities. When this measure was presented to the far-
mers for their approval and comments, the practically
unanimous favor with which it met was indicative of the
fact that at last a plan starting from the bottom and
working upward had been achieved. Correction of any
serious situation is most apt to succeed when it receives
the true cooperation of the members of the industry itself.
At the same time the President is tapering off the direct
crop loans, and one is inclined to feel more optimistic for
the future. The cotton farmers, in the mid-south, report
that the depression is passing. They are enjoying pros-
perity and have a feeling of confidence for the first time
since 1930. This then would seem to be a step in the right

direction and a hopeful indication for the nation, since,
(although one may not admit that farming is the only
basic industry), agricultural difficulties affect the
whole country. The purchasing power of all American
citizens is inter-related and inter-dependent, even as
the farm debts seem to threaten the savings of all people.
A sound solution of the various problems will be a long-
run program that will strive not to intensify other
problems as the cost of solving one particular one.
The agricultural outlook to-day has several
possibilities according to the Secretary of Agriculture,
Henry A. Wallace ,1 Since he is the man who is appointed
to represent the farmers' interests and who is trained
and informed so to do, his views are well worth considera-
tion. He outlines four possible courses for the United
States: complete isolation, an international approach to
the problem, a combination of nationalism and interna-
tionalism, or a "return to the simple life" through taxing
modern machinery out of existence, a solution which he
regarded as a "manifestation of infantilism." Between
these four paths America must make her choice, and, unless
she does, real inflation or a return to the status of 1932
will result. Taking up the question of nationalism first,
he looks to past experience. "The failure to adopt any
1. These views were presented by Mr. V/allace in a pam-
phlet, America Must Choose
, and in a speech before the Bar
Association which held a symposium on national destiny,
March, 1934. See New York Times
,
February 25 and March 6,
1934.

"nationally approved plan during the post-war years has, of
coarse, been disastrous for all of our major producing
groups, but it has been most disastrous in its effects on
agriculture. The loss of billions of dollars of agricul-
tural income can be charged directly to this cause. The
foreign loans we made to sustain our expanded productive
capacity after the war merely concealed the true nature
of our situation. When the loans ended - as they were
sure to, since we refused to accept sufficient goods in
payment - our artificial market for the surplus disappeared
overnight." 1 The result has been that we have followed
the example of other nations attempting to adjust them-
selves to chaotic conditions, taking to the path of
nationalism. But if we are going to embrace it indefinite-
ly, "we must be prepared to make permanent the retirement
of from 40,000,000 to 100,000,000 acres of crop land.
...Furthermore, if we continue year after year with only
25,000,000 or 30,000,000 acres of cotton in the South
instead of 40,000,000 or 45,000,000 acres, it may be
necessary after a time to shift part of the Southern
population, and there is a question as to just what kind
of activity these Southern farm laborers should engage in.
We find exactly the same dilemma, although not on qi ite
such a great scale, in the Corn and Wheat belts.
1. All the following quotations from Mr. Wallace come
from the article America Must Choose I in the New York
Times of February 25, 1954.

"If we finally go all the way toward national-
ism, it may be necessary to have compulsory control of
marketing, licensing of plowed land, and base and surplus
quotas for every farmer for every product for each month
in the year." I.e. the ultimate conclusion might be a
greater degree of public ownership and the transformation
of agriculture into a public utility. Mr. Wallace does
not advocate this program without a careful and thorough
study of all the issues involved. Such a program implies
definitely a form of social discipline that does not seem
to be compatible with the American ideal of independence.
On the other hand, the possibilities of foreign trade are
still open to us, if we are prepared to "import nearly a
billion dollars more goods than we did in 1929," so that
we may "increase foreign purchasing power enough to sell
abroad our normal surpluses of cotton, wheat and tobacco
at a decent price. ...This will involve a radical reduc-
tion of tariffs. ...The method of reciprocal trade leads
to peace. It makes no sales without providing opportuni-
ties for the buyers to pay the bill."
"No matter how fervently nationalist or free-
trade in principle our planned future policy may be, the
jostle of world circumstances will be almost certain to
take us across middle ground. ...The planned middle course
I propose as a basis for present discussion is one precise-
ly half way between these two extremes: a line of march
along v/hich we would lower tariffs enough to bring in

"another half-billion dollars worth of goods annually,
and permanently retract of our good agricultural land
some 25,000,000 acres. ...The fact that agriculture would
suffer far the more under isolation, and that industry
would bear the brunt of changes necessary to widespread
renewal of world trade, may here, however, be reiterated;
for here is a fact suggesting that a planned middle
course is the fairest and wisest for all concerned.
. .This
country has more industrial as well as more agricultural
capacity than it needs for home consumption. Surplus
capacity in industry shows up mainly in unemployment,
rather than in a persistent accumulation of commodities;
but in all branches of economic life there is an identical
tendency for production to outrun consumption. ...It
happens that in this nation the surplus problem is most
acute because most of our customers already omiq us more
money than they can pay."
The New Deal sets as its goal the planned re-
distribution of the national income. It seeks "to promote
consumption more soundly. It directs purchasing power to
those in need by wage advances and alleviations of debt.
It lessens the need to force exports. It looks toward
balancing production with consumption at home. ...There
is no more effective way to melt surpluses in any covintry
than to put buying pov/er in the hands of the people there."
Mr. Wallace's opinions are provocative to those
interested in the correction of the difficulties of

agriculture so that the farmers' purchasing power will be
enhanced in the long run. His middle course involves two
big problems, tariff policies and land utilization program,
A happy solution of these will do much to improve the con-
dition of overproduction. It is not a new problem as we
can see when we look back over our history. Surplus stocks
of the cereals mounted up during the two or three decades
before the Civil War, and again during the approximate
years 1870-1890. At that time the markets were hopelessly
glutted, and wheat in the northwest, during some of those
years, v/as worth no more than thirty-five to fifty cents a
bushel, 1 History repeats itself; legislative, cooperative
and educational measures were used then as now to right
the situation. Inflation also played its part, with the
issuing of greenbacks, v/hich had a fluctuating gold value
from 1862-1865. "With only one important interruption,
the fore part of 1863, the price of gold moved up conti-
nually and rapidly until it reached its maximum of $2*85
worth of greenbacks for $1 of gold on July 11, 1864. This
price gave the greenback dollar a gold value of a fraction
over thirty-five cents. "^ Prom past experience then we
1. Hibbard, Marketing A p;vi cultural Products , p. 8.
2. Kemmerer, Edwin Walter. Kemmerer on Honey . Philadel-
phia, The John 0. Winston Company, 1934. P. 63. "A reference
to the daily prices of gold will show that not until over
two years after Congress had enacted the first greenback
law, did the price of a gold dollar reach SI. 645, the
equivalent of ^34.01 for an ounce of fine gold."
Compare Professor Copeland's recent statement, quoted
in the press, that gold has been advanced about 69%, and
goods have gone up about 32;'. Therefore to reach the

have warning of where unsound policies may lead. We have,
too, assurance that the situation has "been corrected
before. Famines abroad, immigration and other forms of
increasing population, newnealth, all aided in the crea-
tion of nev; markets. To-day we are faced with different
conditions. Improved agricultural methods and foreign
production have belittled the chances of famines. In the
case of China, however, the Farm Board found a market for
some of its vast holdings. Population of the more ad-
vanced countries is fast approaching stability. Wealth
must be interpreted in terms of deflation and depression
years. Its re-distribution will not increase markets,
though it may shift burdens within our country. At the
same time, it is obvious that the higher are the powers of
accumulating capital, the higher will be the standards of
living. The increase of activity, wherein value gives
place to velocity, does not increase real wealth any more
than did the farmers' increase of production add to their
incomes. The United Spates must recognize that it is a
creditor nation and follow the example set her by Great
Britain in the era before the War. She received goods in
payment, and she invested abroad. From these sound busi-
ness ventures she derived her income. In the United
States, there is also a need to recognize that there are
desired price level, (1926), the United States would have
to fix the dollar at zero. He also points out that fluc-
tuations in the exchange rate throw certain prices out of
their normal range, and contract marketing possibilities.
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too many farmers and too much land, Mr. Wallace faced
this fact. And again looking to the example of cotton,
we may see the working out of the state of affairs over a
period of years. The old south used to produce the cotton
crop, while New England in particular was the centre of the
textile industry. To-day Texas produces the largest por-
tion of cotton, and the New England mills are re-locating
in the South. This is a radical change and in time may
even result in the fact that the "solid south" will unite
with the north on tariff protection, while Texas will
continue to advocate free trade. Prophesying, however,
is vain. The important point is that time plays an impor-
tant part in the ultimate solution of economic difficulties.
One hopeful sign of a slow-working improvement
is to be found in Ohio, where the farmers, by a manager
system, are working out a plan that may offer much for the
future of agriculture. Several farms are run by a
trained manager. He directs and plans the work, taking
cognizance of the size of the farm, the type of soil and
topography. He may be put in charge of farms that banks
have been forced to take over, or he may run an enterprise
for a widow who cannot take the place of her dead farmer
husband. The manager receives a definite salary, and the
net profits are shared by the owners of the farms on a pro
rata basis. He seems to have a resemblance to the highly
trained executive of business. With the coming of new
forms of power and machinery, agriculture is becoming

highly industrialized. Technical knowledge and business
organization are necessary for successful operation on a
large scale. Farmers may learn other lessons from indus-
try. It definitely picks a plant site; it keeps careful
accounts and evolves budgets and forecasts; it specializes
in some cases, and always checks up on the non-profitable
lines; it keeps in touch with other business and financial
activities; it never ceases its studies and research.
This type of economic planning is most desirable for agri-
culture, but difficult of achievement for individual
farmers. Therefore the manager scheme recommends itself.
It entails the operation of several farms by one man. It
would bring certain advantages, large scale operations,
best utilization of the land, lessening of individual
hazards, orderly marketing, expert attention, advice and
direction, etc. The individual farmers would have a per-
centage share in the whole enterprise, based on their
contribution to it, Mr. Jones' land might be better
utilized as an orchard. Mr. Brown might have a knack for
raising of pigs. Extra labor for threshing might be needed
in the south field one day, in the north field another day.
The community of enterprise and pooling of resources could
be worked out to the ultimate gain of all participants.
Some man in the community might become the manager, or a
well-trained stranger might be needed in the initial
stages. Outside capital could be procured by long-term
financing or the sale of stock. The government might be

ready to lend a helping hand. In the long run such an
organization, if carried out faithfully and efficiently,
would mean greater returns for the farmers and an increase
of their purchasing power. Within this body the men of
high calibre would achieve positions of responsibility,
while the workers would be no worse off and probably
better. The lav; of the survival of the fittest would be
in operation. The farmer would learn that he has more to
do than just to produce. He must study his markets more
thoroughly to understand their demands and their methods.
This will be the greatest aid in improving prices re-
ceived. He must know more of economics and world condi-
tions, since they affect him.
In concluding this study of the farmers ' pur-
chasing power, there are other recommendations that arise
out of the problems considered. There should be a better
and fairer tax system for the whole country. The debt
situation must be faced and cleared up. Bad debts must
be admitted, not increased by throwing good money after
bad. In other extreme cases scaling down of the amounts
involved must be resorted to. Future credits should be
extended only after a careful consideration of the risk
involved. Interest rates should represent the true cost
of borrowing, based on the demand for and supply of
credit, together v/ith some consideration of the uses to
v/hich it is to be put. Efforts must be continued to
advance even further the work accomplished in the fields

a. /i.
of education and of marketing. The idea of building up
a reserve should be held by every farmer, for it v/ill be
essential. in the course of running- his business. He
should also provide insurance against the possible
ravages of nature. Here, if the government wishes to aid
the farmers financially, is an opportunity for a national
program. Instead of the emergency funds, it might be
possible for the government to create a mutual insurance
department to which every farmer must belong, (just as he
is required to pay a poll tax). It would be a non-profit-
making corporation, with some annual fee to be paid by
its members. The original capital might be provided by
the government. Finally, it is essential for the farmers'
welfare in the long run that those who are not versed in
agricultural economics be debarred from being instru-
mental in the drawing up of measures for farm relief.
Conclusion
To-day the farmers 1 purchasing power is rela-
tively low. They can never hope to be as well off as the
producers of manufactured goods, since they are dealing
with paw materials. Individual farmers, with varying
personalities, problems and cost of production, will have
varying incomes. The forces of nature may change these
results from year to year. Besides this dominant factor,
there are other contributing causes. Depression and
prosperity affect the farmers, though they are relatively

worse off than many others in both cases. The incurring
of debt may result in the over-capitalization of farms.
Conditions of domestic markets as well as of foreign are
important to farmers. A surplus of goods offered, de-
clining purchasing power and changes in demand may result
in glutted markets. Agriculture must not permanently
expand when it is called upon to fulfill an emergency
requirement. The government is ready to aid its citizens.
It should not be taken advantage of, but should be aided
in its decisions and actions by those whom it is striving
to aid. False cures, such as the stabilization of the
farmers' purchasing power through an artificially fixed
price level that does not take existing conditions into
consideration, will bring more acute distress in the
future. On the other hand sound government, banking and
business, together with the cooperation of the farmers
can lessen violent and sudden gluctuations . Gradual
changes are to be expected in the economic system upon
which our industries are based. In the long run there is
much that can and should be done to improve the condition
of agriculture. The farmers have their share to contri-
bute to this program. They no more can be segregated from
an ultimate sxiccessful conclusion than can their purchasing
power be singled out for attention. It is the result of
the many inter-related phases of the industry and its
various members.

APPENDIX I: ILLUSTRATIVE STATISTICS

a./y.
TABLE I.
GENERAL TREND OP PRICES AND PURCHASING POWER.
On five-year "basis, August 1909—July 1914 : 100.
Date All Groups Prices paid by Ratio of prices
farmers for com- received to
modities "bought, prices paid.
Year
1910 103 98 106
1911 95 101 93
1912 99 100 99
1913 100 100 99
1914 102 101 101
1915 100 106 95
1916 m « mm117 123 95
1917 176 150 118
1918 200 178 112
1919 209 205 102
1920 205 206 99
1921 116 156 75
1922 124 152 81
1923 135 153 88
1924 134 154 87
1925 147 159 92
1926 136 156 87
Note : All groups include: grains, fruit and vegetables,
cotton and cottonseed, meat and animals, dairy products,
poultry products.

TABLE I. (continued)
GENERAL TREND OF PRICES AND PURCHASING POWER.
On five-year "basis, August 1909--July 1914 : 100.
Date All groups Prices paid "by Ratio of prices
farmers for com- received to
modities bought, prices paid.
Year
1927 131 154 85
1928 139 156 90
1929 138 155 89
1930 117 146 80
1931 80 126 63
1932 57
Monthly
1932
June 52 110 48
July 57 109 53
August 59 108 54
September 59 108 55
October 56 107 52
November 54 106 51
December 52 106 50
1933
January 51 105 49
February 49 104 47

TABLE I. (continued)
GENERAL TREND OE PRICES AND PURCHASING POWER.
Date
On five-year "basis, August 1909—July 1914 : 100.
All Groups
1933
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
50
53
62
64
73
72
70
70
71
52
Prices paid by Ratio of price
farmers for com- received to
modities bought, prices paid.
103
100
100
103
105
112
116
116
117
106
48
53
62
62
72
64
60
60
61
50
1934
January 70 116 60
Source: Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The Agricultural
Situation. January 1933 --February 1934.

TABLE II.
GENERAL TEEM) OF PRICES AND. WAGES
.
Volume of
Agricultural Production ,
Volume of
Industrial Produc t i on
Dept. of Agric.
(1919--1927 = 100)
1919 91
1925 106
1929 109
1932 103
Prices Paid
to Farmer
1909—1914 100
1919 At. 209
1925 147
1929 » 138
1932 57
Federal Reserve
(1923—1925 = 100)
83
104
119
64
Prices Paid Rati o
"by Farmer
100 100
200 104
154 95
152 91
107 53
Source: Drury, Theodore F. Farm Purchasing; Power , Boston,
State Street Research and Management Corporation, Novem
her 1, 1923.
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Table IV
INCREASE OF CROPS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1850-1932,
(000,000 omitted)
Year
1850
1880
1900
1910
1920
1925
1930
1931
1932
Corn, bu
592
1,717
2,505
2,886
3,208
2,917
2,060
2,567
2,908
V/heat, bu.
100
416
603
635
833
676
857
900
727
Cotton, bales
10,123
11,609
13,440
16,104
13,932
17,096
13,002
Source: V/prld Almanac
,
p. 345
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TABLE VI.
POPULATION AND NUMBER OF FARMS IN THOUSANDS . 1880-1930.
Year 1880 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930
Urban population 14,358 30,386 42,166 54,304 62,848 68,955
Rural population 35,798 45,614 49,806 51,406 52,532 58,320
Percent of total 71.4 60. 54.2 48.6 45.5
Farm population 31,614 29,032 30,445
Numbers of Farms 4,009 5,737 6,362 6,448 6,372 6,289
Source ; World Almanac , p. 261. Based on United States Government Cen-
sus figures
.
TABLE VII.
FARM ACREAGE INCREASE
In thousands of acres. 1850--1930
. Year 1850 1880 1900 1910 1920 1930
All land in farms 293,561 536,082 838.592 878,798 955,884 986,771
Improved land 113,033 284,771 414,493 478,452 503,073
Source: World Almanac
,
p. 339.

TABLE VIII.
EMPLOYMENT OP FARM CAPITAL, 1850-1930.
Year 1850
Value of farm 3,967
property
Value of land 3,272
and "buildings
Value of land
alone
Implements and 152
machinery
Livestock 544
($000, 000s omitted)
1880 1900 1910
12,181 20,440 40,991
10,197 60,615 34,801
13,058 28,476
407 750 1,265
1,577 3,075 4,925
1920 1925 1930
77,924 57,018 57,246
66,316 59,467 47,879
54,830 37,721 34,930
3,595 2,692 3,302
8,013 4,858 5,995
Source t World Almanac , p. 339.
Note ; Farm dwellings alone in 1930 were valued at $7,083,536,150.
Average acreage per farm in 1930 was 156.9, as compared with
145.1 in 1925~and 148.2 in 1920.

Appendix II
Some of the Outstanding Current Events That
Have Had an Importance for Agriculture .
I
February 1, 1935 : Moratorium on foreclosures on all
owner-occupied farms in the United States
and Canada, following the farmers' demonstra-
tion by strike in Iowa,
March 4th : All United States banks and commodity mar-
kets closed. The latter were re-opened on
March 16th.
April 15th : The dollar v/as off 5fi on the foreign ex-
changes, the beginning of its depreciation.
April 19th : Presidential decree put an embargo on all
gold exports. G-old standard suspended.
May 12th : The Agricultural Adjustment Act became law,
including the Thomas amendment which conferred
inflationary powers upon the president.
June : Commodity prices rose above the highs estab-
lished in 1932.
World Economic Conference inclined to be a
failure, because of a lack of cooperation in
currency matters by the United States.
July's first week : A drought from northern Texas to
Canada, (including Indiana, Illinois, North
Dakota and Kansas ); reduced crop estimates
for five major grains, reducing total to
smallest since 1903.
Wheat went above the dollar line in Chicago
for the first time in three years.
A. A. A. announced its program of crop reduction,
together with "rent" and the processing tax,
effective July 9th.
July 18th : The commodity prices broke, as a result of
speculative interest. E.g. Wheat had risen
72f^ since January; it fell 27j^.
Crop estimates continued to be low: spring
wheat 105,000,000 bushels below 1932 harvest,
making the total wheat crop indication
230,000,000 bushels below .the preceding year
and indicating the smallest yield since 1893;
corn forecast, 492,000,000 bushels below 1932.
1. Based on New York Times and Time.

July 22nd : Grain market closed; a limit of five cents
was officially fixed for daily fluctuations
in the price of grain.
August : Milk strikes in New Y0rk and Chicago.
August 15th : Chicago lifted grain "price pegs," Winni-
peg installed them.
August 22nd : Beginning of the Federal program of buying
up of pork surpluses.
Report on world wheat carry-over published, as
of July 1st, showing the largest total ever
reached, 950,000,000 btishels as compared with
770,000,000 bushels the year before'.
August 28th : Government bought 167,000 pigs in a day;
the hog market was unsettled.
Secretary Wallace decreed a 15% reduction
in wheat by the terms of agreement at the
World Wheat Conference held in London. Canada,
Argentina and the United States had pledged
their support of this program. (Russia an
uncertain factor.)
Cotton acreage had been reduced to 29,704,000
acres as compared with the 40,798,000 planted
on July 1st. Estimate of the crop showed an
increase in bales of 1,008,000 over 1932.
Cotton exports had increased 17.75$ for the
year, cotton consumption 45.5$.
September : Purchases of gold by the U nited States,
through the R.F.C. initiated, to be made in
the v/orld market but above the world price,
i.e. devaluation of the dollar.
Commodity prices up 8*$ over a year ago.
September 17th : The R.F.C. granted $150, 000, 000 to re-
finance farm mortgages.
September 22nd : Government loans on cotton, at the rate
of 10^ per pound, offered to the farmers by
President Roosevelt.
End of the month : 35,000,000 bushels of wheat exported
to Japan and China at a loss of $7,000,000,
since it was sold belov; the domestic price.
To date from March 1st, the Farm Credit Adminis
tration had advanced ^342,000,000 to Federal
Land Banks, regional credit corporations and
cooperat ives
•

October 17th : The agricultural administration announced
benefit payments to farmers reducing corn
acreage 20%.
October 50th : Wheat embargo in North Dakota announced
by Governor Langer, with the avov/ed purpose
of raising the price of spring wheat which was
then 73$zf. Other governors of the section
Joined the movement, which culminated at the
White House.
November : Milo Reno began agitation for the Farm Strike.
'''25,000,000 appropriated to the Department of
the Interior for subsistence farms.
Markets for agricultural commodities moved
with great irregularity.
December : Quarreling within the official family resulted
in shifting of those in authority.
United States silver purchase plan announced.
January, 1954 : The United States adopted the gold
bullion standard. Devaluation of the dollar
admitted through the reduction of its gold
content
•
First week of March : The President signed a bill pro-
viding ^40,000,000 as seed loans for farmers.
Reciprocal tariff considered to aid foreign
trade.
March 19th : The Bankhead Cotton Bill passed in the
House of Representatives.
March 20th : President ratified the grain market code.
March 26th : Farm Credit Administration began to use the
#2,000,000,000 of Government guaranteed bonds
of the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation
instead of cash in making loans for refinancing
distressed farm mortgages.

APPE1TDIX III: ADDENDA

Appendix III : Addenda
1. New York Times , March 1,1934, gives the following
information on the processing taxes, based on the
United States Treasury announcement. (Compare p. 82 of
the text
.
)
Purpose Expenditures
Cotton acreage reduction $112,428,410,61
Tobacco crop reduction 1,585,237.56
Wheat acreage reduction 59,088,258.50
Marketing export wheat surplus 1,984,041.55
Corn and hogs, there being no reduction of payments
Emergency purchase of surplus $ 33,473,933.00
Hogs bought for Federal Surplus
Relief Corporation 4,420,586.04
Dairy products bought for PSRC
:
Butter $ 9,418,379.06
Cheese 128,885.00
Total expenditures $222,528,729.32
Receipts From Processing Tax .
Total receipts to Feb. 26 #200,501,160.70
Summary .
Expenditures, Feb. 27 $222,528,729.32
Receipts, Feb. 26 200,501,160.70
Balance #22,027,568.62
2. In March, 1934, the National City Bank of New York wrote
down its sugar paper to $1. (Compare p. 133 of the text.)
3. The following information comes from the World Wheat
Advisory Committee meeting in Rome. (See Nev; York Times
,
April 6, 1934.
)
"The world carryover of wheat on August 1,1933, will
be 1,100,000,000 bushels, the same as last year, but
estimates for the 1934-1935 agricultural year are opti-
mistic regarding the reduction of wheat stocks and
acreage.
"
"Dr. Mordecai Ezekiel speaking for the United States
reported an acreage reduction of 6 per cent for Winter
Wheat in 1934, compared with 1931, and an 11 per cent cut

"in the Spring wheat acreage,
"The probable acreage for harvest in the United
States, based on the condition of Winter wheat and in-
tended Spring wheat seeding," he said, "is roughly as
follows: Winter wheat, 35,500,000 acres; Spring wheat,
18,600,000 acres, a total of 54,100,000 acres.
"This is 4,200,000 acres above the 49,900,000 to
which the United States has undertaken to restrict its
harvest for 1934, in order to comply with the inter-
national wheat commission,
"Steps have already been taken to secure an addi-
tional reduction by reopening wheat contracts to farmers
who have not signed up before and through a vigorous
check-up on the performance of reduction-contract
signers,"
On April 10th, this same conference barred government
transactions of a commercial nature which might nullify
efforts to set the minimum export price, i.e. dumping.
"An agreement would be demanded of governments not to
conduct such transactions as barter agreements or deals
resulting from frozen credit that might adversely affect
minimum export quotations," (See New York Times
,
April
11,1934.)
4, The government acquired more than 2,000,000 bales
of actual and future cotton under the provisions of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act. Oscar Johnston, manager of
the A.A.A. producers' pool, stated, on April 5th, that
this federal cotton would not be dumped on the domestic
market. With regard to the future options, (maximum
held was for 965,000 bales, which has been reduced to
104,000 bales) he said in part:
"We have liquidated our futures without disturbing
the market and assure the public of our intention to do
likewise with the actual cotton
"The remaining 104,000 bales of futures cotton is
held against approximately 12,000 option contracts in
the hands of producers.
"This optioned cotton will be carried without cost
to the producers until May 1 and, upon application, will
be carried at a cost of 40 cent 3 per bale per month for
another year, so that this 104,000 bales probably will
be liquidated betv/een this date and May 1,1935, unless
in the meanwhile the market should go to 12-J cents or
better, in which event the option contracts would be
closed out and the futures disposed of."
With reference to the actual cotton held in the
pool, Mr. Johnston said that "the Secretary of Agricul-
ture acquired and has delivered to the cotton pool,

recently established, a total of 1,950,000 bales of actual
cotton,
"Under the provisions of the pool agreement this cotton
cannot be sold at less than 15 cents per pound basis middling
seven-eighths inch until after July 31, 1934, after which
time it may be sold at the discretion of the pool manager
with the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture."

Explanatory Note For Bibliography
There is a wealth of reading
material on agriculture. The books listed
include only those which give excellent
studies of background and agricultural
economics to-day, or those which pertain
immediately to the subject matter of this
thesis. Periodical material, on the
v/hole, is inclined to be repetitious, in-
significant, inaccurate, biased, too
popular in treatment, or too passing in
interest. The references included there-
fore are few. I regret being unable to
gain access to the following periodicals:
The Agricultural Economist t The Agricul -
tural Review , and The Journal of Farm
Economics
•
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